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A BSTRACT
Feeling stressed is a common phenomenon which is known among all age groups,
cultures, and societal classes. Although its perception and recognition may follow
universal rules too, humans experience the reasons for stress and the success of
stress mitigating techniques differently. Research in various domains, such as
psychology, biology, or neuroscience have made great progress in understanding
the evolutionary roots of stress and its stressors, namely stimuli that elicit stress
reactions. However, the nature of stressors has changed significantly over time.
While thousands of years ago humans experienced stress physiologically when
facing a dangerous animal in the wilderness, nowadays stress is a harmful
consequence of the permanent challenge for our brain to process the constant
stream of information. As a result, the modern human feels stressed by the
omnipresent access to information resulting in information overload, going hand
in hand with the societal expectations to be reachable and so-called "online"
anytime. The consequential problems for users, as well as design challenges for
designers and developers to avoid such disagreeable effects have been recently
addressed in the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).
In this thesis, I identify, describe and successively explore the character
of different inventions for reducing the stress level of users and their impact
on them. Hereby, I present three exemplary research probes differing in their
degree of privateness and their degree of using digital technologies. Thus, my
contribution in the human-computer interaction domain lies in the investigation
of how to design stress mitigating interventions for interactive systems and
respectively, what impact the manipulation of potential stressors can have
on users. One prerequisite for reducing stress is, knowing when a user is
stressed. Thus, I will provide the foundation for the research being conducted
with physiological measurements in this thesis by showing that subjective
self-measures of stress have physiology-based correlates (Chapter 3). As the
measurements’ quality depends, among other factors, on the hardware it is being
carried out with, I will further emphasize that the measurability goes along with
certain constraints which I clustered and summarized forming the "Design Space
for Physiology Aware Systems" (Chapter 4). Given the reliable detection of stress
using physiological data, I explored tactile feedback for notifying users about
stress (Chapter 5). While the first approach concentrated on the comparison
of an existing feedback mechanism, namely vibration which is already used
for smartphones and wrist-worn wearables, to pressured-based feedback, the
second exploration exploited the advantages of thermal stimulation and focused
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on investigating the stimuli’s properties to be preferred for giving stress feedback.
Concluding from the aforementioned explorations that feedback on stress is
conditionally desirable from the user’s perspective, I designed three exemplary
interventions manipulating stressors (Chapter 6). First, an Android application
was implemented delaying smartphone notifications and thereby, eliminated
potential stressors, here notifications. For the second intervention cognitive load,
as a another stressor was visualized on an ambient display putting the user in
a passive role requiring no additional attention or action. In contrast to this, in
the third investigation the user was asked to adjust a physical wearable display
reflecting the self-reported feeling of being busy. Here, the user was required
to take action him- or herself which further facilitated conversations, since the
display was designed as necklace visible for anyone.
By performing the described research activities representing distinct degrees of
privateness and in their use of digital technologies, I show that the manipulation
of a stressor supports self-reflection in users. Hereby, three settings, namely from
private to semi-public to public, as well as three exemplary tools, namely the
smartphone, the ambient display, and the physical display have been employed. I
show that the conscious confrontation with the stressors helps users to self-reflect
about future behavior regarding the coping with stressors. Further, valuable
insights on side-effects when visualizing stress-related information can be
inferred from the user feedback implying also privacy preservation. In conclusion,
in this thesis I present the "Design Space for Physiology-Aware Systems" and
the derived "Design Recommendations for Stress-Aware Interactive Systems",
which contribute to a better understanding of what should be considered when
designing stress mitigating techniques. Further, I demonstrate that manipulating
stressors has a promising potential paving the way to future systems to support
self-reflection and mutual consideration of one’s stress.
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Z USAMMENFASSUNG
Das Gefühl gestresst zu sein, ist ein alltägliches Phänomen, das unter allen
Altersgruppen, Kulturen und sozialen Schichten bekannt ist. Obwohl die
Wahrnehmung und das Erkennen von Stresssituation ebenfalls für viele
Menschen ähnlich sein dürfte, so unterscheidet sich die Einschätzung des
Erfolgs von stressreduzierenden Interventionen. Denn trotz der großen
Fortschritte, die die Wissenschaft bezüglich des Verständnisses von Stress
und Stressoren in verschiedensden Domänen, wie Psychologie, Biologie or
Neurowissenschaften gemacht hat, so hat sich die Natur des Stressoren in den
vergangenen Jahrzehnten drastisch verändert, wobei man unter Stressoren Stimuli
versteht, die Stressreaktionen auslösen. Während vor Tausenden von Jahren
Menschen die physiologischen Indikatoren für Stress erlebten, wenn sie einem
wilden Tier gegenüber standen, so ist Stress heutzutage eine Konsequenz der
permanenten Herausforderung unseres Gehirns den konstanten Informationsfluss
zu verarbeiten. Daraus resultiert, dass sich der moderne Mensch durch den
omnipräsenten Zugang zu Informationen gestresst fühlt, was widerum zu
einem Empfinden von Überfordung führt. Damit einher geht das Gefühl ständig
erreichbar oder online sein zu müssen, um soziale Erwartungen zu erfüllen. Die
daraus entstehenden Probleme für Nutzer, wie ebenso die Herausforderungen
für Designer und Entwickler um solche unangenehmen Effekte zu vermeiden,
werden bereits seit einiger Zeit in dem Bereich der Mensch-Computer-Interaktion
behandelt.
Mit dem Ziel eine angemessene und effektive Interventionstechnik zur
Reduktion von Stress zu finden, exploriert die vorliegende Arbeit sukzessive
verschiedene Interventionsarten und deren Einfluss auf den Nutzer. Hierzu
präsentiere ich drei beispielhafte Anwendungen, die sich in ihrer Ausprägung
der Privatssphäre und Digitalisierung unterscheiden. Damit liegt mein
wissenschaftlicher Beitrag im Feld der Mensch-Computer-Interaktion, in der
Erforschung, wie sich Stressreduzierende Interventionen für interaktive Systeme
gestalten lassen und welchen Einfluss die Manipulation von Stressoren auf deren
Nutzer hat.
Eine Voraussetzung zur Reduktion von Stress ist es, zu wissen wann der
Nutzer gestresst ist. Daher bildet das Zeigen des Zusammenhangs zwischen der
subjektiven Selbstbeurteilung des Stresszustandes und den auf physiologischen
Indikatoren basierenden Korrelaten die Grundlage für die in dieser Arbeit
durchgeführten physiologischen Messungen (Kapitel 3). Dadurch, dass Messgüte
dieser Erhebungen unter anderem von der Wahl der Instrumente abhängt,
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gehe ich des Weiteren auf die damit verbundenen Einschränkungen ein,
welche in dem "Designraum für physiologisch-basierte Systeme"gruppiert und
zusammengefasst werden (Kapitel 4). Vor dem Hintergund der zuverlässigen
Erkennung von Stresszuständen auf Grundlage von physiologischen Daten, habe
ich die Benachrichtung von Nutzern über ihren Stresszustand mit Hilfe von
taktilem Feedback exploriert (Kapitel 5). Während sich der erste Ansatz auf
den Vergleich zwischen bestehenden Feedbackemethoden wie Vibration, was
bereits für Smartphones und Wearables verwendet wird, und Druckbasiertem
Feedback konzentrierte, so zielte die zweite Exploration auf die Untersuchung
der Vorteile von Temperaturbasierter Stimulation ab. Dabei fokussierte ich mich
auf die Erforschung der Eigenschaften des Stimulus, um ein Nutzerfreundliches
Feedback geben zu können.
Mit der auf den zuvor erwähnten Untersuchungen basierenden Schlussfolderung,
dass explizites Feedback bezüglich des Stresszustandes nur bedingt
wünschenswert ist aus Nutzersicht, gestaltete ich drei exemplarische
Anwendungen zur Manipulation von Stressoren (Kapitel 6). In der
ersten Studie wurde eine Android Anwendung implementiert, die
Smartphone-Benachrichtigungen verzögert und damit potentielle Stressoren,
in diesen Fall Benachrichtigungen, eliminiert. Für die zweite Intervention
wurde kognitive Last, als ein weiterer Stressor auf einem ambienten Bildschirm
visualisiert, was den Nutzer in einer passiven Rolle ließ, da keine spezielle
Aufmerksamkeit oder Aktion gefordert war. Im Gegensatz dazu wurde der
Nutzer in der dritten Untersuchung gebeten auf einem physikalischen tragbaren
Prototypen das selbsteingeschätzte Gefühl von Geschäftigkeit anzugeben.
Hierbei war es notwendig, dass der Nutzer selbstständig agierte, was ebenfalls
Konversationen erleichterte, da der Protoyp als Kette sichtbar für alle war.
Mit der Umsetzung der beschriebenen Forschungsarbeiten, die verschiedene
Abstufungen der Privatsphäre von privat über semi-öffentlich bis hin zu
öffentlich sowie der Nutzung von Smartphones, ambienten Bildschirmen
und physikalischen Prototypen als beispielhafte digitalisierte Werkzeuge
umfasst, konnte ich demonstrieren, dass die Manipulation von Stressoren
die Selbstreflektionsfähigkeiten von Nutzern unterstützt. Es zeigt sich,
dass die bewusste Konfrontation mit Stressoren den Nutzern hilft über ihr
zukünftiges Verhalten im Umgang mit den Stressoren zu reflektieren. Zudem
konnten umfassende Erkenntnisse über die Nebeneffekte der Visualisierung
Stress-bezogener Informationen aus den Nutzerrückmeldungen gewonnen
werden, was ebenfalls Implikationen für den Schutz der Privatsphäre hat.
Abschließend lässt sich festhalten, dass die vorliegende Arbeit zu einem besseren
Verständnis beiträgt was für die Gestaltung stressreduzierender Interventionen zu
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beachten ist. Darüber hinaus wird deutlich, dass die Manipulation von Stressoren
viel Potenzial bietet um auch in zukünftigen System zum Einsatz zu kommen.
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P REFACE
This thesis contains work created from 2016 till 2019 at the University of Stuttgart.
Since studying of stress responses requires different types of expertise from
distinct disciplines, this thesis has been done in close collaboration with experts
from the University of Stuttgart, projects partners within the EU ERC-AMPLIFY
(683008) and SFB-TRR 161 projects, as well as external collaborators. These
collaborations resulted in publications which are a core part of this thesis. The
contributing authors (i.e., co-authors of papers) are clearly stated at the beginning
of each chapter together with the reference to the publication if applicable. To
keep the consistency throughout the thesis, I use the term "I" instead of "we"
when referring to myself.
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Introduction
Stress is a complex phenomenon which has been examined intensively in the past
decades. Many research disciplines, such as biology, psychology, neuroscience,
and medicine have investigated, simulated, and modeled the nature of stress.
Despite the extensive and ambitious attempts to open up the field of stress, even
modern science has difficulties to capture all facettes of such a complex construct
as stress is [198, 229, 233]. In the course of exploring its characteristics, several
correlates have been discovered. These related constructs have been identified as
so-called stressors. A stressor can be understood as a source of stress eliciting an
unpleasant feeling of being stressed in a person. According to Lepine, Podsakoff,
and Lepine [158] stressors initiate the start of a stress process which results
in strains. Such strains can take different forms, ranging from workload, job
demands, role conflicts and lead to severe consequences like anxiety, exhaustion or
depression [125]. These illnesses are provoked by chronic stress much more often
than by one-time life events referred to as acute stress [176]. As a consequence
of chronic stress, psychiatric disorders like the aforementioned, have increased
dramatically within the past years. When the market research institute Gallup
asked people from 142 countries about their negative feelings, they found in
their 2019 global emotions report that 39% of the respondents experienced "a
lot" of worry and another 35% agreed to experiencing "a lot" of stress [78].
Furthermore, with the investigation of stress as a harmful trigger for depressions,
anxiety, and cardiovascular diseases, also its stressors have been studied in length
[16, 176, 215, 238, 252]. Besides unhealthy lifestyles, such as too little physical
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activity, too much unhealthy food, there are also sources of stress derived from
our technology usage [16, 134, 152, 154, 242, 289].
A systematic review of 35 studies suggested that there is a correlation between
the use of Information Communication Technology (ICT) and stress, although
the users’ age does not seem to mediate this relation [16]. Moreover, we
know that the continuous stream of information being regarded as stimuli to
be processed from a neuroscientific perspective, is one main source of stress
in our contemporary society [22, 146, 154]. The resulting multitasking, as a
technique to cope with the constant flow of electronic ubiquitous stimuli has
shown to worsen the ability to switch between tasks [191] which further affects
their attention span and memory negatively [86]. With the market launch of
smartphones, the large-scale "technification" had reached another stage which
has not been known before including the "invasive" consequences, as Böhme
calls it [22]. Considerable differences from past cultural living, took place with
the ubiquity of digital technologies of the everyday life. Facing the evolvement
of the internet from an from-anywhere-accessible information system to a mass
medium enabling people to receive, generate, and share information, the cognitive
demands and challenges the human brain has to deal with changed completely
and rapidly. While cortical anatomical structures were shaped and adapted to
the environmental conditions over thousands of years, the fast technological
developments did not grant sufficient time to adapt to the novel challenges. As
a result the brain has difficulties processing the vast amount of information
flooding the modern human every day. This information overload leads to stress
[14, 112, 154] affecting personal wellbeing.
Consequently, there is a high demand for stress mitigating applications. Prior
research has shown that stress can be reduced through design as highlighted by
the following examples. Design that supported wellbeing [199] or technologies
helping to cope with stress [69, 194, 283] has been in the focus of previous work.
Moreover, the role of stressors has been largely neglected in related HCI literature,
except for some works that aimed to permeate what defines a stressor [119, 134].
Like the work by Alonso, Varkevisser, and Keyson shows, the investigation of
"expressive stress relievers" [30] how they refer to it, ranges from comparing
different tactile qualities appealing prototypes to evaluating stress-representing
biofeedback applications [76, 155, 290].
In contrast to these examples, this thesis concentrates on a more holistic approach
given the highly individual character of stress lying subjectively in the eye of
the beholder. As pointed out, the investigation of stress and its correlates as
well as related constructs remains a difficult and complex field. Even with the
fusion of experts from different disciplines working on technical or conventional
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interventions to fighting stress, there has not been a universal solution found
yet. Thus, despite all the valuable attempts made in industry and research
alike, we still lack an effective method to mitigate stress when exposed to
unpleasant situations. Instead of evaluating specific applications, the present
work systematically builds the prerequisite for sensing stress before identifying
the shortcomings of prevalent physiology-aware hardware. As part of the
exploration of two different holistic techniques to mitigate stress, this thesis
focalizes the investigation of the effects on the users when testing a prototype
aiming to reduce stress. Consequently, in the course of my research the users’
subjective experience with the designed system has been focused. As a result
of these evaluations using various research methods in the laboratory and in
the wild, this thesis contributes a Design Space for Physiology-Aware Systems"
charting the challenges when detecting stress reactions based on physiological
data and an insightful investigation of the effectiveness of manipulating the
potential source of stress instead of providing feedback on it. Hereby, I show
that manipulating the stressor leads to higher self-reflection and an increased
awareness about the preoccupation with stressors in the users. Further, the
conscious confrontation, particularly when the user takes an active role in
manipulating the visualization of the stressor, even supports mutual regard and
can stimulate vital conversations provoking the dedicated consideration sources
of stress. By concluding with design recommendations addressing the overall
improvement of physiology-aware hardware, and further providing concrete
suggestions on how to realize these when for example implementing a mobile
application, this thesis provides important insights for designers, developers and
user experience researchers. From the inferred conclusions responding to the ten
research questions an overview over the considerable aspects is gained and by
the exploration of suitable stress mitigating interventions the way for an effective
stress-aware system is paved.

1.1

Research Questions

When elaborating on the understanding of stress responses in relation to digital
systems, there are different aspects to be considered. While a significant part of
prior work has concentrated on examining the consequences of using technology
[16, 146, 154], such as the domain of technostress, the efforts of the affective
computing community to physiologically recognize stress [90, 147, 198] and
develop user-adaptive systems [116, 166, 250] represent another branch. Building
upon previous work, this thesis aims to answer in total ten research questions
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tackling the following three aspects: I Physiological measurement of stress, II
Exploring tactile feedback for stress states, and III Designing interventions to
reduce stress. In Table 1.1 the corresponding research question this thesis strives
to answer is summarized and will be explained in the following.
Despite various related work using physiological measures to sense mental states,
emotions, or stress levels, in the HCI community there is still a lack of consensus
which parameters suit best for detecting stress. Since the basic prerequisite for
developing and designing stress mitigating systems is to reliably detect when users
are stressed, the first two Research Questions (RQs) RQ1a and RQ1b provide
an explanation on how stress responses can be physiologically measured and
physiological and subjective data indicating stress correlate with each other. As
revealed in the presented user study and inspired by related literature remarking
the shortcomings of physiological sensing hardware, the research question RQ1c
has been phrased to carve out the constraints of physiological sensing devices for
interactive systems. Grounded on the answers to this questions the subsequent
research question, RQ1d targets to identify and summarize criteria emerging
from the prevalent deficiencies and motivated by user perspectives.
As the foundation for successfully detecting stress has been laid, the investigation
of techniques to reduce stress in users was focalized. Facing a rich corpus
of related literature that reports on the effectiveness of particular applications
aiming to mitigate or control stress, the present work derived from previous
work which modality could be suitable to give feedback for notifying users
about stress responding to research question RQ2a. Given that the audio and
visual channels are already used for communication technology and fall short
regarding unobtrusiveness and privacy preservation, the tactile stimulation has
been primarily explored. Hereby, the design of an effective feedback stimlus
RQ2b was in the focus of research leading to the consequential question in how
far feedback about the stress state is desirable from an user perspective.
Based on the results from these investigations it could be shown that notifying
about stress is potentially counterproductive for reducing stress. Hence the scope
of the last block of research questions is on the manipulation of stressors. By
researching the effects of three different potential interventions antagonizing
the stressors instead of the stress perception, the research question RQ3a has
been answered with the demonstration of how distinct aspects could be altered
exemplarily. From the findings of the three research probes representing different
approaches to (a) eliminate the source of stress, (b) visualize the stressor leaving
the user in a passive role, and (c) require the user’s action for visualizing the
source of stress, it could be shown how these affect users in general RQ3b and in

1.2 Research Methodology
No.

Research Question

RQ1a
RQ1b
RQ1c
RQ1d

RQ2a
RQ2b
RQ3a
RQ3b
RQ3c
RQ3d

5
Chapter

I Physiological Measurement of Stress
How can we physiologically measure stress responses?
How do physiological and subjective data indicating stress
correlate and what are the implications?
What are the constraints of physiological sensing devices
for interactive systems?
How can we identify and summarize criteria representing
the differences among physiology measuring hardware?
II Exploring Tactile Feedback for Stress States
Which feedback modality suits best for notifying about
stress states?
How to design an effective feedback stimulus?
III Designing Interventions to Reduce Stress
What are means to manipulate stressors from an
interaction design perspective?
What are the effects on the user when manipulating the
stressor?
What are the effects on self-reflection when manipulating
stressors?
How to include privacy when designing stress-aware
interfaces?

3,4

5

6

Table 1.1: Summary of research questions addressed in this thesis.
particular with respect to their ability to self-reflect RQ3c. Since the deployment
of each of these scenarios covered a different aspect of privacy, the final research
questions RQ3d addressed the challenge of including privacy in stress-aware
interfaces what has become a particular issue considering the increasing distrust
among technology users.

1.2

Research Methodology

For answering the research questions, the research conducted was carried out
applying different methods. For the work presented in Chapter 3 a user study had
been conducted in the laboratory. Hereby quantitative data has been assessed and
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inferential statistical methods have been applied to reveal significant differences
in the subjective and physiological data. To investigate the limitations and derive
criteria for physiology-aware systems (see Chapter 4), a large corpus of qualitative
data has been collected through in-depth semi-structured expert interviews being
analyzed applying an inductive thematic analysis [28] followed by a top-down
analysis. While the subsequently presented two user studies described in Chapter
5 combined the assessment of quantitative data with obtaining qualitative user
feedback being conducted in the laboratory setting, the three works evaluating the
manipulation of stressors (see Chapter 6) relied on the in-the-wild approach.
Applying a variety of research methods, such as focus groups (see Section
6.2.1), prototypical deployments (see Section 6.3.4), and a diary study (see
Section 6.4.2) for the comparative exploration of the three explained approaches,
considerable findings could be retrieved answering the relevant corresponding
research questions.
As part of my research, different kinds of prototypes had been built or respectively
implemented as a result of collaborations with colleagues or projects of
undergraduate students. Accordingly, for the exploration of tactile feedback
in relation to stress, three different hardware prototypes providing vibrotactile,
pressures-based, and thermal feedback were built. While these low-fidelity
prototypes were designed to serve their purposes and function without any
inconveniences for the users, the implementation of the mobile phone and
tablet applications targeted to represent high-fidelity prototype of a usable
application. By providing them with fully functional features, users got genuine
impressions, particularly when deploying them in real-world scenarios. Following
the recommendations of human-centered design for interactive systems [75], the
environmental settings where the interactive systems are intended to be used
in have been taken into account. By focusing on the exploration of how the
dedicated application could be made more usable, the prototypes have been
designed by multi-disciplinary teams given the distinct research backgrounds,
and users were actively involved, by, for example contextual inquiry in focus
groups. The specifically addressed human-centered design approach has been
applied, since hereby the human needs and demands are considered in the
first place, while its emphasis lays on the validation of the design prototypical
implementation. Accordingly, the user’s actions are proposing the interaction
space for the intersection between the human, the technology, as well as social
factors, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.

1.3 Research Context
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the human-centered design perspective adapted
from Winograd & Woods [284].

1.3

Research Context

The scientific work presented in this thesis has been carried out between 2016 and
2019 mostly at the University of Stuttgart in the Human-Computer Interaction
group. During this period several collaborations with inspiring researchers from
different fields took place and resulted in the presented research.
University of Stuttgart Among other work that has contributed to my scientific
understanding and broadened my scope [139, 144, 206], the evaluation
of tactile stimulation as a stress reliever [131, 205] has been carried out
with the colleagues from the Human-Interaction Group at the University
of Stuttgart. In this context, the collaboration with the Socio-Cognitive
Systems group from the University of Stuttgart has resulted into valuable
research combining interdisciplinary approaches, such as [240] and
ongoing projects that are currently under submission.
Within several collaborations [204, 236] with Stefan Schneegaß, who
shifted from a committed senior colleague to a Professor having his own
Human-Computer Interaction Group at the University of Duisburg-Essen
by now, I looked beyond the horizon of my own research and learned a lot
regarding the supervision of larger user studies and students too.
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Research Projects The research was partly carried out in the context of the
following research projects: DFG funded cluster of Excellence Simulation
Technologies (EXC2075), BMWi funded project motionEAP, EU Horizon
2020 ERC project AMPLIFY (683008), and the DFG funded collaborative
research center SFB-TRR 161.
External Collaborations Together with Katrin Hänsel from the School of
Electronic Engineering and Computer Science, Queen Mary University
of London the reliability of physiological-sensing devices have been
investigated in an extensive laboratory study [98]. Moreover, this
collaboration built the starting point for valuable discussions on the
limitations of such hardware and stimulated the idea to inquire user groups
on their decision criteria when using physiology-aware technology.
Given the close connection to the Media Informatics Group at the
Ludwig-Maximilians University in Munich, together with Mariam Hassib,
Florian Alt and Christina Schneegaß I gained valuable discussion partners
who supported me throughout my research and were happy to contribute to
several joint publications.
Lastly, the collaboration with the Machine Learning and Data Analytics
lab from the Friedrich-Alexander University in Erlangen-Nürnberg and
particularly with Markus Wirth should be mentioned. Coming from
different disciplines we together approached the challenge to implement
a stressful task in virtual reality, which finally resulted into a successful
publication [208].
As part of my research I had the possibility to visit Finland. During the
UBI Summer School 2016 hosted by the Center for Ubiquitous Computing
at the University of Oulu, I encountered Aku Visuri from the Center for
Ubiquitous Computing and Olli Korhonen from the Empirical Software
Engineering in Software, Systems and Services Group, both located at the
University of Oulu and although we had distinct PhD topics and research
interests, we managed to pool our expertise resulting in publications [207,
266]. My second stay took place at the end of my PhD career, when I
visited the User Experience Design team of Jonna Häkkilä, as part of the
Industrial Design Program at the University of Lapland. Not exclusively
the openess to any crazy study, but rather the exactness with which my
colleague Emmi Harjuniemi supported me throughout my visit made the
collaboration unique.

1.4 Thesis Outline
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Thesis Outline

This thesis consists of seven chapters supplemented by the bibliography and the
appendix. While the first chapter introduces the topic and research questions,
Chapter 2 provides the theoretical foundation and relevant work on stress, the
four subsequent chapters present the results of ten research activities ranging
from focus groups through experiments and real-world deployments up to user
and diary studies. The concluding Chapter 7 presents the main findings of this
work and answers the research questions ending with an outlook how future work
could extend the presented research. Answering the ten research questions, this
thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 - Introduction The introductory chapter describes the relevance and
the resulting motivation for researching stress responses in relation to
digital technologies. Further, the research questions will be introduced and
the research approach and methodology, as well as the research context in
which this work has been carried out will be explained.
Chapter 2 - Background on Stress Responses In the second chapter, the
theoretical background including theories and relevant work on previous
and recent research embracing stress responses will be presented. Hereby,
I focus on the theoretical foundations of stress, further addressing how
stress responses can be detected using different measures. The sections lay
the groundwork for my research and provide an overview over the most
relevant work in the domain of research on the sources of stress.
Chapter 3 - Implications of Physiology-Aware Systems for Design Since
reliable measurability is a basic prerequisite for developing and designing
stress mitigating interventions, the laboratory study presented in Chapter 3
demonstrates that stress responses are physiologically measurable, which
is validated by subjective data.
Chapter 4 - Clustering Limitations of Physiology-Aware Systems The
fourth chapter is based on the findings considering implications of
physiology-aware systems and thus, describes the investigation of their
limitations from two different stakeholder perspectives. As a result
the "Design Space for Physiology-Aware Systems" emerged, which
summarizes and visualizes potential strengths and weaknesses of such
hardware.
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Chapter 5 - Exploring Tactile Feedback in Relation to Stress Envisioning
the exploration of suitable stress mitigating techniques, the fifth chapter
consists of two user studies which consecutively examine tactile feedback
as a notifier about stress. While the first evaluation reveals that vibrotactile
and pressure-based stimulation affect the users stress level similarly,
thermal feedback is being regarded more favorable from a user perspective.
Chapter 6 - Manipulating Stressors in Interactive Systems Based on the
findings from the first intervention exploration, I demonstrate how stressors
can be manipulated in three different ways evaluating another approach
to mitigate stress in Chapter 6. By examining the effects, particularly
on the user him- or herself when (a) eliminating, (b) visualizing, and
(c) self-adjusting sources of stress, I reveal that the pure preoccupation
supports critical self-reflection even mutual consideration.
Chapter 7 - Conclusion and Outlook In the final chapter, a summary of the
main research contributions will be provided by addressing the role of
reflection and awareness. By answering the research questions posed in the
beginning, the set of overall and concrete design recommendations will be
introduced. In this context, the importance of privacy preservation is being
highlighted when phrasing what should be considered when designing
interactive systems. After acknowledging the limitations of the presented
work, and outlook regarding future research challenges will be given.

Chapter

2

Background on Stress
Responses
At large, there exist no single universally accepted definition of the complex
construct of stress [97]. However, those situations that cause stress in
organisms, and particularly humans have been examined in detailed and thus,
in relevant literature there is a consensus on what such stressors can be, namely
environmental conditions like extreme temperatures or noises, biological states
like sleep deprivation, and cognitive events like time or social pressure, as well
as prolonged work [23]. In contrast to these very precise examples of stressors,
others referred broadly to stress as the "imposition or perception of environmental
or physical change, either negative [...] or positive [...], elicits a spectrum of
physiologic changes that can be construed as adaptive to the organism" [114]
(p.78). Given the ambiguity among the various definitions of stress, this thesis
relies on the common understanding of stressors as "events that [...], challenge
or threaten the wellbeing of an organism, increase its arousal or activation level,
and deplete its resources" [23] (p.23).
In the course of research on affective responses, it has been found that a particular
state works in a different manner than emotions. Through his experiments Selye
[242] could show that individuals react differently when being exposed to aversive
stimuli and consequently, called the resulting response pattern stress. In the
following, three representatives of the most relevant theories on stress will be
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presented, embracing the General Adaption Syndrom (GAS) [242], the concept of
homeostasis [34], as well as the Transactional Model of Stress and Coping [152].
While the first two theories look at stress from a physiological perspective, the
latter model introduces a more holistic view understanding stress as the interplay
between an individual and the environment. The close connection between
the perception of stressors and a change in body signals has been observed by
various researchers at the beginning of the 20th century. However, the term
"fight-or-flight reaction" has been introduced by Cannon [34] referring to the
release of the hormone adrenaline which triggers the physiological responses
described under "Physiological Measures" in Section 2.3.

2.1

Theoretical Foundation of Stress

One milestone in the field of stress research represents the work of Hans Selye.
By his work "The Stress of Life" [242], he provided an extensive investigation of
stress and was one of the first who mentioned the term stress and stressors before
it became popular in the following years. Observing the biological changes in
animal experiments as consequences of presented stimuli, his definition refers to
so-called "non-specifically caused changes" [242] (p.64) which elicit a certain
response pattern that he called stress. Following on this, Selye splitted the
resulting process in three different phases including the the alarm reaction, what
is visible in the individual’s physiological signals; the stage of resistance showing
signs that the individual has adapted to the particular stressful stimulus; finally
the stage of exhaustion indicates that the individual cannot resist the aversive
effect of the stressor and thus, the alarm reactions’ symptoms might repeat until
the organism finally dies. This gradual biological program was named "General
Adaption Syndrom" and corresponds to the concept of "homeostasis" [34], initially
mentioned by Claude Bernard as the "milieu intérieur". By homeostasis it is
meant the balanced state that is maintained and which faces continuous encounters
with intrinsic or extrinsic challenging factors, such as stressors [42]. Since the
each organism intuitively aims to be in this equilibrium, it is required to adapt to
environmental changes permanently. This effort increases when the organism has
to deal with stress because the recovery to go back into a homeostatic state might
take enormous resources depending on the stressor’s disturbing impact.
The fact that stressors can lead to positive or negative outcomes was addressed by
Selye [244] first and will be explained when referring to the concept of "eustress"
and "distress" in the following paragraph. Following on from this distinction,
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the Transactional Model of Stress and Coping
[152] adapted from Guttmann a .
a

ByPhilippGuttmann-Ownwork,CCBY-SA4.0,https:
//commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=45616588

the so-called Challenge-Hindrance Occupational Stress Model by Cavanaugh
et al. [36] assumes that stressors can be either perceived as challenges which
trigger exceeding performances, or as hindrances that distract individuals from
achieving their goals. In which of these two clusters a stressor is being allocated,
depends on the individual’s appraisal. In this context, the Transactional Model
of Stress and Coping by Lazarus and Folkmann [152] serves as a foundation
for Cavanaugh et al.’s model. This approach refers to psychological stress and
focuses on the interdependence of appraisal and coping as depicted in Figure
2.1. Hereby, appraisal plays a key role since according to their assumption,
individuals decide on their future actions based on their evaluation whether the
perceived stimulus is threatening, challenging, or harmful and consequently
requires coping. This first appraisal follows the second appraisal phase referring
to the individual’s estimation whether one’s own resources and so-called coping
potential are sufficient. Lastly, the individual approaches the final phase having to
choose a suitable coping strategy, which is either problem-focused by adjusting
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Figure 2.2: Simplified and commonly used illustration of the Yerkes-Dodson
law [288] in the Hebbian version adapted from Diamond et al. [56]. Hereby,
the lack of a negative impact on when performing simple task is neglected
and therefore, simplifies the process.
the stressful stimulus or emotion-focused by re-considering one’s situation. As
an alternative to the coping, a reappraisal can be applied.
As part of Selye’s
research, he conceptualize the terms "eustress" and "distress" referring to the
different positive and negative stress responses. Building upon his experiments,
he inferred that the response to a stressor can either be perceived as an agreeable
feeling, as it is for example, when athletes experience a high arousal shortly
before a competition stars. On the other hand, whether an individual perceives
as a stressor as disagreeable is also dependent on preliminary experiences and
thus, external factors [243]. Accordingly, the distinction between these states is
important, since as long as the individual is in control of the sensed stress, it’s
homeostasis is challenged which is still perceived to be exciting. In contrast,
when the situations gets out of control or unpleasant feelings arise, the positive
eustress can turn into an averse experience, so-called distress.
Eustress and Distress and the Yerkes-Dodson Law

In this context, the Yerkes-Dodson law [288] is notable, since it describes with
the illustration of an inverted U-shaped curve how an individual’s performance
relates to it’s perceived arousal. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, the performance is
best, when the individual is neither under- or over-aroused and thus, maintains a
equilibrium between both states.

2.2 Stressors

2.2
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Stressors

Stressors can be divided into three categories including environmental, biological,
and cognitive stressors. They differ in their appearance, meaning that the first
refers to changes in the environment, such as extreme temperatures; by biological
events it is meant that, for example an individual experiences sleep deprivation;
and lastly, the cognitive component targets process like working or the experience
of averse emotions, which require cognitive processing [23]. Moreover, Herman
and Cullinan [114] distinguish between "systematic" and "processive" stressors.
While the former refers to situations that represent an actual physiological threat,
for example injuries or dehydration, the latter describes those circumstances that
are perceived as potentially threatening. This distinction has been adapted from
experiments with animals, but particularly processive stressors can be observed
in humans and require the ability to process information using the limbic system
in the forebrain. Those can include severe life events, such as loss of home
or close relatives, but further anxiety while speaking in front of others or even
cognitively demanding situations that are associated with performance evaluations,
for instance mental arithmetic tasks or the Stroop color-word inference test can
be regarded as processive stressors [23].

2.3

Measuring Stress Responses

Stress can be assessed differently relying on physiological, subjective, hormone,
and behavioral measured as will be explained subsequently.
Based on reactions of the Sympathetic Nervous
System (SNS)- a part of the Autonomous Nervous System (ANS), for example
sweat glands are activated, the heart beat increases, and heart beat intervals
decrease [53, 252]. As one of the mostly noticable states, humans feel responses
to stressors. While a stressor can be external, such as noise or also someone
shouting at oneself, the internal stressor emerges from an individual’s inside.
As a consequence stress is perceived and this again is signified by body signals
being triggered by the SNS, such sweating or gasping. Since the human body is
a complicated and continuously working system, these changes can be picked
up by physiological sensors to make predictions about stress or affective states.
Thus, stress can be measured in different ways.
Physiological Measures

For example Electroencephalography (EEG), Electromyography (EMG),
Electrooculography (EOG), Skin Temperature (ST), Electrodermal activity
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(EDA), Heart Rate (HR), Heart Rate Variability (HRV), and Blood Volume Pulse
(BVP) can be recorded to observe the physiological reactions towards stress.
While the gold standard for heart rate assessment is the Electrocardiography
(ECG), modern approaches try to use optical sensors to derive the heart’s
beating rate based on the blood flow under the skin - a technology called
Photoplethysmography (PPG).
Before non-invasive sensing was technologically
feasible, research often relied on subjective self-reporting techniques. In practice,
scales, such as the Relative Stress Scale [89], Perceived Stress Questionnaire [46],
and the Stress State Scale [172] have been applied. Further, the non-verbal
assessment of affective states, such as the Self-Assessment Manikin Scale
(SAM) [26], serves as a valid tool to capture information about person’s valence,
arousal, and dominance.
Subjective Measures

While psychologists still often stick to either observations or self-reports,
physiological sensing as well as measuring certain hormone levels, such as
cortisol or noradrenalin has become a popular measurement alternative because
physiological measurements deliver reliable results under specific conditions
[11, 90, 119]. Moreover, a combination of these measurement techniques have
been used following a multidimensional approach. Prominent research frequently
uses self-reports as a comparative instrument when obtaining hormone levels or
recording physiological signals [5, 128].
Another method to assess stress is to measure the
amount of stress-corresponding hormones such as cortisol and adrenaline in
saliva or blood [1] also being released when the SNS is activated. Particularly
in biomedical and neuroscience disciplines, many researchers investigate the
hormone level in stressful situations to gain important insights. Since cortisol
can be assessed in saliva, it is even a suitable method to determine stress levels in
infants and toddlers non-invasively [138]. Measuring hormone levels is however
not straight forward, as it is also dependent on other contextual factors, such as
caffein intake. Moreover, hormonal changes trigger an increase in heart rate and
a change of the heart’s beating patterns which is why they are often often applied
equivalently to each other.
Hormone Measures

Stress can be further seen in an individual’s behavior
as a consequence of the neuro-physiological processes leading to stress states
[41]. Hereby, external observers can record the behavior among others to, for
example, identify anomalies in sleeping or eating habits, as well as extensive
alcohol or cigarette consumption relating those to acute stress.
Behavioral Measures

2.4 Summary and Research Approach
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Summary and Research Approach

In summary, the presented background on stress responses provides an overview
on the construct of stress and highlights the disunity regarding an universal
definition; besides, it has been clarified on which understanding of stressors this
thesis is built upon. Moreover, the most relevant concepts in the field stress
research including the explanation of the difference between eustress and distress
have been addressed. Further, the key element of a stressor is described, before
the four main measures assessing stress are briefly characterized.
Facing these different measures it has become obvious that stress can be sensed
using various measures and means. Thus, related literature suggests to understand
stress as construct being shaped by relations or so-called "transactions" embracing
an individual and its environmental factors [151]. In reference to the Transactional
Model of Stress and Coping by Lazarus and Folkmann [152] (see Section 2.1 for
a detailed explanation) this thesis places its interventions at the layer of primary
appraisal allowing to interpret stressors. While perceiving stressors as sources of
stress, the presented approach of manipulating stressors leads to reflecting about
those and consequently facilitates to cope or even reappraise with such sources of
stress. Thus, the present work shows how intervention techniques can be used to
circumvent the secondary appraisal layer which leads to stress, but rather supports
the individual to either manipulate the stressful stimulus, re-consider one’s view
of the stressor, or to interpret stressors differently jumping directly to the final
phase.
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Chapter

3

Implications of
Physiology-Aware Systems
for Design
The connection between the mind and the body has been explored for a long
time. In the beginning the vital functionalities have been investigated mainly
in animal experiments envisioning to reveal hidden signs of affective responses.
Research in medicine, physiology, psychology, and related disciplines have come
a long way in the past years since more light was shed on the relevance of
physiology-based data in connection to stress responses. Particularly the work by
Hans Selye [242] exploring the nature of stress and Walter Cannon’s [34] concept
of the "homeostasis" have marked a central point in stress research and thus, have
contributed immensely to the investigation of stress throughout the past century.
While performing his research, Selye, among others, recognized through
his experiments the significant role of stress hormones activating the
Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal Axis (HPA Axis) system [244]. This complex
apparatus controls stress responses and triggers specific body reactions, such
as digestion, the immune system, and emotional responses. Accordingly, the
importance of the ANS has been revealed. Among its three subordinated systems,
the enteric, the parasympathetic, and the sympathetic, the two latter ones act as
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antagonists (please refer Section 2.3 for a more detailed description). Knowing
how these systems work together and reflect the human stress response towards
threats, or more generic stressors, has paved the way for the domain of affective
computing. When Rosalind Picard in her book "Affective Computing" [197] first
mentioned her vision how human-computer interaction could be revolutionized
if computers would sense and react according to its user’s affective states, the
challenge of integrating emotion-aware interactive systems was born. As a
fundamental prerequisite for the implementation of such user-understanding
technology, the recognition of affective states must be reliably [11, 292].
Consequently, this chapter focuses on the examination of physiological data
in conjunction with its validation through subjectively assessed data and what
implications referring to RQ1b and constraints this has for the design of
stress-aware interactive systems answering RQ1c. As a foundation for the
understanding of relevance of physiological in human-computer interaction
research, the presented literature will illustrate first how stress responses can
be measured physiologically and thereby respond to RQ1a.

This chapter is based on the following publication:
•

3.1

K. Hänsel, R. Poguntke, H. Haddadi, A. Alomainy, and A. Schmidt.
What to put on the user: Sensing technologies for studies and
physiology aware systems. In Proceedings of the 2018 CHI
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI ’18, pages
145:1–145:14, New York, NY, USA, 2018. ACM

Related Work

The related work embraces the topic of stress recognition with the help of
physiological parameters. Subsequently, the data collection and processing of
physiological signals is briefly summarized highlighting variations in signal
quality which lead to differences among sensing hardware.
As already described in
subsection 2.3 there are physiological parameters that reflect if the human body is
aroused or not. Among other studies [81, 148, 181], Quesada et al. [215] found
that their participants responded to stress inducements with a an increase in their
arousal valence using the SAM visual rating scale [26]. Winsky-Sommerer,
Physiological Parameters Signifying Stress
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Boutrel, and de Lecea [285] proposed that the stress-triggered biochemical
reaction in cortical structures affects the arousal and further the amygdala, being
responsible for anxiety. Consequently, arousal is understood as a physiological
reaction towards stressors. Among the mentioned signal types heart rate in
conjunction with heart rate variability is regarded to deliver the most reliable
indication of stress, since prior work indicated that it correlates significantly
with the emotional state [57, 224]. It has been used as a stress indicator in a
variety of disciplines such as medicine [95], psychology [71, 238], and HCI [175].
However, it is prone to physical activity and cumbersome to record from an user
perspective [120]. More recent approaches use optical sensors, PPG for inferring
heart beats from the blood flow beneath the skin [90]. This technology bears the
advantage that sensors can be placed at various positions at the body, such as
earlobes, fingertips or, as commonly used in fitness trackers and smartwatches,
at the wrist. This has been used for example in monitoring th heart rate under
physical movement [294]. Apart from it’s sufficient reliability, another advantage
of the ECG signal is its richness of features, since it portraits the behaviour of
the heart in detail. The signal cannot only be used to extract features such as
heart rate, but also the variation of inter-beat intervalls - namely HRV. The use of
HRV features for detecting stress is grounded in the effect of the sympathetic and
parasympathetic nervous system on the beat beat patterns [248]. An increased
variation in time between consecutive heart beats (also called inter-beat or R-R
intervals) is hereby related to "cheerfullness and calmness" [80]. On the contrary,
a low heart rate variability also has been associated with an incresed mortality
risk, diseases [260], and decreased emotional-regulation [273] and stress [57].
Accordingly, various measures consider the data in time- or frequency domain.
The most commonly used are the Root Mean Square of Successive Differences
(rMSSD), the Standard Deviation of Normal Sinus Beats (SDNN), and the High
Frequency/Low Frequency Ratio (HF/LF Ratio) [259]. A further stress related
feature is EDA, which is mostly referred to as the activation of sweat glands;
additional names include Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) or skin conductivity
[54]. To prepare for the potential increased physical extortion due to a ’fight
or flight’ reaction, a stress response is accompanied with an increase in sweat
production. This increased moisture of the skin can be easily picked up by sending
a small current through the skin and measuring the resistance. EDA can be found
in prior work as an indicator for cognitive load [246], stress [116] and also as a
"predictor of emotional responses to stressful life events" [182]. With the increase
in sweat production, there also come changes in the surface temperature of the
skin due to the evaporative cooling; skin temperature showed a good prediction
ability indicating stress through a drop in surface skin temperature [129, 265].
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Reflecting on the accuracy of physiological signals serving as stress markers, it
is still arguable in how single measures provide enough data richness to claim
sufficiently reliable results [5, 120, 128, 224]. It has been broadly discussed that
physiological parameters, and particularly heart activity are prone to confounding
variables, such as caffeine intake or overall physical fitness. Therefore, some
researchers suggested the comprehensive assessment of stress, such as Kye
et al. [147] who developed a ’Multimodal Data Collection Framework for
Mental Stress Monitoring’ using four different sensors (Empatica E4, LG watch
style, Zephyr Bioharness, IP camera) due to the challenge of getting sufficiently
reliable data. To sum up, for the successful implementation of physiology-based
stress-aware systems, the data validation and related implications for its usage
must be considered in the design.
When
speaking of physiological data collection, various aspects have to be considered.
For example, the richness of the sensors used is decisive when planning a research
project. For researchers and consumers alike, the way how their data can be
assessed also plays an important role. While many fitness trackers provide an
additional smartphone application to monitor the activity i.e. in daily or weekly
visualizations, experimenters are more concerned with the given preprocessing in
many sensing devices, such as Fitbit2 . Particularly the choice of sampling rates
for assessing distinct parameters can differ according to its application scenario.
While for measuring body movements in humans the activity is contained within
sampling rates below 20 Hertz (Hz) [8, 17, 124, 127, 203], previous research took
frequencies between 7 Hz and 50 Hz, but also 200 Hz for recognizing activities
of daily living using accelerometers [132]. Since the question of which frequency
to take is often raised in empirical studies, researchers should be aware of the
trade-off between high sampling rates resulting in more data points allowing
better interpretation of the data, but requiring more computational effort affecting,
e.g. the size or costs for hardware on the other hand. While exploring the
question which frequencies influence classifiers, Khusainov et al. [132] found
that sampling frequencies between 10 Hz and 20 Hz improve activities of daily
living classification, which was confirmed by Bouten et al. [24].
Data Collection and Processing of Physiological Signals

Another relevant issue when elaborating on physiological sensing, is the
data processing part. It can be understood as a process comprising different
sub-processes which can differ among distinct sensing devices. Often the
following exemplary methodology is being followed when dealing with
physiological data. In the pre-processing phase data is filtered and cleaned for
2

fitbit.com
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example with the help of Wiener filters. Also the Principle Component Analysis
have been ran to remove irrelevant features from data recordings, particularly
to model stress based on EEG data [55]. Another noise reduction technique
that is commonly used for EEG signals alike, is the Independent Component
Analysis [118]. The data segmentation aims to extract and classify features by
using different techniques, e.g. the Fast Fourier Transformations. In practice,
Sharma and Gedeon [249] applied this practice or the Wavelet transformations to
physiological signals. Then, features need to be selected; for this the domain
of the data set and the targeted discriminatory features should be known. The
latter becomes even more important for the feature selection depending on the
"discriminatory qualities of the features" [132]. Finally, events can be classified.
This has been done in a vast amount of studies that have been performed to
classify or model stress, features extraction techniques. For example, Han
et al. [96] found that the combination of Random Forest and Support Vector
Machine algorithms provides the best performance regarding the accuracy of
differentiating between three different states (no stress, moderate stress and high
stress). Facing the variety of analysis methods, still the question remains on
how the data being used for this computations is preprocessed by the sensing
technology. Likewise, the data resolution obviously has an impact on the analysis
technique and therefore needs to be considered as a decision criteria when
choosing a recording device, what will be discussed more detailed in Chapter 4.
A core requirement when aiming to design stress mitigating applications,
is to know when users are stressed. Since from a biochemical perspective stress
is triggered by arousal state [285], self-assessed arousal ratings were used as a
ground truth measurement in the following study. The work presented in this
chapter serves as a foundation for enabling the implementation of stress-aware
interventions in interactive systems and further holds a proof-of-concept for
the assumptions made that have been mentioned in prior work as for example
referenced above.

3.2

Measuring Physiological
towards Stress

Responses

This chapter provides two main contributions: on the one hand, it is shown that
physiological data and subjectively assessed self-reports correlate significantly
what can be understood as a proof-of-concept that stress can be detected using
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physiological sensing. On the other hand, the results reveal considerable
differences mong the sensing devices. Taking the measurability of stress facilitates
the design of stress-aware interfaces as a foundation for the presented exploration
of interventions for interactive systems, more importantly is to be aware of
the detected inconsistency of the devices due to its implications for building
stress-aware interactive systems.

3.2.1

User Study

In the user study different psychological measures sensed by three distinct sensing
technologies have been recorded. As a ground truth the subjectively perceived
stress level was assessed. In the following, there will be described the study
design, the independent and dependent variables, the apparatus used, as well as
the sample and procedure.
Each participant was asked to take part in each of our four
conditions lasting 20 minutes in total (5 minutes per condition). In this
within-subject design the sequence of conditions was partly randomized following
the Latin square distribution but started with the non-stressful- neither mentally,
not physically- baseline task. Another constrain was the alternation of mentally
and physically stressful tasks to prevent users from exceeding their physical limits.
Three independent variables were used, namely physical activity and mental stress
which consisted of two levels each; the triad was supplemented by four different
sensing devices recording physiological data throughout the distinct mental and
physical strain. The factorial design resulted in four overall conditions which
have been performed by all participants. The setup of conditions was inspired by
Sun et al. [257] and is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Study Design

As independent variables the sensing devices were altered and the
amount of physical activity, as well as the level of stress was varied as described
subsequently. The physiology-recording hardware was chosen according to their
representational function. Hence, the Apple Watch, as a popular smartwatch
with fitness capabilities in form of physical activity and heart rate tracking and
validated on its performance regarding heart rate errors and correlation with the
gold standard device [60, 251, 268] was taken. The second consumer device, the
Microsoft Band 2 fitness tracker also relies on optical heart rate recording and
is one of the few consumer wearables incorporating skin conductance and skin
temperature sensors. To take up another sensing technology, the Polar H7 chest
strap as an exemplary device has been used in the study. Being worn by many
atheletes and in sports settings due to its convincing accuracy [82], it further bears
Variables
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the advantage to share sensing data via Bluetooth and send it a mobile phone.
Lastly, the Nexus-10 MK2 by Mind Media, a laboratory measurement instrument
has been used. Mostly targeted for biofeedback applications and psychological
research it provides the medical standard and was taken as a reference measure.
Physical Activity To observe the devices’ performance in a realistic scenario,
the amount of physical activity was designed to be another independent
variable. The participants were asked to either walk on a treadmill in their
own, physiologically demanding pace resulting in the walking condition
or to remain stationary on a comfortable chair accordingly being in the
stationary condition.
Stress Amount The amount of stress perceived by the participants was varied
too. For this the participants were asked to perform mental arithmetic tasks
(MAT) resulting in the stressful condition and, to relax while listening to
meditation music being in the non-stressful condition.
Sensing Devices Two wrist-based consumer wearables with optical heart rate
technologies (the Apple Watch Series 2 and the Microsoft Band 23 ), one
chest strap heart rate monitor (Polar H7 chest strap4 ), and a laboratory
measurement tool with ECG adhesive electrodes, namely the Nexus 10 kit5
were used simultaneously to record elctrodermal activity, skin temperature,
and heart rate activity.
Physiological Data From the aforementioned measurement devices heart
rate, electrodermal activity, and skin temperature was recorded. There is a lot of
previous work providing evidence that these physiological parameters have been
shown to be reliable stress indicators [3, 129, 246].

Several studies
used physiological measures, i.e. heart rate, electrodermal activity, and skin
temperature to detect stress and showed correlation with subjective stress
responses [231]. Moreover, the combination of these measures has proved to be a
reliable indicator in, e.g. psychology [3, 7], for the development of a non-invasive
real-time stress tracking system [159], in a real-world driving tasks to determine
the driver’s stress level [107], or for non-invasive stress detection in HCI [12].
Choice of Physiological Stress-indicating Measures

3

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/band

4

https://support.polar.com/e_manuals/H7_Heart_Rate_Sensor/Polar_H7_Heart_Rate_
Sensor_accessory_manual_English__.pdf

5

www.mindmedia.info/CMS2014/en/products/systems/nexus-10-mkii
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Baseline Task:
Non-stressful

Stationary

Stressful (MAT)

Walking / Stationary

Fixed Task:
Non-stressful

Stressful (MAT)

Walking

Walking / Stationary

Figure 3.1: Study design depicting the different tasks, as well as the
sequence of trials. Participants were asked to perform four trials each,
comprising a baseline task in the beginning and a given task between the two
alternating trials. For the second and the last task, they were asked to perform
mathematical operations while either walking or sitting calmly, alternated
according to an counterbalanced order.
To collect data on the
participants’ stress level, they were asked to fill in the widely-used SAM [26].
This self-report measurement tool allows the non-verbal assessment of current
affective state, respectively valence (pleasure), arousal and dominance, through
pictures. A 9-point rating scale for each dimension according to Bradley’s and
Lang’s original work [26] was utilized. Hereby the participants were instructed
to place an ’x’ on any of the five figures or between two figures.
Self-reported Arousal, Valence, and Dominance

This first classical arousal model, similar to Russell’s Circumplex Model of
Affect [227], captures tension as one dimension and hence, does not allow
differentiations. Thayer [260] suggested that arousal can be further splitted into
energetic arousal (ranging from wide-awake to tired) and tense arousal (nervous
to calm). This fine graded characterization was taken up and Schimmack’s and
Grob’s [234] recommendation to add two additional questions was followed for
the study: a 5-point self-rating Likert-item for each dimension assessing tension
and wakefulness [123, 222] was added.
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Apparatus The stimulus material consisted of Mental Arithmetic Tasks (MAT)
which had been proven to elicit stress in participants [18] and also influence
physiological measures [104, 160, 245, 262]. To ensure that the physiologically
observable stress was also subjectively perceived by the participants, a visual
countdown and feedback (both visual and auditory) was added. Setz et al. [246]
showed that this is a valid method to further increase stress. Feedback was always
given after the participant’s response. While for correct answers the screen turned
green and the word "Correct" was displayed, false answers or time outs were
signified with either "False" or "Time out" being shown on a red screen and a
buzz sound. For each of the calculations, addition and subtraction of two-digit
numbers ranging from 0-100 and including negative solutions, the participants
were given six seconds each. A timer representing the time left for each task at the
bottom of the display was provided. According to the study design, the relaxing
task consisted of listening to meditation music6 . These tasks were presented on
a 60-inch display being positioned on a desk in front of the participants. The
study setup was inspired by Vlemincx et al. [267]. Regarding the performance of
physical activity, participants were asked to walk for five minutes on a treadmill
(model: ProFitness Sierra motorized) for the walking task.

In total, 24 participants for the study were
acquired via university mailing lists, leaflets and personal recruitment campaigns.
For the final data analysis, one pilot participant who had volunteered for a test
trial of our laboratory setup and two other participants due to technical problems
during the data collection were excluded . Hence, 21 participants with a mean
age of 28.9 years (SD = 4.5) remained; among them were eight females and
13 males. Before the recruitment, strict exclusion criteria were set up, namely
no participants being taken who had been diagnosed with any heart conditions,
mental illnesses or learning disabilities. Participants were also asked to guarantee
that they did not suffer from alcohol and/or drug addiction. Before the experiment
started, they were asked to refrain three hours from caffeine. For compensation
each participant received 15 British pounds. Prior to the study, the participants
were introduced to the experiment environment and briefly informed about the
study background as well as the sensor placement on the body. They were
asked to sign the consent form and to fill in an initial assessment consisting
of demographic questions, self-reported fitness level, and smoking behavior as
inquired in Weitkunat et al. [271].
Participants and Procedure

After they were given a short introduction to the treadmill and the mental
arithmetic task was explained, the participants were asked to put on the chest-worn
6

As meditation music the song number 14 from the album ’72 Ambient Meditations’ was used
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ECG sensors (Nexus 10 ECG with pre-gelled, disposable electrodes) and the
Polar H7 chest belt. Hereby a sheet with visual material from the manufacturers
and instructions on the correct sensor placement was provided to ensure proper
sensor fit was provided. Those illustrations where discussed with the participants,
before they proceeded. The sensor was attached with medical tape on the forearm
because it should be comparable to the values provided by the Microsoft Band
and therefore was attached close to it’s location. Instructions were provided
how to place the Polar H7 chest belt around the chest and close the clasp after
moistening the plastic parts at the inside of the strap. Participants were also
instructed to already put the cables for the skin temperature and skin conductance
through the sleeve of their right arm, to prepare for the following steps. The
participants were given privacy behind a screen to perform these actions. The
correct placement of the sensors and the correctness of the ECG signal was later
checked on the experimenter’s computer. After the chest sensors were placed, the
experimenter placed the skin conductance sensors on the fingers and attached the
skin temperature sensor on the participant’s forearm using medical tape. Next,
the participants were helped to place the wrist-worn devices (Apple Watch and
Microsoft Band 2). Before the study started, the correct data transmission and
validity of the signals for all sensors was initially checked. Each procedure
starting with the recording of the baseline. In this condition all participants were
asked to remain seated for five minutes listening to meditation music via wireless
headphones. Then, each participant was assigned the following conditions
in counterbalanced order, alternating between walking and stationary while
mental arithmetic tasks should be performed. Between the two stress-inducing
trials, there was a fixed task requiring to walk while listening to meditation
music via wireless headphones. This sequence of conditions is illustrated in
Figure 3.1. To assess our dependent variables, the SAM questionnaire including
single-items on wake/tense arousal and perceived stressfulness of the task after
each trial (including the baseline) was administered. The entire procedure took
approximately 1.5 hours in total.

3.2.2

Results

For the data analysis, a period of four minutes per each condition was taken.
Thus, the first 50 and last 10 seconds were excluded due to novelty effects and,
respectively because the recording did not exactly stop when the task ended but
continued for a few seconds. Furthermore, the Microsoft Band’s provided skin
6

https://support.polar.com and https://www.mindmedia.com/en/products/sensors/
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Stationary
Non-Stressful
Stressful
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
Arousal
Tense
Arousal
Wake
Arousal
Stress
Valence
Dominance
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Walking
Non-Stressful
Stressful
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)

-2.76 (1.14)
0.71 (1.01)

0 (0)
1.52 (1.17)

-1.76 (1.64)
0.86 (0.73)

0.81 (1.00)
1.71 (1.19)

2.29 (1.06)

3.53 (0.93)

3.05 (0.97)

3.86 (0.79)

0.24 (0.54)
1.19 (1.47)
0.48 (1.60)

2.33 (1.39)
0.95 (1.69)
-0.38 (2.31)

0.86 (0.96)
0.9 (1.14)
0.67 (1.32)

2.57 (1.4)
1.19 (1.63)
0.0 (2.32)

Table 3.1: Results (means and standard deviations in parantheses) for
the subjectively assessed measures divided into stationary and walking
conditions.
resistance (R) measures (kohms) were converted aiming to use the same unit as
the skin conductivity (G) provided by the Nexus device (micro − mho). For this
the following formula had been applied: G = R1 ∗ 1000.
To reveal differences among the subjectively assessed data, arousal, stress and
valence scores assessed using the SAM scale for both conditions, the stressful
and non-stressful were compared. A Friedman test and a post-hoc Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank tests for the subjective data comparing the stressful and non-stressful
within the same physical activity level, namely walking and stationary were
performed. The Friedman test revealed that there are significant differences
among the four conditions for arousal (χ 2 = 39.440, p = .000), perceived stress
(χ 2 = 44.305, p = .000), wake arousal (χ 2 = 33.307, p = .000), and tense
arousal (χ 2 = 14.646, p = .002). There were no significant differences for
dominance (χ 2 = 2.733, p = .435) and valence (χ 2 = 1.672, p = .643). A
post-hoc Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test indicates that arousal, wake arousal, tense
arousal, and perceived stress were statistically significantly higher in the stressful
condition than in the non-stressful condition when the participant experienced
walking and stationary activities alike. The descriptive statistics of the subjective
measures are summarized in Table 3.1 according to the non-stressful and stressful
conditions.
Additionally, the physiological data recorded with the different measurement
hardware during the stressful and non-stressful conditions had been analyzed
by performing two Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests for both conditions under the
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same physical activity, namely walking and stationary. For the two planned
comparisons, a Bonferroni correction on α = 0.05 was applied, which resulted
in α/2 = .025. While the Nexus reference device showed a significant increase
in heart rate in the stressful condition while participants were relaxed (Z =
−2.381, p = 0.017), this change was not detected by any of the other heart rate
monitors. Both the Nexus and Microsoft Band revealed differences in EDA while
participants were undergoing the stationary activity (Z = −3.285, p = 0.001 and
Z = −3.058, p = 0.002). Again in the stationary condition, a change in skin
temperature was solely registered by the Nexus device (Z = −2.416, p = 0.016).
Thus, only the Nexus kit was able to detect changes in HR under stationary
activity. Variations in EDA during the stationary condition were noticed by the
Nexus and the Microsoft Band, while skin temperature changes were again only
visible in the Nexus data.

3.3

Discussion

From the findings of the user study, it was confirmed that physiological parameters
can serve as indicators for stress responses which is in line with the observations
in previous studies [66, 292]. Moreover, the subjectively assessed arousal, wake
arousal, tense arousal, and perceived stress were statistically significantly higher in
the stressful condition than in the non-stressful condition what corresponded to the
physiological values obtained in both conditions. Hereby again, the results support
prior findings that subjective data correlates with physiologically detectable
stress markers [107, 175]. What marked the initial point for further research,
is the observation of crucial differences in the reliability of the used sensing
technologies. The Nexus reference device was the only measurement tool showing
a significant increase in heart rate activity, as well as in skin temperature during
the stressful condition. All other devices performed poorly when they had to
record accurate data under physical activity circumstances. Additionally, only the
Microsoft Band further than the Nexus device revealed differences in EDA under
stress.
Facing such differences among the used measurement devices, it becomes obvious
that there are huge shortcomings for the single technologies. Not being aware
of a technology’s own advantages and disadvantages when choosing one for a
research project can lead to fatal measurement errors. However, this issue is
not entirely new. There have been multiple evaluative studies on the validity
of physical activity trackers, or monitors as it is sometimes referred to [20,
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58, 62, 68, 143, 223, 256]. For example Nelson et al. [186] compared them
for "specific activity types" such as three sedentary, four household, and four
ambulatory/exercise activities. Nam et al. [184] analyzed the activity monitors’
validity in "semi-structured activities", namely steps taken, sleep and energy
expenditure . Often researchers also focus on specific consumer groups. For
example, whereas Reid et al. [218] and Farnell et al. [65] investigated the
Fitbit performance in female adults, Chiauzzi et al. [39] as well as Floegel et
al. [73] focused on consumers with physical disabilities. Further, there can be
studies found where homemade hardware is compared. For example, Patterson et
al. [195] validated their electronic accelerometer-based physical activity device
(Actigraph) in a comparative study among different physical and mental stress, but
they did not use a variety of physiological parameters and sensing technologies,
which is why it is difficult to interrelate the results. Khusainov et al. [132] had
a more holistic method and mentioned different monitoring device platforms
and sensor types in their survey paper. The only comparative approach they
present was about effect of the sampling frequency during the data collection
process and how it can be combined best with machine learning. They further
provide an overview on existing research studies categorized by their activities
of daily living, e.g. selfcare, posture, and communication and accordingly they
included 24 different sensor types used for research activities, among them twenty
wearable ones, in their survey [132]. Another comparative study was conducted
by Adams et al. [1]. In an in-the-wild study they collated sensor data from their
participants’ mobile phones, and data recorded by an Affectiva Q sensor [209], as
well as subjectively assessed data on their stress level measured via Experience
Sampling Method (ESM). As a result, they derived different contexts in which
each method could be applied best but concluded that the Affectiva Q sensor lacks
robustness. They found that both, the self-reported values and EDA data assessed
by the Affectiva Q, correspond to each other depending on the threshold set for
the EDA signals. Nevertheless the subjective measures showed the best reliability
to assess low and moderate stress. Nevertheless, none of the studies mentioned
compares wearable sensors different in their sensing technologies extensively
under different psychological and physiological conditions and derives explicit
properties and dimensions reflecting differences.
The lack of evaluative studies also becomes obvious in related topics such as the
comparison of different computational techniques to model stress. One of the
few projects which realized this was "Stress Recognition Using Non-invasive
Technology" by Zhai and Barreto [293]. They used normalized data as input
values to compare the Naive Bayes classifier, Decision Tree classifier, and Support
Vector Machines against each other aiming to be trained such, that unknown
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affective states could be predicted. The latter one turned out to have the best
accuracy rate of 90.1% followed by the Decision Tree classifier (88.02%) and the
Naive Bayes classifier with only 78.65% accurate recognitions. Also Tudor-Locke
and Myers [264] point out in that there is a lack of methodological considerations
for quantifying physiological activity- not only in research and Fletcher, Poh and
Eydgahi [72] highlight the "lack of mobile health data standards" (p.5) and the
"validation and performance standards" (p.5) referring to missing comparability
and insufficient measures for performance. Moreover, Hao and Foster [101]
present a large review on physiological responses recording wireless body
networks focusing on their applications, technologies used, and the associated
challenges in measuring physiological signals. Among these, there are named
reliability, portability, privacy and security, and energy-aware communication
[101, 219] which exist as crucial factors for each physiology sensing technology.
Against this background, in Chapter 4 I present a detailed investigation of the
shortcomings in sensing hardware addressed in the present chapter.
Implications and Constraints for the Design of Interactive Systems

The differences between the used sensing devices are important to consider
before choosing such a device. Since this depends also on the context of usage,
it should be clear if the interactive system which relies on the physiologically
obtained values is going to be used in mobile or stationary contexts. If the user is
free while interacting with the system, measurements should be double-checked
using subjective data because most sensing devices, particularly consumer ware
is affected by movements. Instead of prompting the user with questionnaires,
shorter self-assessments following the example of the ESM [47, 109] could be
incorporated in the interaction process with the system. Apart from the mobility,
the perceived pleasantness while "wearing" the sensing device is important for
designing an interactive system. Since most applications are aiming to fulfill the
requirements of a user-centered design, the attachment of cumbersome electrodes
is undesirable in practice. When speaking of the comfort to apply physiological
sensing technology, the final aim of the application or system should be considered
ultimately. If an interactive technology is able to successfully reduce the perceived
stress in users, then it’s practitioners are surely willing to accept a less comfortable
sensing device. In conclusion, the benefit of an efficient technique would make
specific shortcomings more tolerable for users. Therefore, when in the design
of such techniques the overall aim including possible deficiencies should be
considered to be able to estimate it’s worth from an user-perspective.

3.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
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Chapter Summary and Conclusion

In the results from the user study it was shown that stress responses are visible
in physiological parameters, namely heart rate values, electrodermal activity,
and skin temperature. Since subjective data was also collected from each
participant during the study, it indicated that physiological data reflects the stress
level users reported. In summary, participants perceived higher arousal, tense
and wake during the trials where stress applying mental arithmetic tasks was
induced. Likewise, they rated these conditions to be more stressful as indicated
by ratings on the perceived stress. What the user study further revealed, was that
physiological sensing hardware underlies some specific constraints. From the
comparison of sensor data under different amounts of physical activity, changes in
the physiological values were observed. The Nexus device was the only sensing
hardware that was able to detect even fine-grained changes in the physiological
data assessed.
In this chapter the physiological measurement of stress responses have been
examined answering three main research questions. First, the fundamentals of
how physiological markers are related to stress have been explained on the basis
of related work answering RQ1a. Correspondingly, the performed user study
has shown that heart rate activity, electrodermal activity, and skin temperature
significantly correlate with the perceived stress, what confirms the validity of
measures used in prior work. Further, this observation did not only contribute
to answering RQ1a but also to RQ1b signifying that subjectively assessed data
correlate with physiological values obtained by sensing hardware. The findings
from the user study further strengthened the assumption that for the subjective
self-reports on stress can be found physiological correlates. In this context, the
feasibility of non-obtrusive stress measurements can be appreciated. It allows
researchers to gain data on their participants stress level without self-assessments.
Additionally, stress measurement can take place apart from laboratories but also
in field studies using mobile sensing hardware. Following on this, the performed
research also revealed constraints of physiological sensing devices for the usage
in interactive systems. The results revealed that not each device was able to
detect such changes referring to RQ1c. Hereby, particularly the accuracy of the
recordings, as well as the mobility and the comfort of attachment turned out to
be important criteria that need to be considered when implementing stress-aware
applications in interactive systems.
Consequently, the choice of sensing hardware and further the context of sensing
were found to be crucial for the detection of changes in physiological data.
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Knowing this, stress reducing applications incorporated in interactive systems
should consider the hardware reliability, as well as the confounding variables
when obtaining stress data with physiological sensing hardware. As suggested in
the implications mentioned previously, designers should check the users’ stress
level while using their applications preferably with assessing subjective data
given the high inaccuracy in mobile sensing contexts. By answering the named
research questions, the foundation is laid for investigating suitable techniques
incorporated in interactive technologies to reduce stress. Nevertheless, the
implications stated can have a severe impact on the realization of stress mitigating
interactive systems. Therefore, the following chapter will concentrate on the
investigation of the revealed constraints and consequently a design space will
be introduced summarizing considerable decision criteria for sensing hardware
choices from the researcher and end-consumer perspective answering RQ1d.

Chapter

4

Clustering Limitations of
Physiology-Aware Systems
In Chapter 3 it has been pointed out how physiological measurements can be
used to detect stress based on their correlation with subjectively assessed data.
Moreover, the limitations in physiological measurement hardware have been
revealed resulting into certain constraints in such measurements. Based on these
findings implications for the design of interactive systems have been derived
addressing the challenge of choosing suitable physiological sensing devices.
This chapter presents a detailed investigation of the potential shortcomings in
physiological measurement devices from a practitioner perspective. Hereby,
consumers and researchers, being named experts in the following, were inquired
and involved in the development of the Design Space for Physiological
Measurement Tools. This tool provides a summary of the distinct aspect
being worth to consider when designing interactive systems that incorporate
physiological sensing.
Throughout the past decades sensing physiological signals has evolved from
a high-end technological challenge into a standard functionality of every-day
consumer ware. The global mobile communications analyst CCS Insight
published a "Global Wearable Forecast" illustrating the development of wearables
from 2015 to 2019. They predicted that the sales number for wearables would
20% per year until 2024. The market would be estimated with $29 billions given
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243 million unit sales that could be reached by 2022 [37]. They further observed
that around 25 millions of kids’ watches were sold in 2017 on the Chinese market
what is said to be outstanding given that privacy concerns and regulations are
more severe particularly in Europe. According to a survey by the market research
platform Statista conducted in 2018, 43% of the respondents admitted that they
are "somewhatlikely" or even "very likely" to purchase a wearable, such as the
Fitbit or a smartwatch [48]. Despite such impressive stats promising the ongoing
success of physiology sensing hardware, increased distrust among its users could
be observed. Especially, the target group of the elderly has difficulties to adapt
the new technology also due to the distrust regarding the system and problems to
accept such new technology if its functioning is unknown [32]. What has been
suggested by prior work [15, 188], was confirmed by Rupp et al. [225, 226]
who found that the two factors self-determined motivation and technological
trust are significantly affecting the users’ willingness to use a fitness tracker
continuously. In practical terms, this means that doubting the benefits of fitness
tracker usage will lead to abandoning such technologies because Kononova et al.
[142] could show in their work that maintenance strongly relates to perceiving
the tracker usage as a longitudinal personal benefit. Nevertheless the recording of
physiological signals is still a valuable method to detect physiological changes and
trace them back to stress states. Since not only consumers rely on such data, but
also researchers use fitness trackers for their studies [105, 122, 145], the suitability
of such tools is important. The relevance of this issue certainly lies in the
awareness of the given limitations physiological sensing bears. Some researchers
[122, 202] even report that they reviewed different hardware before deciding
upon a suitable sensing technology or device. This behavior clearly shows that
there is need for a comprehensible and concise summary of predominant decision
criteria of which consumers and researchers alike would benefit.
As it has been pointed out in the previous chapter, there are certain constraints
when obtaining physiological data under different conditions. In this chapter,
I show how consumers and researchers perceived these limitations and in how
far they affect the user experience of both groups contributing to answer what
implications such constraints have responding to RQ1c. Following up on the
findings from prior work [98], I demonstrate how relevant criteria for physiology
sensing systems have been identified in two user target groups. As a finding from
this investigation, the "Design Space for Physiology-Aware Systems" is being
present and visualized. Consequently, I answer RQ1d how we can identify and
summarize criteria representing the differences among physiology measuring
hardware. Being aware of the restrictions in different hardware is crucial from a
design and development perspective when aiming for a reliable detection of stress
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in the user. I regard the conscious decision for or against a specific measurement
tool as the prerequisite for the potential success of an application which is able to
mitigate stress. In case the detection part of stress fails, such an application will
fail too and consequently the trust in technology will decrease.

This chapter is based on the following publication:
•

4.1

R. Poguntke, K. Hänsel, H. Haddadi, A. Alomainy, and A. Schmidt.
Developing the Design Space for Physiological Measurement Tools: A
Theoretical Foundation of Decision Criteria. (to be published)

Related Work

Prior work has been mainly focused on exploring the consumer perspective
often with focus on usage patterns or efficiency. In contrast, we hardly know on
what criteria consumers base their decisions to use fitness trackers incorporating
physiological sensing. Even less explored is the decision process of researchers
when choosing suitable hardware for their research projects.
User Perspectives on Sensing Wearable Usage With the rise of
wearable sensing devices in form of fitness trackers or smartwatches, huge
companies threw various physiological sensing hardware on the market promising
consumers to increase health and wellbeing by monitoring physical activity.
Nevertheless 50% of the users abandon their fitness trackers after one year
[153], which has been extensively portrait in prior work [50]. To overcome
this problem Canhoto and Arp [33] suggested to promote adoption and increase
"device portability" and "resilience" to drive long-term usage. Respectively, there
has been previous work on the capturing of consumer feedback on affective
devices and on technological innovations in general as Prahalad and Ramaswamy
[213] discuss. The information about consumers, their activities and usage
contexts, being referred to as "customer intelligence" [49] has been proposed to
be used to gain more insight in purchase criteria [31, 45, 84]. To bridge the gap
between consumers and research examining user needs, Schuurman, Mahr and
De Marez [239] suggest to apply the so-called "Lead User-concept" to increase
user engagement as a driver for innovation. From a research perspective, there
has been taken into account the user perspective recently. For example, Fritz
et al. [77] investigated in a long-term study how 30 wearable owners use and
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benefit from their fitness trackers, like Spiel et al. [254] did; both contributing to
the understanding of the persuasive mechanism activity tracker manufacturers’
often aim at. Moreover specific user groups had been interviewed, as Tholander
and Nylander [261] did with athletes to learn more about their benefit from
smartwatches used for sports. Moreover, various studies focus on the target
group of elderly using health monitoring devices [32, 142]. In a first exploration
of user needs regarding affective wearables, Hassib et al. [106] conducted an
online survey on acquiring, sharing and receiving physiological data with 109
participants. They found that users preferred to get information from all types of
data and mostly wanted to share the information with closely related people, i.e.
partners and families.
While this work focused on the effects of sharing affective and physiological
data neglecting the pragmatic requirements and challenges when dealing with
physiological sensing hardware, Niess and Woźniak [188] had a distinct focus.
They inquired users on the motivation and the related goals for using fitness
trackers against the background of the decreasing popularity of activity recording
wearables. Additionally, their participants reported that they would like to have a
better understanding of the data provided by their device and more importantly,
that they lack confidence in these data. With respect to the design of physiological
sensing wearables prior work has put a lot of effort into the exploration of user
preferences regarding wearable wellness devices [149, 217] and its integration
in design. For example, Kim et al. [133] proposed a development process that
comprises three stages to promote user-centered design and Zhou, Ji and Jiao
[296] aimed to mass customize devices according to consumer needs by using
affective and cognitive design.
In contrast to the manufacturers interests to investigate the consumers’ usage
patterns and opinion by market research methods, there has been no exploration
on the requirements set by researchers who work and apply physiological
sensing devices. The work by Nasir and Yurder [185] represented a starting
point by collecting consumers’ and physicians’ feedback about wearable health
technologies in the overall context of technology acceptance through an online
survey. While Márquez Segura et al. [170] focused in their work on designing
wearables to be socially engaging by asking design experts, i.e. larp designers
providing interesting observations for the HCI community, the present work
contributes to the understanding of consumers’ and researchers’ needs from a
pragmatic point of view resulting in the seven dimensions of the Design Space
for Physiological Measurement Tools and its sub-dimensions.

4.2 Developing the Design Space
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Developing the Design Space

In the following the development process of the Design Space for Wearable
Physiological Measurement Tools will be explained in detailed. Hereby, the
method and interview protocol applied in the user study will be explained. In
the subsequently presented results the genuine experiences on wearable sensing
devices will be illustrated, as well as the evaluation of previously obtained criteria.

4.2.1

Qualitative Evaluation

In semi-structured in-depth interviews with ten participants qualities for
physiology sensing hardware relying on the expert and the consumer perspectives
were deduced. By "experts" I refer to researchers who have extensive experience
with physiological sensing hardware (see Section 4.2.1 for a detailed description
of their expertise).
Two groups of stakeholders, namely five
consumers and five experts using with wearable sensing devices were interviewed.
Therefore, ten individual semi-structured interviews comprising 242.29 minutes
of qualitative data in total with an average length of 24.23 minutes each (SD =
5.07) were conducted. The interview length for both groups was comparable,
experts (M = 24.3, SD = 2, 52) and consumers (M = 24.17, SD = 6, 53). For the
analysis, two different methods resulting in the hybrid approach as recommended
by Blandford, Furniss and Makri [19] were combined. Since two aims were
pursued, namely collecting genuine experiences, opinions and concerns and
evaluating the formerly found aspects, the data was analyzed twice with two
coders performing the same analysis and frequently checked with each other
to achieve reliability. An inductive thematic analysis [25] to identify themes
emerging from the qualitative data was applied first. Second, statements were
assigned to predefined codes following the deductive thematic analysis approach.
Method and Data Analysis

After having transcribed each interview, two separate coders marked all relevant
statements using the qualitative data analysis software ATLAS.ti7 . Guided by
the six phases suggested by Braun and Clarke [28] shaping the data-driven, or
inductive approach, the statements were then coded and searched for themes.
After the themes had been compared, those that did not match for the two coders
were discussed extensively until a consensus was reached resulting in five final
7

https://atlasti.com/
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themes characterizing the interviewees’ thoughts, opinions and concerns. In
contrast to the bottom-up approach used for the qualitative data on genuine
experiences with physiological sensing hardware, a top-down analysis was
performed subsequently meaning that there existed a predefined set of terms
consisting of the five initial aspects identified in previous work (cf. [98]). These
were namely Comfort of Attachment, Mobility, Data Richness, Data Accessibility,
Data Reliability. Those five terms were used as codes for the interviewees’
statements and new, not fitting aspects, were labeled with new open codes.
After this first step, the statements’ represented by codes were discussed and
new dimensions or sub-dimensions from the new added codes were derived
representing distinct notions of the labels or adding new perspectives. Through
this deductive method, the existing dimensions (cf. [98]) were reviewed and
refined, providing a contextual foundation for the Design Space for Physiological
Measurement Tools.
The interview question set consisted of five questions for
the expert group and one more referring to a use case scenario for the consumer
group being divided into three different phases as depicted in Figure 4.1. Hereby,
the target was to retrieve as much information about personal experiences, criteria
for picking a particular sensing device, and opinions on certain aspects as possible.
For a coarse structure, the semi-structured interview was clustered into two
introductory questions, opinions on devices’ properties and resulting criteria
reflecting the expectations for physiological sensing devices. While the first
opening question was the same for both groups referring to "personal experiences
(good and bad) with wearable devices", the second question slightly differed.
By this I wanted to know from the consumers which criteria play an important
role to them when choosing a device, e.g. when they want to buy a new one.
Likewise, the experts were asked secondly according to which criteria they pick
sensing devices for their studies and research projects. For the consumers it was
proceeded with an use case question asking them to "imagine to take part in
a long-term research experiment requiring to wear a wearable device sensing
heart beat rate, etc. all day long"; wanting to know "what properties of the
sensing device would be important to consider for deciding to take part and what
would be possible deal breakers". Subsequently, both groups, consumers and
experts, were presented five preliminary derived dimensions being introduced in
[98]. Then they were asked to explain each dimension to figure out what their
understanding is and which properties and aspects they associate with the given
terms. In case they were not sure about the meaning, an example of how it could
be understood ws given. After each dimension had been discussed, it was inquired
"which of these aspects played an important role and why" - for the consumers
when they considered buying a sensing device and for the experts when choosing
Interview Protocol
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Genuine Opinions
Presentation of
five Dimensions

Overall Questions
on Personal
Experiences
Subjective Selection
Criteria for Device

E: Choose a
Device for a
Research
Project

C: Buy a
Device
for
yourself

C: Use Case:
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in a Longterm
Research
Project
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Figure 4.1: The entire interview protocol for both interview groups
comprising the three following phases: Collecting genuine opinions,
evaluating the formerly derived dimensions, and exploring new perspectives
and aspects.
their apparatus for a research project. Accordingly, the interviewees were asked
to rank the discussed dimensions based on their subjectively perceived relevance.
Finally, a question was posed on whether there are "any other important aspects
or criteria for sensing devices, which we have not covered" before the participants
were thanked for their participation.
Participants and Procedure The consumer sample consisted of five
interviewees (M = 43.80, SD = 21.48 years) including one male participant.
The consumers were acquired via personal contacts and made sure that each of
them had been owned a wearable fitness tracker for a minimum of six months
at least. For participants C1 and C5 it has been the second device. Another
selection criteria for the consumer sample had been that they wear it daily. This
was also to ensure that they had sufficient usage experience and could comment
on the whole spectrum of usage scenarios they experience in their everyday lives.
Their usage behavior did not differ much, when asked for their motivation to
own a physiological sensing activity tracker, all interviewees stated that they
wanted to track their activity and particularly their step count. Three of them
use it additionally to monitor their running or general fitness activities. The
five inquired experts (M = 30.60, SD = 2.61 years), among them two females,
were also acquired via personal contacts and were selected according to (a) their
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quantitative experience in their research field given in years, (b) their qualitative
experience referring to the variety of sensor types they had worked with, and (c)
a minimum of peer-reviewed publications involving physiological sensing. Thus,
each expert holds or is currently finishing his or her PhD and has been working
with a minimum of three sensor types for at least four years comprising several
publications (M = 15.6).
After the interviewees were informed about the study purpose without
revealing too much information on the content of the questions to avoid priming
effects, they were provided with a consent form summarizing all information
and informing about their right to withdraw the participation at any time. All
interviews were conducted individually via Skype and audio recorded given the
participants’ consents. After having started with demographic questions, e.g. age,
gender, and occupation, two different protocols (see cf., Section 4.2.1) were
followed: one for the expert group and one for the consumer group. The entire
procedure had been approved by the Ethic Commission of our institution.

4.2.2

Results

In the following the results from the qualitative study will be presented. They
are subdivided into three parts following the interview protocol and describing
experiences with wearable sensing devices, as well as deriving dimensions for
the Design Space for Wearable Physiological Measurement Tools.
Initially the
interviewees were asked about their experiences with physiology sensing
wearables and devices. Whilst reflecting upon their subjectively perceived
advantages and disadvantages, they often named aspects that had been
summarized in [98]. As can be obtained from Figure 4.2, each researcher
mentioned almost all aspects that had been observed previously. Likewise, all
dimensions were also referenced by the interviewed consumers (cf., Figure 4.2).
Consequently, Comfort of Attachment and Mobility represented the consumers’
standpoint and the other three dimensions Data Richness, Data Accessibility, and
Data Reliability reflected more the experts’ criteria as indicated by the results
from Figure 4.2.
Genuine Experiences on Wearable Sensing Devices

Consumers When the consumers were inquired about their experiences with
their individual wearables, e.g. fitness trackers all consumers mentioned
Comfort of Attachment without naming it explicitly. While some referred
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Figure 4.2: The total number of namings over all interviewees for the
respective dimensions before it has been presented to them. As can be
seen, Comfort of Attachment was named by all consumers and Mobility
by the majority, while only one consumer mentioned Data Richness, Data
Accessibility, and Data Reliability. Those dimensions that referenced data
aspects were in contrast referred to by the interviewed experts showing that
Data Reliability was mentioned by all experts and Data Accessibility by
almost each.
to the size of their device as "it should not be a huge, heavy chunk
on the arm" (C1) or "too thick and big" (C4), others emphasized "the
unobtrusiveness" (C2) by stating that "this model is convenient for [her]
because [she] can wear it all day, I also do not have to take it off when I
take a shower or whatever." (C1). The latter statement also addresses the
second dimension Mobility implying that the wearer is mobile while using
the device. Thus, the consumers revealed that, e.g. taking a shower (C1,C5)
means being mobile to them. Likewise, the battery life was important
because as C1 stated: "I do not have to charge it everyday, so that I can use
it continuously". Another aspect mentioned by C1 and C5 was summarized
under Robustness against External Factors, since it refers to wearing it
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whatever activity the user does. This also means to "not have to take it off
when [I] take a shower" (C1).
For the triad of data tackling aspects, each of them was mentioned by only
one consumer each. The Data Richness meaning functions and variety
of sensors was named by C1 when weighing the price/quality ratio for
such a device and contemplating the qualities of her fitness tracker. Data
Accessibility seemed to occupy C5 only. She explained that she picked
her device considering the smartphone application quality and usability
since she found many freely available applications "badly translated or too
confusing" (C5) so that it had been an important criteria for her. Likewise,
C5 stated in the interview that she found "inaccuracy [for her former
device] annoying" because arm movements had been also counted as steps.
In summary, the consumers had a stronger focus on the two dimensions
Comfort of Attachment and Mobility, while neglecting the other three
dimensions slightly when choosing a sensing wearable.

Experts Only two of the interviewed experts thought of the dimension Comfort
of Attachment. E3 said that she considered "if [the device] would be
restrictive for the participants in their daily lives", researcher E2 linked
her decision on whether to use a device to the question "How wearable
is the device?" because she "was looking into concepts that work in the
real world for a normal consumer, and not something that would need a
lot of wires". The latter statement also implies the aspect of Mobility just
as stated by the consumers. E3 also mentioned battery life referring to
this aspect as the consumers had done. E2 enumerated multiple questions
that accounted for Data Richness, for example when asking "What data
type" or "In what form" she gets the data additionally speaking about the
distinction between aggregated, filtered or raw data. E3 named two other
sub-aspects again matching the broader topic of Data Richness, namely the
sampling rate and the question "Which data do we get from the device?"
explaining that she picks devices for research projects also based on what
kind of data she needs and respectively, which sensors she wants to use.
Data Accessibility has been mentioned by four experts being occupied
with "How easy can I access the data" (E3) and the related questions
whether there needs to be implemented something, e.g. an API to be able
to synchronize the device or access the data (E3); or a special software
is needed, e.g. an SDK is given (E2). Moreover, E5 explained that for
him an issue was that the data needed to be "read out in real-time ’on
the fly’ while the participants were wearing" the device and that this had
been difficult because of missing serial interfaces or lacking possibilities to
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transfer data via Wifi or Bluetooth, as stated by E2 too. The most frequently
mentioned criteria for all of interviewed experts was Data Reliability. E4
stated that "for scientific use, the most important feature for me is getting a
very accurate value, with a high time resolution".
Almost all of our researchers talked about "not very good experiences"
(E4) with wearables they had used or decided not to use because of "noise
in their data" (E1, E5) or "it was very unreliable" (E2) being visible in
the data, when, e.g. "they contradict another sensor that measures the
same or [...] if you move the hand, it becomes visible in the measurements
without any changes" (E4). Also E4 was bother by the fact that "most of
the consumer version sensors, are either averaging a lot of making cases
and that is not as accurate as you get from clinical sensors". It can be
observed in Figure 4.2 that the triad of data linked dimensions, namely
Data Richness, Data Accessibility, and Data Reliability was more important
for researchers than for consumers when they had been asked about their
overall experiences with sensing technologies.
Evaluating the Design Space Following the interview protocol, the
interviewees were asked to comment on each of the five dimensions identified in
previous work (cf. [98]) aiming to first capture their individual understanding of
what these dimensions refer to and what properties or characteristics they linked
to them. These dimensions have not been validated in the introducing study, but
emerged from the authors’ observations and experiences. For this, the present
work aimed to validate those from a consumer and researcher perspective.

In most cases both interview groups briefly named the dimension and then
described how the respective dimension is represented in the real-world context to
them. It was found that the initial dimensions could be split into sub-dimensions
deduced from different aspects stated by the interviewees. In Table 4.1, there is an
overview depicted, showing the five initial dimension and what sub-dimensions
had been derived from the interviewees’ statements. The mapping to the initial
dimensions was done on the basis of the interviews and extensive discussions
between the coders as described in Section 4.2.1. All dimensions are listed in the
first row and all sub-dimensions being deduced from the following qualitative
results are listed in the first column. The interviewees’ statements are mapped
to the respective dimension and specific sub-dimension. To highlight the most
important results, the following color coding is followed: green cells signify
the most important overlaps where at least two interviewees from each group
(consumers or experts) mentioned this aspect; yellow cells refer to this criteria that
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Wearing Comfort

Sub-Dimension
Comfort of
Attachment

C2, C3, C4 / E3, E4

E3, E5
C1, C3, C4, C5 / E2

C1, C2, C3, C4, C5
/ E3, E4,E5

C1, C2, C3, C4, C5
/ E1, E3, E5

Connectivity
D. Accuracy
D. Access. Effort
D. Format
D. Transm. Effort
Degr. of Preprocessing
Degr. of Resolution
Degr. of Restrictiveness
Degr. of Testedness
Ease of Setup
Invasiveness
Phys. Properties
Robustness
Sensor Variety
Software Reliability
Trustworthiness
Unobtrusiveness

Mobility

E4,E5

C1, C3, C5

D. Richness

C1, C2, C3, C4, C5
/ E1, E3
E2,E5
C5 / E1, E2, E3, E5

E2, E4

Dimension
D. Accessibility

E2, E3, E5
E2, E3, E4, E5

C1, C2, C3, C5 /
E2, E3, E4, E5

D. Reliability

C1, C2, C3, C4,
C5 / E3, E4,E5

C1, C2 / E1, E2,
E3, E4,E5

New

E3, E5

E3, E5

Table 4.1: All (sub-)dimensions shown in yellow and respectively blue , if they have been mentioned by at least
two consumers or respectively two experts; green indicated that at least two of each group named it.
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had been mentioned by two or more consumers; finally the blue cells highlight
what two or more experts had been stating in the interviews.
Consumers Consumers referred to the dimension of Comfort of Attachment by
naming four sub-dimensions. C1, C3 and C4 emphasized the Wearing
Comfort. C1 said that she is happy with her device "because it is small
and very comfortable to wear". C4 explained that it is important "that
it fits well". Moreover she mentioned the Physical Properties as another
characteristic arguing that her device feels "not like a chunk on the leg". A
closely linked aspect was considered by C4, who described this dimension
as "one does not get stuck with it" or that it should not impede the wearer
(C5). In connection with this, Unobtrusiveness was also being mentioned
by C2, C3, and C4 saying, e.g. that "[it] should be unobtrusive" (C4) and
that they "would not wear it [if] it is too obtrusive" (C3). Further, C2 and
C5 referred to the physical quality and handiness of the device, such as
different adjustment options for the quick-release catch and "setting the size
of the bracelet" which is summarized under the Wearing Comfort. Another
involved criteria was the Degree of Restrictiveness as C5 added.
For the consumers, the next dimension Mobility was closely linked to
the previously discussed issue, which is why C2 also stated that it is as
important as Comfort of Attachment since he "wears it daily and during all
activities". On the contrary C3 stated that "mobility is important but it does
not have the highest priority. It is more important that it is comfortable to
wear so that I can wear it anytime". Likewise she clarified that Mobility
for her means to be able to take the device "anywhere I go anytime, e.g.
under the shower". What her statement also implied was the sub-dimension
Wirelessness being also mentioned by C4.
With respect to Data Richness, all consumers preferred to have more data
meaning that they appreciated different kinds of sensors providing, e.g.
"pulse or calorie count" (C2) or "jogging GPS tracks" (C5). Hence, Data
Richness was subdivided into Sensor Variety inter alia.
C5 was the only consumer who had an explicit requirement with respect to
Data Accessibility. She explained that for her a "clear criteria" had been
that activity tracking "software is often not available for Ubuntu" operating
systems which is what she uses herself. As a consequence she looked for a
device that provided access to the data through a smartphone application
since this is "independent from platforms [operating systems]". All other
consumers reported to access their data through a smartphone application
(C1,C3,C4) or directly on the device’s display as C2 does. In general, they
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judged the effort to access their data as relatively low resulting into the
sub-dimension Data Accessibility Effort.
The final dimension Data Reliability played an important role for all
consumers. So, most of them thought primarily of Data Accuracy (C1).
Whereas C1 and C3 double checked their devices’ results on activity
tracking with a separate smartphone application and C5 even compared the
results of two different wearable fitness trackers. C4 stated that she "can
make trade-offs" regarding the reliability because she would then have to
compare it but the values "approximately fit" according to her estimation.
Facing the fact that also C2 noticed irregularities in the Data Accuracy, the
results suggest that all consumers were aware that their fitness trackers did
not work 100% accurately.

Experts Regarding the Comfort of Attachment interviewee E1 mentioned that
"the usage of the system can be a burden to the user" in case they
would have to attach it by themselves thinking of complicated electrode
placements or sensor installations. E3 was more concrete in her explanation
and mentioned as requirements that the "sensor is comfortable to wear;
unobtrusive no matter where you wear it, it should not impede,[...]
no restrictions in what you are doing usually". Thus, she named the
aspects that were phrased as the new sub-dimensions Wearing Comfort,
Unobtrusiveness and Degree of Restrictiveness. Moreover, the experts
referred to Invasiveness which is linked to the utilized sensing technology
referring to potential invasive consequences for the wearer. E3 took
exemplarily "skin irritations" as an important criteria, while E5 stated
that invasive methods would first, lead to loosing participants and second,
cause problems with the ethic committee of their institution.
When mentioning Mobility E1 said that "For the mobility, we wouldn’t want
the wearers to be stretched to a wire, I guess we would go with something
that is wireless and allows mobility". Moreover E3 associated Mobility
with the Degree of Restrictiveness, whereas E4 and E5 thought of the Ease
of Setup with regard to Mobility considering "How easy are [the devices]
to transport? How easy is the setup? How easy is the carrying?" (E5).
From a research perspective E1 argued that "we always prefer the devices
that have the most amount of sensors in the least amount of space" but again
referring to the study context explaining that hereby the "data richness is
not really an important or essential factor". A device being equipped with
"multiple types of data" (E2) and "how many different signals are recorded"
(E4) was summed up in the sub-dimension Sensor Variety. Additionally
the sub-dimension Degree of Resolution was pointed out by E2 stating
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that "high resolution is important" strengthened by E4 listing "precision
or time resolution" and E3 mentioned exemplarily the "sampling rate" as
a metric. Based on Data Richness E5 initiated the new sub-dimension of
Degree of Preprocessing referring to the opportunity to get "not only one
measurement parameter but more derived measurement parameters" giving
the example of heart beat values and the derived heart rate variability.
With respect to Data Accessibility E1 clearly stated that he would "prefer
devices which give open access to the data" emphasizing that it could be a
problem for researchers if they would need to develop their own software to
access the recorded data because this is time-consuming as he reported from
his own experience. Further he referred to Data Accessibility Effort as also
did E4 by mentioning "how easy it would be to get the data off the sensor",
Data Transmission Effort and Software Reliability by emphasizing that it is
appreciated if "software is reliable and you can get the data whenever you
want; also you do not have to develop your own algorithm for Bluetooth
transmission of the data". E3 agreed with this and also considered "How
do I get the data? Do I have to code something or not? Does it work
out-of-the-box or do I have to synchronize?". For E5 also the Data Format,
e.g. if "one gets the data in a format that one understands [or a commonly
accepted], e.g. a CSV file" belonged the dimension of Data Accessibility.
The sub-dimension Connectivity was further mentioned by E2 and E4.
Referring to Data Reliability E1 said "this is the most important subject
that you have here on this list because if you are developing machine
learning algorithms which would work with the data given by sensors, then
machine learning algorithms would learn also some noise in the sensory
data". Hereby he highlights the severe consequences unreliable data can
have, particularly for researchers. Likewise E3 and E5 highlight that "the
data we get should measure what we want and do that accurately" (E5)
referring to Data Accuracy. E3 and E4 further mention the reliability
regarding the recording what is summarized in the new sub-dimension
Software Reliability.
New Dimension:
Trustworthiness The sub-dimension Degree of
Testedness was mentioned by E3 who said that "some sort of confidence in
the long-term existence of the company" is needed. And E5 explained that his
team had positive experiences with the manufacturer’s support which had been
important for the project success. Building up upon personal experiences the
new dimension of Trustworthiness mentioned by the researchers exclusively was
added.
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Dimensions
Comfort of Attachment
Mobility
Data Richness
Data Accessibility
Data Reliability

M (SD) of rankings
Consumers Experts
2.2 (1.1)
2.4 (1.5)
4.6 (0.5)
3.0 (1.6)
2.8 (1.3)

2.4 (1.7)
3.0 (1.6)
4.4 (0.5)
3.2 (1.3)
1.6 (0.9)

Table 4.2: Rankings of the five previously found dimensions according to
consumers’ and experts’ subjective relevance (means and standard deviations).
Higher values signify that this dimension has been ranked lower while low
values represent better ranks.
Besides their explanations and associations
regarding the five aspects Comfort of Attachment, Mobility, Data Richness, Data
Accessibility, and Data Reliability, participants were asked to rank them in order
according to their subjectively perceived relevance - a lower value indicates a
higher importance. As can be obtained from Table 4.2 consumers ranked Comfort
of Attachment and Mobility highest with an average rank of 2.2 and 2.4, followed
by Data Reliability on rank 2.8 in average. For Data Accessibility each rank
was given once to this dimension resulting in an average rank of 3.0 with the
highest standard deviation of 1.6. The dimension Data Richness was ranked
on 4.6 in average by the consumers with the lowest standard deviation (0.5).
For the experts’ rankings Data Reliability was given the highest priority with
an average rank of 1.6 (SD = 0.9) followed by Comfort of Attachment on rank
2.4 in average (SD = 1.7). Again each rank was given once to the dimension
of Mobility (M = 3.0, SD = 1.6) and almost the same pattern can be observed
for Data Accessibility (M = 3.2, SD = 1.3). Least importantly priorized was
(M = 4.4, SD = 0.5). Remarkably, E1 and E2 could not decide whether Comfort
of Attachment or Mobility was more relevant for them. While E1 put both second,
E2 considered these two dimensions most relevant.
Ranking of Dimensions

Derived Themes Describing Opinions, Thoughts, and Concerns

During the interviews all participants commented on many different aspects
and expressed their thoughts on the usage of wearable sensing devices including
their concerns. Besides the criteria included in the Design Space for Physiological
Measurement Tools as dimensions and sub-dimensions, the following five themes
reflecting the interviewees’ perspectives have been identified: Convenience
Factors Social Acceptability, Financial Costs, Study Context, and Privacy. Due to
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their high subjectivity a parameterization and representation using two extremes,
contrary to the other named dimensions included in the Design Space for
Physiological Measurment Tools, is hardly possible and moreover difficult to
measure objectively. Therefore, the following five aspects have been labeled as
themes allowing valuable insights that capture the "soft" considerations before
deciding for a device.
Convenience Factors What has been also revealed through the inquiries were
so-called Convenience Factors reflecting properties that were meaningful
to practitioners but which were not crucial for the purchase decision. For
example, the requirement of an Unconcerned Handling meaning that
the users does not have to take care of the device is something that is
"nice-to-have" but cannot be accounted as "must-have". For the consumers
the benefit mainly is in the circumstance that "you [do] not have to
constantly think think of it" (C1), also referring to not having to "take
it off when I take a shower" (C1) or like for C2 to feel no impedement
while playing an instrument. The Unconcerned Handling further manifests
in the Power Supply, since C1 emphasizes the importance of not having
it "to charge everyday", also mentioned by C2 and C3, who compared
it to a smartphone that needs to be charged daily. Likewise, expert E2
commented that the "battery life" is important for her as a researcher and
E3 confirms this by listing this as one of the properties she considers before
conducting a study. Referring to the maintenance effort, the issue of the
Ease of Operation saying that it should be "easy to start and stop and only
limited interaction is needed" (E3) was discussed. Moreover, for consumers
this dimension represents an important criteria, and C4 perceives it as the
most important, if the device "is easy to handle and operate". Since as
E2 stated "it matters if [the device] gives the expected outcomes, and for
example how many times it disconnects" and also like E4 points out that "it
is important for me that when I start using the tool for sensing, I know when
it has started [...] I need to know if it is actually working", Feedback as
another meaningful aspect has been identified. In the interviews important
hints on the usefulness of a feedback function, e.g. the device should give
"a warning that there is an issue with the data transmission" (E2) were
gained. For example, the practitioner would be notified if the "data was
corrupt" (E2). Interviewee E5 further explains that "if I have a device that
is not recording on-the-fly and that I let record the data all day long, then I
do not want to realize in the afternoon that it stopped recording after half
an hour". Apart from these thoughts, the Availability of the devices pointed
out by E5 was one of the criteria when choosing a device. Because he
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considered that, e.g. "some eyetrackers are not available in large numbers
[...] or it is not possible to ship it to Europe.". E2 brought up another
aspect saying that "mobility would mean connectivity to other devices [...]
it connects to my phone" referring to Connectivity. This particular property
corresponds to the "nice-to-have" property of "Wirelessness" being desired
by E2.

Social Acceptability E2 was the only expert who talked about Social
Acceptability. She said in the context of Comfort of Attachment, that it "is
not simply that the sensor is comfortable to wear, but also that consumers
are fine with wearing it in public" referring to Social Acceptability. Asking
her a bit more detailed what she would expect to be socially acceptable
wearable, she gave an example answering that "wrist bands are acceptable,
rings that look odd are acceptable because they are small. Eye glasses
are starting to be a bit acceptable, but they are a little bit freaky in public.
Anything head mounted is not publicly accepted. Only if you wear it within
a setup, like a conference or other people are wearing it.". By this, she
mentioned many important factors, such as the size and the context, but
also the aspect of Fashion. Accordingly, interviewee C3 mentioned the
aspect of embarrassment when you wear a sensing technology stating that
she does not want "to look embarrassing".
Financial Costs For the financial costs expert E1 admitted that the "prices
should be also considered" telling from his own experience that the
financial opportunities depend on the project, what was also confirmed by
E2 who linked the role of financial expenses on sensing technologies to
the study context saying "price is important in the project where I need
to conduct a field study and I would need a lot of devices". Likewise
E3 and E5 agreed that having a certain budget also sets constraints and
"some things [devices] are not affordable" according to E5. Moreover, the
price for a activity tracker was subject to considerations for the consumers.
While C5 mentioned the "price/quality ratio" as a criteria, C1 stated that
she "would generally contemplate the price. [...] The price should be
reasonable.".
Study Context As mentioned against the background of Financial Costs, the
Study Context has a huge impact on how the study needs to be conducted
for researchers. Throughout the interviews various examples were found
describing that the study context influenced either the budget distribution,
as E1 explains saying that "either the project can cover the expenses or
the user has to buy them", or the prioritization regarding the relevance
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of certain criteria like the following statement of E2 points out: "If I am
planning to do something that requires a field study, where people need
to use the device for two or more weeks, then the Mobility and Comfort
of Attachment come as number one. [...].Then Data Reliability comes as
number two, then Data Accessibility and Data Richness. If it is something
that I am looking into like what I can extract from the data on a lab setup
level, then of course, the Data Reliability is number one and the Data
Richness comes as number two, Data Accessibility number three, Comfort
is number four and Mobility is last, because of the lab setting.". These
view was shared by all experts except for E4, who did not mention this in
the interview.
Privacy The aspect of Privacy was mentioned by only one customer. C1 stated
that she "would not necessarily want to be monitored how regularly and
when [she] move[s]" reflecting her concern that activities trackers could
be misused to monitor people. Likewise, from the researchers only E2
mentioned that the design space lacks the dimension of Privacy without
giving additional explanations.

4.2.3

Structure of the Design Space

The Design Space for Wearable Physiological Measurement Tools has been
developed on the basis of ten semi-structured in-dpeth interviews with experts
and consumers. In the following the structure of the design space will be presented
in detail. All six dimensions including their 17 respective sub-dimensions will be
explained and put in the context of physiology-sensing device usage.
Comfort of Attachments The Comfort of Attachment is mainly important from
the user perspective and summarizes physical and social discomforts
associated with wearing a device. This dimension consists of four
sub-dimensions referring to the underlying aspects being mentioned by
the interviewees. Wearing Comfort is one of these; this sub-dimension
refers to the pure agreeableness that is experienced, or not experienced
when the sensing device is being attached to the body. Accordingly, there
might be restrictions imposed on the wearer which is represented in the
sub-dimension Degree of Restrictiveness. For example, if the wearer wants
to play an instrument which requires the hand that the device is attached to
for playing, the sensing device could hamper the instrument and restrict
the musician while playing. In such a case the Physical Properties of a
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Figure 4.3: The Design Space for Physiological Measurement Tools in
a mind-map-like visualization; including the six dimensions and its 17
sub-dimensions sorted by colors.
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device, e.g. form factor, such as its color, shape, size, etc influence the
perception and respectively the comfort. Another crucial factor is, if the
attachment bears Invasiveness or even worse, has harmful consequences for
it’s wearer. While some sensing technologies might be cumbersome to wear,
e.g. EEG hardware or chest straps, others might be less invasive when being
put on easily accessible body locations, i.e. the wrist. Unobtrusiveness
of a device was further found to be another selling point. In case the
device communicates privacy-sensitive data, the wearer might not want to
show that he or she is using such a device and therefore the criteria of an
unobtrusive wearing is important.
Mobility The ability of being mobile when wearing the physiological sensing
device has been summed up in this dimension. Another significant
issue for researchers is the Ease of Setup of a particular device. In
some application scenarios, the assessment of physiological signals might
require an enormous effort to setup the hardware or software. Thus, this
sub-dimension reflects a researcher’s perspective and neglects the consumer,
since it has only high relevance when high-resolution or expensive
equipment is used. Another sub-dimension affecting the perceived Mobility
is Robustness; this refers to the resistance against external, and particularly
environmental factors, such as water or heat.
Data Richness When it comes to Data Richness, two different factors were
considered, the Sensor Variety referring to the amount of sensors being
provided by a device and the quantity of the sensor data. The later is
being taken up by the following two sub-dimensions. While the Degree
of Resolution means, for example the sampling frequency provided by the
device, the Degree of Preprocessing comprises the amount of, e.g. filters
that is used to remove noise in the data or artifacts before the data can be
accessed.
Data Accessibility For the dimension Data Accessibility three main factors were
distinguished. Before the data can be accessed, there might be further
equipment needed and therefore the sub-dimension Connectivity means the
ability to connect the physiological sensing device to other technologies,
e.g. a laptop. In the second step after the data recording, there is often a
transmission of data required. In practice, data has to be transferred from
a server or a sensing device, which can range from very low to extremely
high Data Transmission Effort. As a final step often before accessing
the data, there might be a special manufacturer’s software needed or a
Software Developer Kit (SDK) needs to be installed resulting in a variation
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of the Data Accessibility Effort to get granted access to the recorded
physiological signals. An additional substantial factor for accessing data is
the Data Format that is being used for providing the physiological signals.
Since some products follow their own proprietary formats, others rely
on a standard, such as Comma-Separated Values (CSV) files. Whether
a standardized format is chosen can have severe consequences for the
researcher wanting to access the data with the lowest effort as possible,
what makes this issue a considerable sub-dimension.

Reliability What has been initially introduced as the dimension Data Reliability
within previous work (cf., [98]) and found throughout the interviews, was
simplified into Reliability to address a broader spectrum. By this aspect
originally it has been referred to the newly added sub-dimension Data
Accuracy meaning the degree to which the user of the data can be sure that
no false values have been recorded. An additional understanding refers
to the Software Reliability being another sub-dimension describing the
susceptibility to errors.
Trustworthiness The dimension of Trustworthiness emerged from consumers’,
and particularly researchers’ considerations regarding the Degree of
Testedness affecting their decision criteria. If the device’s manufacturer
was offering a huge amount of the device and had tested the device for
certain criteria, e.g. reliability or invasiveness beforehand, this was clearly
a confidence-building argument for purchasing such a device.

4.3

Discussion

In the following, the reasoning of the Design Space for Physiological
Measurement Tools based on the interviewees’ statements supported by related
literature will be presented. Moreover, the deduced themes will be discussed and
finally limitations of the conducted study will be acknowledged.
In
general, it has been observed that the two dimensions Comfort of Attachment and
Mobility had been strongly emphasized in the consumers’ statements. As can
be seen in the quotes, the quality to be able to wear an affective device "all day
long" (C1) so that wearers "do not realize it" (C3), is what makes it "unobtrusive"
(C2). E3 put the Unobtrusiveness also as a requirement when thinking of the
Comfort of Attachment. Moreover, there were more aspects being referred to by
Reasoning the Design Space from the Qualitative Results
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the consumers implying that "due to too much movement the wristband comes
loose" (C1) or "the quick-release catch does not close correctly sometimes and
opens too easily" (C2), what affected the Wearing Comfort. This sub-dimension
is significantly determined by the Physical Properties of a physiological sensing
device. For example, C1, C3, C4, and C5 explicitly said that they do not want
a "huge, heavy chunk on the arm" (C1) also referring to the shape and size,
e.g. being "too bulky" (C3). Additionally, Lazar et al. [150] report that users
perceived their devices often as "uncomfortable" and "obtrusive" what is in
line with the participants’ statements and the fact that the dimension Comfort
of Attachment was either ranked on the second position (mean rank of 2.2) as
can be obtained from Table 4.2. Bodine and Gemperle [21] investigated the
interdependence of a device’s functionality and its perceived comfort to wear it.
They found that the degree of functionality had an important impact on how the
Wearing Comfort was evaluated. They concluded from their results that not only
specific body locations were chosen over others for certain functionalities, but
also the functionalities as such must be appropriate to their perceived discomfort.
Speaking of functionalities, Hernandez et al. [115] investigated wearable devices’
suitability for employing the ESM revealing that one crucial factor influencing
user experience and ESM’s outcome is screen size, what is recognized as Physical
Properties. Closely related to this issue, Social Acceptability was mentioned by
E2 and also by C3 saying that one does not want "to look embarrassing" with a
device. Interestingly, within the context of Social Acceptability, Fashion played
an important role, particularly for women when choosing a device. C3 admitted
that: "For everyday life it is amazing but for something chic, I would not wear
it". Likewise C4 picked the bracelet according to the occasion saying: "I have a
second bracelet that looks a little bit more chic". The issue of not having "the
looks", as C1 calls it, has been considered by prior work too [156]. Further,
Hui-Wen Chuah [43] considered smartwatches as a way out of the dilemma of not
following fashion goals in activities trackers and shaped the term "fashionolgy"
referring to smartwatches that combine technology and fashion. Many different
factors, such as Fashion and aesthetics, but also moral codes and the context of
use have an impact on the perception of Social Acceptability as has been explored
by Norene Kelly within the development of the WEAR scale measuring the
Social Acceptability of a wearable device [130]. Accordingly, this aspect has been
discussed as a theme and was not included in the Design Space for Physiological
Measurement Tools.
The dimension Mobility is closely linked to the Comfort of Attachment, and thus
it often implies aspects relevant for this dimension. E4 exemplarily discussed the
sub-dimension Unobtrusiveness controversially saying that "the sensor should not
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affect the behavior of the participant" referring to being mobile and the Degree
of Restrictiveness.
In this context Wirelessnes was mentioned as a significant advantage enabling
the wearer to be mobile as has been pointed out in prior work under the term
"portability" [101, 219]. When talking about large hardware, the researchers E4
and E5 further paid attention at the Ease of Setup asking questions like "How
easy are [the devices] to transport? How easy is the setup? How easy is the
carrying?" (E5). Like Townsend et al. [263] call it, the "deployment of new
technology" (p.1) is a major challenge and therefore important to be considered
because it is directly linked to the Mobility of the wearer. For example, highly
sensitive sensing devices, such as the Nexus kit often do not only require more
time to be set up, but also allow only limited physical activity when Reliability
should still be given for the measured data.
A different criteria was introduced by C5 who specified the dimension Robustness
by explaining that waterproofness (C1) is an important criteria when choosing
a device and considering how mobile oneself is. Hand in hand with Robustness
goes, what was identified as Unconcerned Handling. C2 mentioned battery life
as one thing he does not want to take care of. The Power Supply, was also
mentioned in previous work as a crucial challenge for physiological sensing
systems [101, 263]. In a user study conducted by Lazar et al. [150] participants
were asked why they stopped using their smart devices after a short period of time.
They found that apart from perceiving the recorded data to be useless, consumers
had difficulties to maintain the devices due to its high frequency of charging or
making sure that the bluetooth connection was enabled, etc. All these factors
influence consumers’ user experiences, which is highly dependent on the ease of
usage. This identified theme also underlies subjective feelings and the question
of how annoying the frequent charging of a device is perceived. The suitability
in this regard must be answered individually for different user groups and user
needs, the newly added dimension Ease of Operation can be measured with the
help of questionnaire, such as the System Usability Scale [230] or the Usability
Metric for User Experience [70]. According to Townsend et al. [263] the "ease
of use", how they call this dimension, is one of the advantages that a wireless tool
holds over other systems using cables. Among these preferable properties is also
the "reduced user discomfort" and the "enhanced mobility" [263] which had also
been proven to reflect the consumer’s perspective best, since both dimensions,
Comfort of Attachment and Mobility, had been enumerated by each consumer or at
least the majority (see cf., Figure 4.2). The other three dimensions, namely Data
Richness, Data Accessibility, and Data Reliability, associated with the recorded
data, seem to be more important for researchers. This can be obtained from Figure
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4.2 because these aspects were enumerated by one consumer only each and but
by almost each expert.
Accordingly, E2 named several questions like "What data type do I get? In what
form do I get the data? Is it aggregated or completely raw data from the sensor?
Is it interpreted somehow? Is it filtered data?" what also shows the complexity of
the dimension of Data Richness being the reason for why it has been split into
the three sub-dimensions Degree of Resolution, Degree of Preprocessing, and
Variety of Sensors. The latter aspect was added because the amount of sensors
also plays a role for the consumer grounded in C1’s statement that she uses "only
a very small part of [her] watch" and C2 wished for some more data or quantified
parameters, such as "pulse or calorie counter", while C3 sums it up as follows
"How many data do I get from my device".
The question "In what form do I get the data?" raised by E2 tackles another
important sub-dimension being grouped under the dimension Data Accessibility,
namely the Data Format. As this dimension shows, there are a couple of factors
that can be crucial for the ease of conducting a research project. Moreover the
automatic synchronization of a device as mentioned by E3 or the presentation of
the data, e.g. in a smartphone application (C4) or on a small display integrated in
the fitness tracker (C2) has to be considered for when choosing a device. This
dimension Data Accessibility Effort refers to the amount of effort that it takes
to access the data. Correspondingly, interviewee E3 explained that they wanted
to read out data in real time for a study pointing towards another important
sub-dimension, what has been called Data Transmission Effort. Finally, the
Connectivity of a device completing the sub-dimensions of Data Accessibility
has been paid attention to due to E2 explaining that the ability to easily connect
the physiological sensing technology to other devices, e.g. a PC or a smartphone
can facilitate the realization of projects by far, when there is no special soft- or
hardware needed.
From a researcher’s perspective, Accuracy was also mapped to Data Richness by
E4. Despite that accurate data is more likely to be recorded, if Data Richness is
given, Accuracy was assigned to Reliability as a sub-dimension. Because from
an overall view the data has to be reliable- no matter how many sensors are
available and how fine-grained the resolution is. This grouping was strengthened
by the interviewees, who said that "data that do not represent the reality and
that you cannot rely on" cannot be reliable (E5). And for E1 other criteria are
put in the background "if [the device] wasn’t reliable then that is a problem".
The challenge of granting Reliability for physiological sensing systems has also
been mentioned in prior work discussing developments and advances in these
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technologies [101, 263, 219] without providing researchers or consumers with
feedback on the crucial issue of Reliability. Also the consumers mentioned this
issue, as C1 who admits that she "can not be sure one hundred percent, whether
I slept so long or whether I was really always awake when the bracelet shows
I was awake". The findings from a qualitative user study conducted by Niess
and Woźniak [188] on wearable owner’s motivation and goals are in line with the
observation that users lack confidence in their fitness tracker’s data. Since the
information provided by activity trackers on sleep quality influence their owners’
perceptions, the reaction of C1 to manually enter sleep quality information in
their devices due to insufficient reliability can be explained with the users’ urges
to be in control of their goals as found by Niess and Woźniak [188].
Related to the topic of trust is also the Trustworthiness which describes the
confidence in a company offering a device. Since it can be crucial in the decision
process purchasing physiological sensing hardware to know if a company can be
trusted, researchers perceived this aspect as important. E5 stated the problem that
"often are these things [devices] announced for a long time but then they are not
published in the end [...] are not available in large numbers, only some people
get them then, or it is not possible to ship it to Europe", while E3 explained her
criteria that she needs to have some sort of confidence in the long-term existence
of the company because it had happened to her that when a company was bankrupt
"the support was stopped, servers were down, and so the sensors became useless".
For the Design Space for Physiological Measurement Tools the dimension
Trustworthiness has been taken up. By mentioning this dimension, the
interviewees expressed a certain lack of confidence in an advertised device which
may promise fancy functionalities, although it has not been sufficiently tested
before, which is summed up in the Degree of Testedness.
However, researchers and consumers
also expressed deviated opinions on Privacy related to the usage of wearables,
which has been identified as another challenge for physiological sensing systems
in prior work [101, 219]. For example, C1 stated that she does not "want to be
monitored how regularly and when I move". This statement clearly refers to the
storage of the data that is recorded by the sensing device and is representative for
the findings from Raij et al. [216]. In their study, they asked 66 participants about
their opinions on the disclosure of private information including, for example
physiological data. They found that people who had a stake in the data, meaning
their own data had been reviewed by themselves, had a better understanding of
the privacy threats and perceived it more threatening than those people who had
no stake in it. One of their key findings was that physiological and, particularly
Concerns beyond Decision Criteria
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information on stress and conversation excerpts were prone to evoke the most
concern regarding privacy in users. The question of how to deal with personal data
relating to health and wellbeing being recorded by wearables, is also becoming
more relevant at the workplace since companies encourage employees to promote
wellbeing [87]. A user study on the willingness to share physical activity at the
workplace and hereby disclose private data, showed that sharing health related at
the workplace is being viewed sceptically due to concerns that private and work
activities could be mixed [88]. In this context, Gorm and Shklovski [88] further
propose to rethink the handling and advertisement of revealing privacy sensitive
data. Addressing this problem Reynolds and Picard [221] proposed an ethical
contract, which turned out to be perceived as a beneficial mean in dealing with
and respecting privacy for affective data. An distinct perspective on potential
improvements for wearable devices provided Marakhimov and Joo [168]. They
published an interesting user study on the link between consumer concerns, e.g.
privacy or health related, initiated coping processes, and the infusion of health
care wearable devices. They revealed that problem-focused coping strategies
are strongly related to extended use. Further, their study gave support for the
assumptions that owners abandon their health care wearables only after few time
[35] because the owners consider these new technologies often to be menacing
for their health and wellbeing. This phenomenon arises from privacy concerns, as
their study indicates.
As another considerable aspect the Ease of Operation has been identified as being
meaningful for participants in terms of a Convenience Factor. Regarding their
operation, wearables often require too much effort, which Norman [189] declares
to be a killer for the ease of use. This again affects the user experience quality
negatively and corresponds to consumers’ experiences. C4 emphasized that it
would be a deal breaker "if [she] had to set/operate so many things, e.g. many
buttons". Comparing the GUIs of modern wearables to Fogg’s user experience
guidelines derived from his "Persuasive Technology" [74], they often suffer from
a lack of comfortable user experience because they do not provide an experience
to the user and rather fulfill their function and therefore hampers familiarization.
The fact that the familiarity with a device represents a considerable detail and is
linked to the Ease of Operation becomes obvious in Hernandez et al. [115] study
indicating that this dimension has an impact on the user experience and thus the
suitability of a wearable device for employing the ESM.
Throughout the interviews overlapping aspects were found and
hence could be linked to not one design space dimension exclusively. Given
the subjectivity that is always part of qualitative data, I acknowledge that the
assignment of the distinct sub-dimensions is disputable for some cases. Further
Limitations
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interviewing all participants remotely could have had an effect on the results too.
Likewise, the sample size of five representatives for each stakeholder group does
not seem sufficient. However, the present work does not aim for a comprehensive
assessment, but rather represents an exemplary research method to validate and
summarize valuable criteria shaping the decision process for purchasing and
respectively using a wearable sensing device.

4.4

Design Recommendations for Wearable
Physiology Sensing Devices

Derived from the presented research on physiology-aware systems performed
in the present chapter comprising the identification of quality criteria from
practitioners’ perspectives, five design recommendations to be considered in
future physiology sensing devices will be introduced in the following. These
Design Recommendations for Wearable Physiology Sensing Devices contribute
to the state-of-art research shaping the design and development of coming
generations of physiology-aware technology.
Users provide large amounts of
data, i.e. physical activity in terms of steps or physiological measures, such as
heart beats, information about their sleep quality, weight, age, or calorie intake. In
the consumer interviews it has been observed that they appreciated to be able to
monitor their data. For example C4 stated "I like that I can see how many steps I
made throughout the day, and also my sleep rhythm: when am I awake, when am I
in my deep sleep phase and also control my weekly progress". This representative
statement shows that users are keen to get a comprehensive overview of their
activities referring to the so-called quantified self approach. This is also in
line with findings from Packer et al. [193] stating that users value to monitor
and annotate their activity data as strengthened by prior work [99]. Likewise,
researchers can seize their curiosity in their own data to acquire participants. As
E3 said the individual monitoring represents "a benefit for the participants if they
wear the device. For example for the Fitbit, they see the analysis and so they
are more interested to participate; they find it exciting". Thus, designers should
support and even improve possibilities for users to monitor their data to also
increase their interest in participating in scientific studies and "learn something
about yourself" in return, as C1 pointed out. The fact that learning is a strong
motivation for users also to use self-tracking tools has been found in an extensive
investigation by Choe et al. [40].
Support the Quantified Self Approach
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According
to almost all of the interviewed consumers, users noticed variations in what
their devices were displaying. So, C3 said that her device "is accurate within
approximately 100 meters- well this is pretty much okay. I’m satisfied with this".
Also C2 pointed out that the accuracy is not super good because "the step count
is higher after I moved my arms extensively" referring to arm movements that
are counted as steps. Consequently C2 wished for "an improved reliability".
These statements highlight the fact that consumers often lack knowledge about
how their devices work from a technical point of view. Although they "do not
exactly know how reliable [the device] is." (C4), they notice that it is not working
super accurately becoming obvious when C1 admits that she "can not be sure one
hundred percent, whether I slept so long or whether I was really always awake
when the bracelet shows I was awake". Consequently, it is necessary to support
the user understanding regarding data recording mechanisms. Correspondingly,
underlying processes determining the count and respectively the presentation
of data should be made more transparent, so that the recordings are easier to
follow. This is emphasized by C5’s questions, asking "how will you know from the
description how accurate/reliable a device is". This user need can be also found
in the results from Niess and Woźniak [188], since 76% of their participants
wished for a better understanding of their fitness trackers. By increasing the
transparency of data recording mechanisms, this would not only strengthened the
users’ confidence in their devices, but also researchers would benefit from not
including inaccurate data into their analyses. An exemplary solution could be
to include simple and quick prompts for the user from time to time whether the
tracked step count is correct or due to many arm movements in a short period,
similar to the "Intelligent Recommender System Logging Stress" Visuri, Poguntke
and Kuosmanen [266] proposed. Further, the user interface design can be used to
visualize how certain the recorded data is. For example, color-based metaphorical
visualizations could provide an indication regarding the reliability of the data due
to difficult environmental conditions, such as very high or low temperatures.
Increase Transparency of Data Recording Mechanisms

The effort to put into operation and to
initialize a wearable sensing device can differ enormously. Moreover, for users
and researchers alike this is an important quality feature when dealing with
devices. Whereas for researchers it can increase the complexity of a study when,
e.g. the software needs to be synchronized so that data recordings can be accessed,
for users the maintenance can be overburdening if it is too cumbersome. Like
C4 said "if I had to set/operate so many things e.g. many buttons", it would be
a deal-breaker for her. This observation is also made by E3 who explains the
important criteria for her "that it [the device] is easy to start and stop and only
limited interaction [with the device] is needed" because this also facilitates the
Reduce Maintenance Effort
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handling effort for researchers and further reduces the danger of making mistakes
for both, researchers and consumers.
Another function that has been
requested by both interview groups was that the wearable sensing device should
provide feedback in case it is not working properly. For example, E2 said that
"sometimes you do a long session, and then you realize a lot of data was corrupt,
so it [the device] sensed incorrectly" referring to what E5 is also reporting: "I
do not want to realize in the afternoon that it stopped recording after half an
hour". Consequently, E2 thinks that "it would be good if the device gives a
warning that there is an issue with the data transmission". While from a research
perspective it could have severe consequences, if the entire data recording is
useless in case errors in the recording are noticed too lately, malfunctions are
also annoying for users. As C1 states: "I once had the problem that the watch
did not work for a while". Therefore, it would be beneficial if e.g. visual cues
provide feedback instantly in case the device has stopped recording data. But
also for customers such a function could yield advantages because according to
Canhoto and Arp [33] to feedback the ability to record data is a crucial factor for
adopting the device and therefore prevent abandoning the fitness tracker early.
This requirements is not new and has been recommended by Jakob Nielsen [187]
making the "Visibility of systems status" the first usability heuristics for user
interface design. This emphasizes the crucial importance direct system feedback
has.
Provide Device-Status Feedback

This final
recommendation was inspired by the consumers experiences on wearing their
wearable also while showering and when going to bed. For example, C1 explained
that "this model is convenient for me because I can wear it all day. I also do not
have to take it off when I take a shower or whatever". Interviewee C5 mentioned
that she likes that her device is water-proof because that does not restrict her.
This highlights that consumers prefer a high resistance against environmental
circumstances, such as heavy exposure to water or sunlight for their devices.
Likewise, increasing the resistance of a device supports reliable recordings. As
C1 points out: "This way [by wearing the device also under the shower], I also
really track entirely and do not have to take it off and then put it on again and thus
half of the information that might be important is lost". Accordingly, researchers
as E3 mentioned that the device should bear "no restrictions in what you are doing
usually" to make them "work in the real world for a normal user" like E2 pointed
out. This requirement is in line with the findings from Canhoto and Arp [33] who
identified the ability to "use their wearables anytime and anywhere, and capture
data consistently" (cf., P.31,32) as a key component for establishing sustainable
Increase Resistance against Environmental Factors
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usage of a device. Thus, the design principles referring to the form factor should
be designed in a way, such that users do not feel restricted because this also
additionally allows unadulterated data acquisition for researchers representing
real world usage patterns.

4.5

Chapter Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, the results from ten expert interviews, five experienced researchers
in affective computing and five physiology sensing devices consumers classified as
"intensive users", have been reported. It has been described what methodological
approach I applied for the interview analysis, as well as the question set targeting
both, previous findings and new aspects plus open questions. Finally, from the
qualitative results there have been derived six main dimensions complemented
by 17 sub-dimensions summarized in Figure 4.3 forming the Design Space for
Physiological Measurement Tools.
This chapter has been built upon the main problem identified in Chapter 3
showing that physiological sensing bears some restrictions when being used,
e.g. in mobile settings. By interviewing two distinct groups of practitioners of
physiological sensing technology, these constraints have been examined from
different perspectives validating what has been introduced in prior work [98].
Thus, RQ1c has been answered to in detail by asking researchers and consumers
about their experiences with physiological sensing devices in respect to the
mentioned disadvantages or limitations. Referring to RQ1d I have presented the
qualitative data analysis based on the inductive thematic analysis approach, which
has been applied to identify representative dimensions summarizing important
criteria. As the main contribution to target the research gap of providing an
overview on the distinct criteria ans potential issues involved in the decision of
using physiological sensing technologies, the Design Space for Physiological
Measurement Tools has been developed. By this tool the great potential referring
to its versatility and utility, as well as the limitations physiological measurements
can have, are visible as one glance. Being aware of such restrictions and reflecting
consciously on the use case, the user group, and the design goals of interactive
systems incorporating physiology sensing, is a fundamental prerequisite for
their success. Thus, the detailed investigation of physiological measurement
capabilities and imperfections answered throughout the research questions RQ1a,
RQ1b, RQ1c, and RQ1d has been made subject to extensive research reported on
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. This work builds the foundation for the subsequently
presented investigation of how to design stress-aware interactive systems.
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Chapter

5

Exploring Tactile Feedback in
Relation to Stress
In the past two chapters, the physiological nature of stress responses has been
addressed. As has been discussed, knowing when someone is stressed can be
understood as a prerequisite for designing interventions helping to reduce stress.
As one potential solution to help coping with stress responses, the presentation
of feedback, and particularly visual feedback has been explored [100, 173, 290].
In this context, related work often has studied the efficiency of the application
being designed provide upon stress. In practice, Matthews et al. [173] found that
presenting a leading feedback not being controlled by the participants helps users
to relax more effectively than real-time feedback. Likewise, the combination of
different sensory modalities has been also examined [276]. Accordingly, Klamet,
Matthies, and Minge [140] provided five different feedback types, namely three
tactile types and one visual and auditory each, at distinct body locations. From
their findings they concluded that tactile feedback is the most promising modality
to be further explored. Focusing on the tactile sense is also reasonable from
a practical point of view because both, the visual and the auditory sense, are
needed to navigate which does not require much mental effort, but still limits the
possibilities to use them appropriately for providing fine-grained feedback on
stress states. Moreover, recent technology makes use of these channels providing
visual or auditory feedback. For example, smartphone users can switch between
being notified about calls and messages through blinking LEDs, beeping tones,
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or vibration. Nevertheless, tactile feedback bears several advantages over its
visual and auditory neighboring senses: First, it preserves the privacy of its’
users which is a particular benefit when thinking of feedback about stress states.
Additionally, the skin- as the largest sensing organ [141] -provides multiple
locations where tactile feedback can be applied. And finally, also users with visual
or auditory impairments can rely on tactile feedback since it works independently
from other sensory channels. All these reasons provide a solid explanation why
previous work has also explored widely tactile stimulation as an opportunity to
provide unobtrusive feedback. Hence, pressure-based as well as thermal stimuli’s
suitability for interacting with mobile devices has been explored previously
[67, 275].
Consequently, the present chapter will provide an overview over previous work
focusing on the investigation of feedback employing different modalities, namely
the visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli aiming to answer which feedback modality
suits best for notifying about stress state referring to RQ2a. In contrast to prior
studies, mostly investigating the effectiveness of feedback providing applications,
my research focus is the communication of stress states in dependency of the
tactile perception experienced by the users. Thus, the subsequently two presented
works explore the characteristics of a suitable stimulus aiming to answer RQ2b,
how an effective feedback stimulus could be designed. For this, I conducted two
user studies. While the first study explores the effect of pressure-based stimulation
in comparison to vibro-tactile feedback, in the second work I focused on thermal
feedback- a less familiar variant of tactile stimulation -which has been subject
to prior research [94, 280]. As part of the latter study, I additionally collected
qualitative data on the desirability of stress feedback. The findings form both
user studies provide interesting insights on the suitability of tactile feedback for
notifying users about their stress states.

5.1 Related Work
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5.1

Related Work

Tactile feedback has been subject to extensive research given it’s main advantage
of unobtrusiveness. In the following, I will given on overview over related work
focusing on the exploration of tactile stimulation patterns, and particularly thermal
feedback against the background of investigating the suitability of such feedback.
Tactile Stimulation For consumer devices, for example smartphones or
wrist-worn wearables vibrotactile feedback have been used extensively to convey
information or just draw the attention to something. Interestingly, vibration has
been found to have a pain relaxation enhancing function [163, 192]. Besides,
tactile stimulation can take various forms, such as tapping, dragging, squeezing,
and twisting [183, 255]. Moreover, pressure can be applied also as an input
source. Wilson, Brewster, and Halvey [277, 278] for instance, found that
mobility has a significant negative effect on controlling pressure. Moreover,
Feng et al. [67] explored how pressure input could be used to interact with
mobile phones. The advantage of pressure is that it can be perceived easily
by the peripheral receptors [171]. Additionally, pressure-based feedback yields
advantages such as unobtrusiveness [210]. Therefore, Alvina et al. [2] explored
spatiotemporal vibrotactile patterns on different body parts and confirmed it’s
recognizability, while others focused more on its functionality as an alternative
feedback mechanism [211, 270, 295]. There are also other approaches using
Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS) [237] or changes in temperature [253]
addressing the thermal perception. Particularly the latter approach seems
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promising, since thermal stimulation patterns are able to gain the user’s attention
quickly but also unobtrusively.
A specific form of tactile stimulation
is thermal feedback. Hereby, either cold or warm stimuli are applied. Humans
can perceive those stimuli as long as they do not lie within their individual neutral
zone that comprises a temperature range between 6◦ C and 8◦ C [126], which does
not allow to sense temperature changes. Further, the perception is experienced
differently among body locations depending, for example on the density of hair
or skin thickness. Often hairless and thin-skinned parts, such as the palm or lower
side of the wrist are chosen for the presentation of thermal stimuli since there the
sensation is more likely to be perceived. However, more and more research is
concentrating on the exploration of suitable locations to apply thermal feedback
[140]. But not exclusively the body part where the stimulus is being presented
affects it’s perception, also other factors, namely the ambient temperature and
in the humidity in the environment [93], as well as the influence of fabrics used
in clothing [94]. A possible field of usage for thermal stimulation applications,
was also proposed by Wilson et al. [274, 275], who demonstrated how visual and
audio media content, e.g. in form of widgets, could be thermally augmented. In
the context of mobile interaction, Wilson et al. [281] evaluated the suitability of
different thermal stimuli in stationary and mobile settings to determine a suitable
feedback designed for its application in mobile devices. Thinking of the emotional
connotation colors have, Wilson et al. [282] could show in a combination of an
online questionnaire and a lab study, that warm temperatures are subconsciously
linked to insecure webpages. The fact that distinct temperature ranges can be
mapped to different affective meanings [280, 276] was also exploited in a study
by Wilson, Davidson, and Brewster [279] who found that the interpretation of
thermal stimuli, for example in social media activity leads to conclusions on the
social interaction style and even personality traits. Given the enormous potential
tactile feedback, and particularly thermal stimulation has, the present work builds
upon prior research [140, 167, 281] and explores how an effective feedback
stimulus could be designed to provide suitable feedback on stress states.
Applications of Thermal Feedback

5.2

Exploring
Stimulation

Pressure-based

Tactile

As pointed out in Section 5.1, prior research has been occupied investigating
novel application scenarios for pressure-based feedback. In contrast, the present
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work focuses on the exploration of eefects on the user when receiving such
stimulation. Monitoring the stress level using physiological sensors,the aim
was to test whether pressure-based tactile feedback could be used as a potential
notifier about stress states. For this, two user studies have been carried out: First, a
preliminary evaluation of tactile feedback stimuli (vibrotactile and pressure-based)
has been performed; Second, a user study on the physiologically and subjectively
observable effects of pressure-based feedback under stress has been conducted.

5.2.1

Tactile Stimulating Prototypes

Two prototypes of wrist-worn wearables (see Figure 5.1) have been built. First,
a wristband capable of providing vibrotactile feedback as known from fitness
trackers and smartwatches has been developed. Second, a wristband with a
novel type of tactile feedback leveraging pressure-based feedback similar to the
work of Pohl et al. [210] has been built. Both wristbands had the formfactor of
watch-straps (approx. width: 2.5 cm; length: 30 cm). Jeans fabric was used on
the outside and an elastic fabric coated the inside. Each wristband was filled with
a bicycle tube, which was cut to the right length. Finally, each wristband was
vulcanized on both ends and connected to an Adafruit Metro Mini 328 to trigger
the feedback.
Pressure-based Stimulation Wristband The pressure-based wristband fills the
tube with air which in return applies pressure to the user’s wrist. To
infuse the pressure wristband with air, a pressure pump and valve from a
disassembled AEG BMG 5611 blood pressure meter8 were used. Both were
attached to the bicycle tube inside the wristband. Accordingly, feedback
was applied by filling the wristband with air.
Vibrotactile Stimulation Wristband The vibrotactile wristband contains ten
shaftless vibration motors. To maximize wearing comfort, each vibration
motor was attached to a small 3D printed case with a slight curvature
towards the wrist. The motor cases were loosely connected via threads to
remain flexible and keep them at a constant distance of 20 millimeters. The
vibration motor assembly was inserted into the bicycle tube, so users could
not directly feel the motors on their skin but perceive the tactile stimuli
through the thin fabric layer.
8

www.etv.de/products/en/Health-Care/Blood-pressure-gauge/AEG-BMG-5611.html
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Pressure wristband

Valve

Pressure pump

Pressure sensor

Vibration wristband
Bicycle tube
Vibration motor assembly

Figure 5.1: Assembled pressure-providing prototype (top) depicted with
pump, valve and pressure sensor. Partly assembled vibration-providing
prototype (bottom-right) with bicycle tube (black) and vibration motor
assembly (white) shown separately.
The prototype-Arduino connection allowed to precisely
control when and how much pressure or vibration was applied. Two signals
patterns similar to physiological signals of humans were repeated periodically.
The first signal was derived from the pulse. A single impulse is given in every
time frame. In contrast, the second signal was derived from the human heart
beat. It consisted of two consecutive short stimuli. The rate of repetitions was
determined by the user’s resting heart rate (i.e., number of heart beats per minute),
which was recorded before the signal was applied.
Feedback Types

5.2.2

Preliminary Evaluation of Tactile Feedback

Prior work outlines that even minor adjustments in frequency, intensity, and the
feedback pattern itself can lead to different feedback perceptions [29]. Therefore,
a preliminary study exploring comfortable feedback patterns for both, vibrotactile
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Figure 5.2: Mean values on the perceived comfort and discomfort using
the Cornell Musculoskeletal Discomfort Questionnaire [108]. The heartbeat
pattern with 50% frequency has been perceived most comfortable for pressure.
For vibration the simple pattern has been perceived slightly more comfortable.
For both, pressure and vibration, the heartbeat pattern with 50% frequency
has been perceived least discomfortable.
and pressure-based stimulation was conducted to determine the most comfortable
stimuli being later used in the main study.
Determining the most suitable feedback pattern, discomfort using
two items depicted in Figure 5.2 from the Cornell Musculoskeletal Discomfort
Questionnaire (CMDQ) [108] was measured. Furthermore, the participants were
asked how comfortable they perceived the tactile stimulation on a Likert item
scale ranging from 1 (not comfortable at all) to 6 (very comfortable).
Measures

10 participants aged between 22 and 42 (M =
29.2, SD = 6.4) were recruited via personal acquisition. In a within-subject
design two feedback methods (pressure and vibration), two feedback patterns
(pulse and heartbeat) and three feedback repetition rates were used as independent
variables balanced according to Latin Square. The rates were calculated by taking
50%, 75%, and 100% of the resting heart rate which was measured with a
MPXV5050GP pulse monitor for each participant before presenting the different
patterns. After attaching the prototypes to participants’ left hands, the 12 different
Participants and Procedure
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tactile feedback stimuli for 10 seconds intermittent by five seconds break were
then applied.

5.2.3

Results

The results depicted in Figure 5.2 show that the heartbeat pattern at 50% resting
heart rate had been perceived most comfortable for pressure (M = 4). For
vibration also this pattern had been rated slightly more comfortable (M = 4.3)
however not as comfortably as the pulse pattern at 100% resting heart rate. For
both, pressure and vibration, the heartbeat pattern at 50% resting heart rate had
been perceived least discomfortable (M = 1.1 each) (see Figure 5.2). Due to its
high subjectivity in the ratings, the aim was to find a compromise between ’most
comfortable’ and ’less discomfortable’, hence the latter tactile stimulation pattern
was chosen as the final pattern being applied in the main study.

5.2.4

User Study

In the main study, the effect of different feedback methods, namely pressure-based
feedback compared to vibrotactile feedback as well as to no feedback, which
served as our control condition, on the user’s stress level has been investigated.
Thereby, three different stress levels (i.e, easy, medium, and difficult) have been
elicited. Physiological and subjective data have been assessed as described in the
following.
As subjective measures, the Short
Stress State Questionnaire (SSSQ) [110, 111] has been used. The SSSQ contains
two different parts: First, 24 items that assess the stress level during a baseline
period; Second, another 24 items measure the perceived stress asking about the
participant’s feeling while a task has been performed.
Measures and Stress Elicitation Task

EDA rate which indicates the activation of sweat glands related to activation in
the sympathetic nervous system has been recorded during the study. An increase
in the EDA indicates an increased stress level as has been shown in prior work
[79]. To investigate the influence of tactile feedback on the participants’ stress
level, a verbal MAT [18] had been used. In this task, participants count verbally
backwards in steps of seven which proved effective in previous research [104,
160, 162, 245, 262].
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Figure 5.3: The study design consisted of three trials for each participant,
ranging from easy over medium to difficult. For each difficulty level all three
feedback methods were applied in one trial each and in counterbalanced
order.
For the MAT, three different ranges of difficulty to elicit ascending stress levels
had been chosen, presenting random numbers: easy (two-digit numbers), medium
(three-digit numbers), and difficult (four-digit numbers). From the given starting
number the participants needed to count backwards in steps of seven.
14 participants (6 female, 8 male) aged
between 20 and 30 (M = 25.4, SD = 3.3) have been recruited via university
mailing lists. Upon arrival in the lab, the study purpose was explained and all
participants filled in an informed consent form as well as demographic questions.
Afterwards, two sensors were attached to the participants’ index and middle finger
tips recording EDA, for which a Mindmedia Nexus biofeedback kit 4 9 was used.
Participants and Procedure

Feedback was provided to the participants by showing the current score on a
17” display. For each correct answer, the score was highlighted in green color
and increased by 10 points, whereas the score was highlighted in red color and
was penalized by not increasing in case of a mistake. Three different sessions
were performed with an increasing the difficulty level from easy over medium to
difficult. It was deliberately decided to not counterbalance the difficulty levels’
order for preventing carry-over effects.
Each session for a specific stress level consisted of three different trials (see
Figure 5.3 inspired by the study design by [175, 267]. In each trial, one feedback
method (pressure, vibration, no feedback) was applied in counterbalanced order
according to a Latin Square. The study took about 90 minutes including a
9

http://www.mindmedia.info/CMS2014/en/products/systems/nexus-4
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Feedback
Easy
Pressure
Vibration
No Feedback

-11.1
-10.9
-11.5

Difficulty Level
Medium Difficult
-16.6
-15.0
-13.6

-14.7
- 15.7
- 17.0

Table 5.1: Mean results for the Short Stress State Questionnaire showing
the individual change score among all participants divided into the three
stress levels easy, medium, and difficult. Since positive values indicate stress,
the results suggest that approximately an equal amount of stress has been
subjectively perceived in easy conditions. Whereas for the stress levels
medium and difficult, no intervention and for the latter pressure have been
rated most stressful.
5-minute baseline trial at the beginning and nine 5-minute trials (3 feedback
types × 3 stress levels) intermittent by 2-minute breaks. During the study, a 60
seconds-countdown was shown on the display. After 60 seconds, the participant
was told a new number to continue with the MAT until the trial was over.

5.2.5

Results

In the following, the results of the main study embracing subjective and
physiological data are described.
Subjective Data The results for the SSSQ [110] are depicted in Table 5.1.
They show that during the easy trial there was hardly any difference in the
subjective stress ratings. In the medium level, participants rated the condition
where no feedback was applied as most stressful. Pressure-based feedback was
perceived slightly more stressful in the difficult level.

The EDA values of the 2-minutes stimulation phase were
averaged for each participant and thereby calculated one mean value for each
participant. The results show that EDA increases during the stimulation phase
compared to the baseline. An overview of this increase is depicted in Figure 5.4.
Comparing the rises of the different feedback patterns among all participants, it
can be observed that providing no feedback at all has the lowest deviation from the
initial baseline measurement (M = 11% easy, M = 15.9% difficult) followed by
pressure feedback (M = 13.5% easy, M = 17.4% difficult). Vibrotactile feedback
showed the highest deviation from the baseline and therefore the highest increase
Physiological Data
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Figure 5.4: The deviations from the baseline measurements during the
stimulation phase according to the three distinct levels of difficulty. High
values indicate increasing electrodermal activity which signifies increased
stress.
in EDA (M = 17.3% easy, M = 18% difficult). A two-factor ANOVA did not
reveal statistically significant differences for the tested tactile stimulation and for
the difficulty level on EDA.
Looking at the medium and high stress level, vibrotactile and pressure-based
feedback slightly increases the EDA compared to not providing feedback. In
contrast, the vibrotactile feedback elicits the greatest increase of EDA for the low
stress condition which was induced by the difficulty level ’easy’ compared to
the other feedback patterns. Hence, it becomes obvious that under low mental
stress the effect of vibrotactile is greater considering the low EDA value for no
feedback in the same condition. Over all three conditions it can be seen that stress
is almost constantly high when vibrotactile feedback is provided. In contrast,
pressure-based feedback leads to lower EDA values when the user is put under
low mental stress.
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Study Conclusion

In the presented study the effect of pressure-based feedback in comparison to
vibrotactile on the user’s stress level has been investigated. For this physiological
and subjective data have been recorded from 14 participants. The results
indicate that vibrotactile feedback has a greater impact on the user’s stress level,
particularly in low-stress situations, compared to pressure-based feedback. This
has been signified by the electrodermal activity data on the perceived stress. To
sum up, the evaluation of the effects of pressure-based feedback as a potential
stimulation for notiying users about stress showed to be only slightly better than
vibrotactle stimulation being already familiar with from smartphone or wearable
notifications.

5.3

Thermal Feedback for Notifying Users
about Stress

As has been pointed out in the beginning of this chapter, tactile stimulation
pattern are regarded to be a promising alternative compared to visual or
auditory feedback. Hence, previous research has been occupied investigating
pressure-based and vibrotactile stimuli for different use cases [93, 275]. Despite
their various advantages, they also bear some limitations, particularly when it
comes to unobtrusiveness. Given the sounds these tactile feedback methods make
when being applied in practice, potential notifications about the user’s stress
state could be also noticed by bystanders. Additionally, the results from the
previously presented work Section 5.2 indicate that both patterns, vibrotactile
and pressure-based, affect the user’s stress level. For this, in the present study I
examine the suitability of thermal stimulation due to its novelty for average-users.
Targeting to answer RQ2b, there will be tested different temperatures, rates of
change, and body locations for designing an effective feedback stimulus which is
able to notify users about their stress state.

5.3.1

User Study

The aim of the user study was to explore thermal feedback for tactile stress
notifications according to user preferences. For this, five temperature levels, three
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Figure 5.5: Study design illustrating the procedure and different measures
used to evaluate the suitability of thermal stimuli.
rates of change, and five distinct body locations have been compared against
each.
Evaluating different temperature levels, rates
of change, and body locations, these were the independent variables. Five
temperature levels (-3◦ C, -1◦ C, 1◦ C, 3◦ C, 6◦ C) and three rates of change (±
1◦ C/s, ± 3◦ C/s, ± 0.5◦ C/s) were compared and rated before five body locations
(wrist, upper arm, lower back, upper chest, foot arch) have been tested with the
preferred stimuli. All of them were presented to the participants in randomized
order but following the same sequence, namely temperature levels first, then rates
of change, and lastly body locations (cf., Figure 5.5). A within-subject design
was applied. While pleasantness for the temperature and rate of change should
be rated, perceived discomfort and interference had been measured for the body
location evaluation. Hence, these were the dependent variables for evaluating
specifically the preference of thermal feedback stimuli.
Study Design and Variables

A hardware prototype (see Figure 5.6) was built.
It provides thermal feedback by conducting heat through a Peliter element
(TEC1-12706) of 40mm × 40mm × 3.9mm (cf. Figure 5.64). The Peliter
element was connected to a L298N motor controller (cf. Figure 5.62) to control
the voltage and current direction, hence control the rate of temperature change
and values. The motor controller was powered by a DC power supply at constant
voltage of 15V. The motor was controlled by an Arduino UNO. The Arduino
UNO was connected to a laptop, which ran a controlling software program written
in C++. This program adjusted the temperature value of the Peltier element.
Hardware Prototype
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Figure 5.6: Hardware prototype providing thermal feedback consisting of
DC power supply (1), motor driver (2), Arduino (3), peltier stimulator (4),
thermometer, and hygrometer (5).
For assessing pleasantness, the participants have been asked
to rate "How pleasant would that temperature level be" on a five-point Likert
scale ranging from "Very unpleasant" (=1) to "Very pleasant" (=5). This question
was introduced by the sentence "If you imagined receiving the thermal feedback
during a stressful situation". This scale had been used for both, the temperature
level and the rate of change evaluation. For comparing the discomfort and
interference with the ability to work among the five body locations, two out of
three items from the CMDQ [108] have been taken. The first question was "If
you experienced ache, pain, discomfort, how uncomfortable was this?" being
rated on a three-point Likert scale (1="Slightly uncomfortable", 2="Moderately
uncomfortable", 3="Very uncomfortable"). The second question also contained
a three-point Likert scale but provided the answers "Not at all" (=0), "Slightly
interfered" (=1), and "Substantially interfered" (=2).
Questionnaires

Additional to the questions asked to compare the
feedback parameters, a short semi-structured interview was conducted after the
study procedure. For this, the participants were asked to comment on whether
Qualitative Questions
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they would perceive thermal feedback as helpful in stressful situations and what
they generally thought of thermal feedback. Further, I was interested in why they
had chosen the preferred temperature level, rate of change, and body location and
if they could imagine other body locations to be appropriate for providing thermal
stimulation. Lastly, they they were asked to consider and name advantages
or disadvantages of thermal feedback for stress notification, particularly when
compared to other feedback methods.
In total 21 participants (9 females) with a
mean age of 23.4 years (SD = 3.5) have been recruited. They were acquired
via university mailing lists and personal contacts. After the participants were
explained the study purpose and given the consent form reassuring that they
agreed to have their answers audio recorded, they were asked to imagine a stressful
situation which elicits stress specifically for themselves. Then the Peltier element
was attached and fixed with a bandage having a velcro strap while collecting
demographic data. Subsequently five different temperature levels were presented
and after each stimulus being presented the participant was asked to rate the
perceived pleasantness. For assessing the favorite rate of change, the most liked
temperature level the participant had previously rated was taken and continued
with for evaluating each of the three rates of change. Then the participant was
asked to attach the Peltier element to the five different body locations successively
intermitted by the specific ratings of discomfort and interference for each body
location. Hereby, again the temperature level and rate of change they had rated
best before was presented at the distinct body locations evaluating the perceived
discomfort and interference for each body part right after its presentation. Before
the participants were thanked, a short semi-structured interview was conducted.
The study took approximately 30 minutes for each participant and they were
compensated with sweets.
Participants and Procedure

5.3.2

Results

In the following, the evaluation results are presented leading to find the preferred
thermal feedback for notifying users about stress.
Quantitative For the temperature level the rating suggested that cold stimuli
were perceived more pleasant (M = 3.71, SD = 0.98) than the warm temperature
levels (M = 2.75, SD = 0.92). While the most pleasant stimuli, -1◦ C was rated
highest (M = 3.95, SD = 0.86), the least pleasant was also the warmest, 3◦ C
(M = 2.48, SD = 1.29). The exact ratings for the other stimuli can be obtained
from Table 5.2. Comparing the three rates of change, it was found that the
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Temperature
Levels
6◦ C
3◦ C
1◦ C
-1◦ C
-3◦ C

Pleasantness
2.52 (1.16)
2.48 (1.29)
3.43 (0.98)
3.95 (0.86)
3.48 (1.33)

Body
Locations
Discomfort
0.33 (0.58)
0.48 (0.75)
0.33 (0.77)
0.29 (0.72)
0.37 (0.6)

Interference
0.45 (0.6)
0.62 (0.59)
0.33 (0.69)
0,48 (0.75)
0.47 (0.6)

Wrist
Arm
Chest
Back
Foot

Table 5.2: Results (means and standard deviations in parantheses) for the
temperature level pleasantness rating and the evaluation of body locations
according to discomfort and interference with the ability to work. Before
taking the preferred one for comparing it among all five body locations, each
participant received each temperature level.
lower rates were preferred. Accordingly, ± 0.5◦ C/s was rated highest (M = 3.86,
SD = 1.11) followed by ± 1◦ C/s (M = 3.57, SD = 0.93) and ± 3◦ C/s (M =
3.14, SD = 1.11). Since the preferred stimuli have been taken individually for
each participant and continued with throughout the remaining study procedure,
it became obvious that five participants chose the warm temperature and the
rest preferred to succeed with the cold stimuli; to be precise nine participants
decided for a temperature level of -1◦ C. Regarding the preferred body location
for presenting thermal feedback, participants preferred the lower back, meaning
they considered it the least discomfortable (M = 0.29, SD = 0.72). The other
body locations were rated similarly (cf. Table 5.2). Five participants did not
feel any discomfort when having presented the thermal feedback at any of these
locations. Additionally, it was assessed whether the wearers felt any interference
with their ability to work when receiving the thermal feedback. While mostly
no or a very light inference was reported for the locations, the upper arm was
rated highest (M = 0.62, SD = 0.59) regarding such an interference and five
participants particularly commented on this location when being asked about a
possible interference. The exact ratings are depicted in Table 5.2.
A Friedman test was applied to test the
effect of temperature levels on the perceived pleasantness indicated by the Likert
scale ratings. A statistically significant difference (X 2 (80) = 30.88, p < 0.0001)
was found for this. When comparing the cold and warm stimuli of the same
temperature level, based on Wilcoxon signed-rank test there was no significant
difference (Z = 27.5, p = 0.56). In contrast another Wilcoxon signed-rank
Inferential Statistical Analysis
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test between temperature levels -3◦ C and 3◦ C showed a significant difference
(Z = 25.5, p = 0.026) between the perceived pleasantness of the thermal stimuli.
Further, the effect of the rate of change on the pleasantness ratings was tested.
The Friedman test suggested a statistically significant difference (X 2 (40) =
7.12, p = 0.03). A post-hoc analysis applying a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
indicated that there is no statistically significant difference in the pleasantness
rating between the rates of change of ±0.5◦ C/s and ±1◦ C/s, nor between ±1◦ C/s
and ±3◦ C/s. However, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test between the pleasantness
rating for the rates of change of ±0.5◦ C/s and ±3◦ C/s revealed a significant
difference (Z = 17.5, p = 0.01). A Friedman test to compare the discomfort
rating on the Likert scale between the tested body locations, did not indicate a
statistically significant difference (p = 0.5). Another Friedman test to compare
the interference rating on the Likert scale between the different body locations,
did not show statistically significant differences (p = 0.82) alike.
On the general idea of being notified by thermal
feedback on one’s stress level, 18 out of 21 commented positively. Only two
participants stated that they did not see the benefit from thermal feedback and
one participant even criticized it to be unpleasant in stressful situations. When
being asked particularly on their considerations about thermal feedback signaling
stress, three interviewees said they would appreciate such feedback in case it is
not distracting in the very moment. Regarding the question why the participants
chose the temperature level, rate of change, and body locations as they did, 16
participants explained that they usually feel hot when being stressed and thus,
the counter stimulus, namely something cold, might help them to cool down and
respectively to cope better with the situation. Another interesting explanation was
given by one interviewee stating that he perceived the cold stimulus as unusual in
comparison to the heated devices he wears on his body, such as the smartphone
and smartwatch. For choosing the rate of change, three participants preferred a
low rate to avoid being distracted by a faster change. In contrast, five participants
worried that having a less intense temperature level or a low rate of change, they
would not notice the thermal feedback under stress and consequently be irritated
because they expected it then. According to the preference for certain body
locations, one third would appreciate to receive thermal feedback at the wrist.
Four of them wore a smartwatch and loved the idea to integrate thermal feedback
in existing wrist-worn wearables. The second favorite location being deduced
from the interview results was the upper arm, as chosen by three interviewees.
The upper chest and likewise the foot were preferred by one participant each.
Almost half of our sample did not state any preference on the body location, while
one participant explicitly disliked the lower back. As an advantage of thermal
feedback, eight participants stated that such feedback preserves privacy, which
Qualitative Results
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becomes even more important when signaling stress. Another two mentioned the
advantage that other feedback channels, namely audio or vibration are already
occupied by other devices and therefore thermal feedback has a unique value
making it easy to identify its source and meaning. One additional remark was
referring to the quality of unobtrusiveness of thermal feedback; one participant
said that it felt like more "direct" coming from his own body and not being
induced externally.

5.3.3

Study Conclusion

By this work the general suitability and preferences of thermal feedback for the
specific use case of notifying users about their stress level has been investigated.
For this, three different measures, namely temperature level, rate of change,
and body location have been evaluated and rated according to their subjectively
perceived pleasantness, discomfort and the interference to work. For each of
those variables distinct stimuli have been compared in a user study involving
21 participants. From both, the quantitative and qualitative results, it can be
obtained that users appreciate the idea of thermal feedback as a notifier about
stress given its advantages of privacy preservation and unobtrusiveness. Further,
they were interested in incorporating such a stimulation pattern in existing
technologies, such as smartwatches which are already used heavily. Additionally,
the quantitative ratings revealed that cold stimuli, in particular -1◦ C with a change
rate of ±0.5◦ C/s are preferred for applying thermal feedback. Regarding the
best body location, the participants’ feedback was ambiguous. While most
interviewees liked the possibility of having familiar locations, namely the wrist,
they feared it could interfere with their ability to work on the other hand. The
upper back seemed to avoid this issue and support the privacy quality being
mentioned as an considerable aspect.

5.4

Discussion

Throughout the two
consecutively performed research experiments the suitability of tactile feedback
have been explored for the dedicated purpose of providing feedback about
stress states. In the first study the focus has been laid on the investigation
of effects when presenting classic tactile stimulation pattern, here vibrotactile
and pressure-based feedback. From the results of the electrodermal activity
Suitability of Pressure-based Tactile Stimulation
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values, it can be obtained that the user’s stress level greatly increases as soon
as vibrotactile feedback is presented. This observation is in line with findings
from related work [92] showing that vibrotactile feedback had been perceived
more mentally demanding. In contrast, the results suggest that pressure-based
tactile stimulation is particularly useful in situations where the overall stress level
is rather low. However, although the pressure-based feedback indicated lower
ascents of the physiologically traceable stress level, the difference has not been
shown to be significant. This finding is also supported by prior research [211]
revealing that both stimulation patterns are perceived similarly when asking for
their annoyance and comfort. Further, the subjective ratings of the participants’
stress level (cf., Table 5.1) suggest that the individual perception of one’s stress
is not significantly affected by the presentation of tactile stimulation. When
asking the participants informally about their opinion on the two distinct feedback
patterns, they reported that the study setting as such had been perceived very
stressful. Therefore, the physiologically indicated stress could be evoked by the
experimental setting additional to the stress-inducing mental arithmetic task. This
explains why the subjectively perceived stress level had been high in general,
even when no stimulation pattern has been presented (cf., Table 5.1).
Referring to how the feedback stimulus should be designed, the preliminarily
conducted study revealed that participants perceived stimuli presented at a lower
rate more comfortable. In practice, 50% of the resting heart rate had been rated
more comfortable (M = 4.0) than 75% (M = 3.4) and 100% (M = 3.1) of the
resting heart rate at average. Thus, feedback notifying the user about one’s
stress level, should follow a slow rhythm not imitating the heart beat when
wanting to consider the perceived comfort. Nevertheless, comfort is being sensed
highly subjectively. As addressed in Chapter 4, it is a broad term which implies
different perspectives and what makes it difficult to find generalizable guidelines.
According to comfort, Pohl et al. [211] investigated the suitability of tactile
stimulation with respect to a longer usage period, namely in an 1 hour-experiment.
During that time of mobile usage, participants reported that they had not been
"feeling inhibited or annoyed by the device".
Properties of a Thermal Stimulus for Design Suitable Feedback

Based on the findings from the first study, I focused on thermal sensation for
notifying users about their stress level, since the pressure-based feedback seemed
to not provide a huge benefit in comparison to classic vibrotactile feedback.
As known from prior work [279, 281] thermal feedback perception is highly
subjective and includes various variables, such as the temperature level, rate
of change as well as the body location where the feedback is being presented.
Hence, the aim of the latter work was to identify users’ preferences for these
main influencing factors building a basis for the design of a suitable feedback
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stimulus. As can be obtained from the results, the perception of thermal is highly
subjective and prone to personal preferences. For instance, one participant rated
all temperature levels as unpleasant and another did vice versa. This highlights
that thermal feedback is a personalized feedback channel that does not follow
"one size fits all" configuration, which is in line with previous work. Further,
prior work shows that thermal cues are conveying emotions [281] and are rated
in dependency to context factors [85]. The findings validate the influence of the
variables of thermal feedback on both the comfort and interference.
When inquiring the participants about their reasons for choosing the parameters as
they did, it became obvious that there needs to be ensured a balance of feedback
intensity which is not distracting but can still be noticed in a stressful situations.
Accordingly, for choosing the rate of change, three participants preferred a low
rate to avoid being distracted by a faster change. In contrast, five participants
worried that having a less intense temperature level or a low rate of change, they
would not notice the thermal feedback under stress and consequently be irritated
because they expected it then.
Interestingly, the qualitative results are not necessarily reflecting how people rated
the different stimuli in the questionnaires. Most striking is the preference on the
body location. Although the mean ratings are very similar for each of them and
did not show any significant difference, in the interviews, participants stated that
the wrist or upper arm would be a suitable location despite the upper arm was
rated to have the most discomfort (M = 0.48) and the highest interference with
the ability to work (M = 0.62). In this context, the named advantage of preserving
privacy as explained by eight participants, played an important role. While on the
one hand users appreciated the unobtrusiveness of thermal feedback which can be
also found in related work [157], on the other hand they would appreciate to have
such a thermal stimulus incorporated in existing technology, such as wrist-worn
devices like smartwatches. Speaking of the integration into prevalent interactive
systems the specific purpose of signaling stress through thermal feedback has
to be considered. Given that another two participants mentioned the advantage
that other feedback channels, namely audio or vibration are already occupied by
other devices and therefore thermal feedback has a unique value making it easy to
identify its source and meaning, leads to the question whether integrating thermal
feedback in existing wrist-worn devices would not take away this advantage due
to its close proximity to already used feedback.
Despite the positive comments on the quality of unobtrusiveness of thermal
feedback and one participant saying that it felt like more "direct" coming from
his own body and not being induced externally, the efficiency of such feedback
was questioned by three participants. This concern emphasizes the problem that
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possibly a notifier about stress could intensify the feeling of being stressed, what
is also strengthened by the subjective data on the perceived stress obtained from
the first user study. Accordingly, there can be seen in 5.1, that there is almost
no difference in the participants’ perception of their own stress level regardless
if a tactile stimulation is provided or not. Additionally, the high subjectivity in
what how the feedback stimulus should be designed has been shown to require
individual knowledge about a person’s preferences, particularly when it comes to
the preferred location. For this, the exploration of the concept of notifying about
stress has been shown to be an important step revealing the challenges when
wanting to design such feedback. In the following chapter another approach will
be investigated which neglects the subjectivity of tactile perceptions and rather
relies on a more generic concept, namely to manipulate the potential source of
stress or so-called stressor.
Both research studies targeted to examine the suitability of tactile
stimulation, and particularly thermal feedback for notifying the user about
one’s stress state. Although this concept seems promising since for example
biofeedback has been shown to improve effectively stress coping [258], the it is
still not fully discovered in which demanding situations exactly such feedback
would be appreciated taking into account the complexity of stress. While in the
qualitative data obtained in the later study it has been found that participants had
ambiguous opinions about the utility of such a system, a detailed investigation
evaluating its effects in the wild is still missing. Therefore, the concept which
has been focused on in this chapter provides a theoretical foundation for the
implementation of such a stress notifier considering the stimulus design for its
potential integration in an interactive system.
Limitations

5.5

Chapter Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter the exploration of tactile feedback as a suitable mean to notify users
about their stress state have been presented. For this, two consecutive user studies
have been carried out. While in the first I focused on the investigation of the
effects of familiar vibrotactile and unfamiliar pressure-based tactile stimulation,
the second work arose from the findings of the first study that indicated that
both tactile feedback pattern affect the users’ stress level similarly, which has
become obvious in the subjective data (cf., Table 5.1) However, a slightly higher
distraction for vibration could be observed in the physiological data (cf., Graph
5.4). Thus, a close similarity of the feedback stimulus to existing solutions being
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incorporated in smartphones or wrist-worn wearables, seems to be only partially
suitable. In fact, combining the findings from prior research with the results
from the first user study presented in this chapter and the qualitative statements
from the interviewees of the second study, the answer to RQ2a is that neither
visual nor auditory feedback suits for notifying about stress states. As being
stated by the participants, these two are already occupied by recent technology
competing for the user’s attention. Moreover, throughout the performed research
it has been shown that thermal feedback suits better for the named purpose
since it preserves privacy and it is not too similar to already used tactile stimuli
which is why I focused on unfamiliar stimuli, consequently thermal feedback
in the subsequent experiment. Being in line with related work that thermal
feedback is a promising alternative, with the second user study I aimed to explore
the characteristic a thermal stimulus should have in order to be preferred by
users for notifying about stress. For this, five temperature levels, three rates of
change, and five body locations have been compared against each leading to the
determination of the most suitable thermal stimulus. The results indicate that
mild cold stimuli, in particular -1◦ C with a change rate of ±0.5◦ C/s are perceived
the most pleasant. As the preferred body part, the lower back seemed to be the
least discomfortable (M = .029) with a neglectable potential for interference with
the ability to work. These findings respond to RQ2b implying that in order to
design an effective stimulus, mild cold stimuli with a high change rate should
be considered. Particularly when picking the body location where it is going to
be presented, the findings suggest that the design perspective should take into
account the subjective value of privacy preservation. While some users would
prefer to have such a thermal stress notification system incorporated in familiar
technology, for example a smartwatch being worn at the wrist, others valued
the privacy of receiving thermal feedback on their stress level unobtrusively and
without bystanders being informed about it.
To conclude, as the qualitative data gathered in the latter study reveal, feedback
about one’s stress level is seen very ambiguous by users. While 18 interviewees
considered this approach to be interesting and worth to be continued, there are
also some critical aspects mentioned. In practice, such feedback could also
lead to contrary effects, namely the stress level would increase. A hint that
the notification about one’s stress level does not affect, at least the subjectively
perceived stress level was shown in the first study presented. Consequently, the
following Chapter 6 explores a different approach how to apply stress mitigating
techniques in the context of interactive systems.

Chapter

6

Manipulating Stressors in
Interactive Systems
With the aim to incorporate stress mitigating techniques in interactive systems, in
the last chapter the exploration of suitable and effective feedback for notifying
users about their stress state has been in the focus of attention. As has been
suggested by the findings from the two performed user studies, the utility of
such a concept for real-world scenarios is questionable since users reflect upon
potential ascents in stress when they are made aware of their current stress level.
Considering awareness, there are different ways of how self-awareness could
be used in the context of stress reduction methods. While the last described
approach relied on making users aware of their stress state as it instantly occurs
or respectively develops into unpleasant state affecting their wellbeing, another
concept introduced in the present chapter is based on supporting the awareness of
how users cope with potential sources of stress, so-called stressors. In this context,
I refer to stressors as something that elicits stress or a feeling of discomfort in the
user. Consequently, the first study concentrates on smartphone notifications as a
potential stressor, since it has been shown to have multiple negative effects,
namely causing interruptions [200] by demanding attention [179], evoking
response pressure [228, 200], and increasing the risk of developing a Fear of
Missing Out (FOMO) [61, 190]. For the two subsequent studies cognitive load
and the perceived feeling of being busy have been referred to as stressors. Mental
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stress, for example elicited by performance or cognitive demands [23, 175, 252],
going hand in hand with the feeling of being busy have been shown to be closely
connected to feeling stressed.
Considering subjectively identified stressors as a challenge for researchers to
be manipulated, stress management interventions have been explored in prior
research [30, 194, 283]. For this, different approaches, such as stress relieving
mobile games, haptic stimulation or biofeedback have been tested. The main
body of research has been performed within the field of "affective computing"
creating considerable examples of stress-recognizing systems which are able to
provide in-situ feedback on the user’s state [175, 258, 290].
Although promoting self-awareness and designing stress-aware technology have
been researched extensively, the role of stressors in this context has been largely
neglected so far. Therefore, in this chapter, I focus on the investigation of stressors
evoking and resulting into a feeling of stress. Through three studies, I investigate
by which means stressors can be manipulated and how such manipulation affects
the users answering RQ3a, RQ3b, and RQ3c (see Table 1.1). Thus, three
approaches were realized to (a) eliminate the stressor, (b) make the stressor
visible on a private and semi-public basis, and (c) visualize the stressor publicly
and making it adjustable for the user. By embracing all three kinds of the privacy
continuum, namely privately visible, semi-publicly visible, and fully publicly
visible, the aspect of privacy preservation has been systematically manipulated.
Hence, the last RQ3d has been targeted to answer, approaching the challenge of
how to include privacy when designing stress-aware interfaces.

This chapter is based on the following publication:
•

R. Poguntke, et al. NotiModes– An Investigation of the Effects on
Smartphone Users when Manipulating Notification Delivery. (to be
published)

•

R. Poguntke, et al. Investigating Attributes for an In-situ Ambient
Visualization of Cognitive Load Using Physiological Data. (to be
published)

•

J. Häkkilä, R. Poguntke, E. Harjuniemi, L. Hakala, A. Colley and A.
Schmidt. BuSiNec – Studying the Effects of a Busyness Signifying
Necklace in the Wild. In Proceedings of the 2020 ACM Conference
on Designing Interactive Systems, DIS’20, New York, NY, USA, 2020.
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Related Work

In the following, related work characterizing major aspects of stressor research
including coping strategies is summarized. Further, the role of interactivity
opportunities against the background of user control is addressed as a significant
aspect of the contribution presented in this chapter.
As already pointed out in Section
2.2 giving some background knowledge about the distinction of stressors, as
processive stressors there can be regarded demanding situations in general.
Although the research corpus of studies that examined stress eliciting conditions
and circumstances [23, 151, 242, 243] is huge, there has been conducted little
work on the systematic manipulation of stressors, particularly in relation to
digital technologies. However, in this context the individual’s appraisal of a
potentially stressful situation can be understood as a possibility to manipulate
one’s perception of the stressor- even though the stressor itself cannot be changed.
Lazarus and Folkmann [152] introduced the Transactional Model of Stress and
Coping to explain that the respective coping strategy depends on the individual’s
appraisal. This cognitive process Baum et al. [13] classify as a "transmission
variable" being prone to an individual’s personality. Consequently, also the
coping strategy varries according to distinct factors. For example whether one
has an optimistic or pessimist view [232] can influence how stress is being dealt
with. Moreover, Ptacek et al. [214] could show that although sex differences do
not allow predictions in what way individuals will cope with stress, women’s
and men’s different sozialization is shaping the choice of their coping strategy
considerably.
Stressor Manipulation and Coping

The opportunities to interact with
computers have been researched extensively by previous work [59, 121, 287]
with the raising complexity of interactive systems. In this context, McMillan
and Hwang [177] propose the three dimensional "Measures of Perceived
Interactivity" to assess the interaction potential of media. While this tool has
been primarily designed to reveal differences between web-based communication
in contrast to traditional media, it shows that there exists a range of how
interactive users can apply technology. In the domain of HCI the understanding
of interactivity as a valuable factor has gained importance in connection to
so-called "context-aware" computing. By this term, "an applications’s ability to
detect and react to environment variables" (p.2) [9] is being referred to. Given
the fast technological advancements in the development of such applications,
Barkhuus and Dey [10] examined user preferences regarding the granted degree
User Control in Interactive Systems
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of user control when interacting with them. Based on the categorization of three
"levels of interactivity" how they call it, their study revealed that taking away the
user’s autonomy is not favored. To distinguish the three levels, they define the
"personalized" application which allows users to customize and adjust settings
according to his or her needs, the "passive context-aware" application which
makes decisions transparent and leaves potential adjustments in the settings to the
user and just proposes changes, and the "active context-aware" application which
neglects the user and tailors the application exclusively based on the collected
data [38].
Based on this distinction introduced in prior work, the present chapter
also applies three different levels of user control being also noticeable in the
granted interactivity opportunities. While the two performed studies on the
visualization of stressors are clearly separated into putting the user into a passive
role (cf., Section 6.3) and on the other hand requiring his or her action (cf.,
Section 6.4), the approach to eliminate stressors varies in the granted user
control according to the specificly active mode. Consequently, the results of
the following studies strengthen the findings from Barkhuus and Dey [10] by
showing that users dislike autonomously acting systems and rather tend to accept
applications that make suggestions but leave sufficient decision space to the user.
These gained insights lead to the presented "Considerations for a Stress-Aware
Notification Management" (cf., Section 6.2.6).

6.2

Eliminating Stressors

As the manipulation of stressors is being investigated in the present chapter,
the first user study explores the elimination of potential stressors, in this case
smartphone notifications as an opportunity to reduce stress in users. Hereby, a use
case affecting the most private level has been chosen to be able to provide different
nuances of user control when manipulating notification delivery. For this, the
times when a notification is being delivered has been adjusted according to three
different modes (cf., Section 6.2.3) realized in an Android mobile application.
These modes have been developed based on prior work and the findings from a
focus group targeting to reveal subjective user experiences for each mode. Since
the three modes further varied in their degree of user-control another aim was to
deduce which degree of user control is favored by users for managing notification
delivery.
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Evaluating Notification Delivery Modes in a
Focus Group

Prior to the implementation of a smartphone application, a focus group was
conducted to explore (a) how users are dealing with interruptions and (b) how
their notification management could be improved avoiding interruptions. From the
findings and in conjunction with prior work, three different notification delivery
manipulation modes were designed.
In the focus group
participated seven smartphone users (M = 21.86, SD = 2.9 years; 6 males,
1 female). All but one were students and reported to have installed several
applications on their phones from the categories messenger (WhatsApp), social
media (Facebook, Instagram), e-mail (Google Mail) and some unspecific
applications, such as calendars or apps to manage their finances. Before
demographic data was collected, the purpose of the focus group was explained
and the participants were asked to sign the consent form. Given their consent,
further the discussion was audio recorded. Afterwards feedback on the perceived
importance and the annoyance of notifications was gathered, and respectively it
was inquired in which use cases notifications were appreciated. In this context it
was further asked, whether the participants experienced any interruptions or other
aversive consequence when receiving notifications throughout their day. Before
ideas on how to prevent such interruptions were collected, users were inquired
how they predominantly dealt with annoying notifications. Then current solutions
being available in smartphones nowadays were discussed and how these could
be refined or improved. Finally, the participants were thanked for their time and
participation. The entire session lasted approximately 70 minutes. For analyzing
the qualitative data emerging from the focus group discussion, the audio recording
was reviewed in addition to the notes taken during the session. After collecting
similarities and differences in the participants’ statements, suggestions describing
commonly agreed approaches were formed.
Participants, Procedure, and Data Analysis

6.2.2

Focus Group Results

Throughout the discussions within the focus group, participants agreed on
the negative consequences affecting their productivity when receiving multiple
notifications. Regarding the perceived interruptions three out of seven admitted
to be too curious and not being able to put their phone aside saying that: "One
is distracted immediately and takes a look [on the phone]". Another participant
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referred to this problem stating: "I believe that we are a bit addicted to receiving
notifications and inevitably take a look at them". In practice, situations, when
notifications have been perceived as annoying, playing mobile games but also
periods when users wanted to work or study had been mentioned. Besides the
annoying character of operating system notifications, all participants argued
that notifications were also useful to present important information briefly
at one glance to the user. They named the advantage of choosing between
auditory, visual, and haptic feedback when receiving notifications. Interestingly,
participants also emphasized that they had disabled showing notifications,
particularly text-based messaging content on the lock screen due to privacy
concerns mentioning shoulder surfing incidences.
Concepts Preventing Interruptions Reflecting upon
approaches and solutions how to prevent interruptions by unwanted notification
delivery, the participants named several promising ideas which have been partly
already realized in premature form by, e.g. Apple. Among several interesting
suggestions as, for example a "time box" where the user puts in the smartphone
and is able to take it back after a pre-defined amount of time has elapsed, those
concepts are presented subsequently, that have been either realized already in
prior work, or respectively have inspired the design of the mobile application.
Suggested

10

•

Occupation Mode – Next to the profile picture there is displayed the
current status of a person comparable to the "not available" status in Skype.

•

Context Analysis – Based on context information, e.g. sent mails, visited
websites, etc. artificial intelligence should be able to filter notifications
depending on their priority. Further, location data, e.g. GPS could be used
to allow notifications on the user’s way to work but not while being in a
meeting. A similar approach has been introduced with Apple’s iOS 11
operating system called the "Do Not Disturb While Driving" feature 10 .
It automatically blocks notifications when users are driving. Further this
feature can be customized to send not-available messages and it can be
even set to allow senders to send urgent messages right away.

•

Priority Filtering – Text messaging including importance signalling
words, such as "now", "immediately", or "emergency" should be allowed
to be sent any time. Also specific contacts and even applications could be
added to a filter allowing the user block notifications coming from these.
Auda et al. [4] implemented a rule-based notification deferral system for

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208090
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which "trigger" or "exempt" words can be set that lead to either letting pass
or blocking the specific notification.
Other existing modes, such as the "Do not disturb" or the flight mode were actively
used by one person each. The participants stated that having all connections, also
calls and SMS disabled was not desirable for practical usage. In comparison to
such "static" modes as named by the participants, the users preferred "dynamic"
modes relying on artificial intelligence to adapt to the user’s habits and contexts.
Hereby, a possible drawback named by participants could be that the system
requires too much time to learn which might lead to uninstalling the app after
a short usage period. In general, participants appreciated solutions that respect
their privacy and were easy and usable in handling exceptions.
All in all, the focus groups participants agreed on the annoyance
factor and the negative consequences notifications can have. They further admitted
that interruptions caused by notifications affected their task performance, which
strengthens findings from prior work [6]. Although various present solutions for
dealing with notifications were discussed, the users considered context-aware
systems based on artificial intelligence, priority filtering, and "timeouts" for
blocking notifications to be favourable. Given the ongoing research attempts
to improve priority filtering [4], the focus of this user study was to manipulate
notifications in terms of delayed delivery. Additionally the concept of sender
responsibility for sending messages was explored. Consequently three different
modes have been implemented in an Android application called "NotiModes"
being evaluated in a four-week long user study in the wild.
Conclusion

6.2.3

Implementation of NotiModes

The application NotiModes was developed to work on smartphones having the
Android version 5.0.1 or newer. Besides the application, a Node.js server was
used to realize the notification delivery modes. In the following, the NotiModes
application and the developed notification delivery modes are described in detail.
The application NotiModes uses Android’s Notification
Listener Service Application Programming Interface (API) 11 to access
notifications. As users open NotiModes for the first time, they are informed
about the data collection and have to approve it to be able to continue using the
Android Application

11

developer.android.com/reference/android/service/notification/
NotificationListenerService.html
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(a) Main Navigation Menu

(b) General Settings Menu

(c) Sender-dependent Mode

(d) User-defined Interval Mode

Figure 6.1: Views of the NotiModes Android application including the main
menu, the settings overview, and the UDI and SD modes, for which users
needed to configure the settings according to their needs.
application. After explicitly confirming the data collection and granting the app
permission to access notifications, the main view of the application is shown (see
Figure 6.1(a)). The app’s main view contains a menu for the setting of the app and
each notification delivery mode. As the app functionality in the "General Settings"
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view (see Figure 6.1(b)) is enabled, NotiModes activates the smartphone’s silent
mode. Consequently, the app blocks notifications and respectively their visual,
auditory, and tactile signaling, namely LED blinking, sounds, and vibration.
Only incoming calls are allowed to pass through with a short vibration. When
a notification is received, the application stores it transiently locally on the
smartphone and removes it from the notification bar, so that notifications cannot
be seen on the lock screen too. While accessing notifications, NotiModes ignores
"ongoing" notifications (i.e., timer, downloading).
NotiModes- Delivery Modes Three different notification delivery modes
(see Figure 6.1(a)) have been designed based on inspirations from the focus
group results and concepts that have been researched by prior work. Thus,
the participants’ idea of implementing a "timeout" mode referring to providing
distinct intervals which are pre-defined but can be individually set by the user has
been taken up in the mode implementation. Hence, the Fixed Interval Mode (FI
Mode) blocks notification delivery for one hour, while the User-defined Mode
(UDI Mode) allows users to set the "not disturb" interval individually. This
difference in the interval settings was supplemented by the Sender-dependent
Mode (SD Mode) that gives the sender the possibility to know about the deferral of
the message and to decide upon the urgency of the mobile message. Consequently,
the three implemented modes represent distinct levels of user control and
respectively user responsibility. To realize the latter mode, a server was used
to support the communication between the sending and the receiving partners
working on the basis of exchanged unique IDs between sender and receiver. In
the following, each delivery mode is described in detail.

Fixed Interval Mode In the Fixed Interval (FI) Mode, notifications are delivered
once in an hour. After the mode is activated, NotiModes intercepts all
incoming notifications and displays them to the user at the end of a one-hour
interval. During this interval, the app temporarily stores incoming all but
"ongoing" notifications and removes them from smartphone’s notification
bar. Since NotiModes puts the smartphone on the silent mode, the user
does not get any audio or haptic feedback. Furthermore, as a notification is
received, the app creates an override notification to hide the heads up part
of the posted notification and instantly removes it. In addition, NotiModes
sets the notification light on black color. These steps ensure that the user
does not receive notifications during the one-hour interval. When the
interval is over, the app notifies the user about all received notifications
during the last hour and removes all stored notifications. After the hourly
notification delivery, a new one-hour interval starts. As soon as the user
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reads and explicitly removes all delivered notifications from the notification
bar, NotiModes starts intercepting new incoming notifications again.

User Defined Interval Mode In the User-Defined Interval (UDI) Mode, the
notification delivery behaves similarly to the FI Mode with the only
difference that the user can set the length of the delay interval according to
individual needs. Using the settings menu (see Figure 6.1(d)), the user can
determine the interval from one minute up to 23 hours and 59 minutes. As
a default the interval was set to 10 minutes but could be changed according
to their individual needs anytime.
Sender Dependent Mode The Sender-Dependent (SD) Mode is based on the
FI Mode regarding it’s delaying functionality. The important difference
hereby is, that the sender of a message is informed about the postponing of
sent messages and can decide if the message should be delivered directly
or at the end of the interval. This mode has been inspired by the work of
Schmidt et al. [235] transferring the responsibility of potentially annoying
messages to the sender of a message instead of the receiver. Compared
to the other two modes, to be able to use SD Mode, NotiModes must be
installed on the smartphones of both, the sender and receiver. Furthermore,
both communication partners must have a connection to the server that
is used to provide communication between them. Upon installation of
NotiModes, a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) is created. To enable
SD Mode, it is important that the mapping is set up on both devices of
sender and receiver, by linking the UUIDs and contact names. The mapping
is done by entering the UUID of the communication partner, choosing the
communication partner from the contact list of the smartphone and finally
map the UUID to the contact (see Figure 6.1(c)). In case, the sender wants
to send a message NotiModesshows a dialogue realized as a pop-up window
asking about the confirmation of delivery. The sender can either force the
immediate delivery of the notification or approve the delay. In the case
of approving, the notification is going to be delivered after the one-hour
interval is over. The UUIDs have been used to avoid storing the names of
the participants on the server and consequently preserving their privacy.
The NotiModes application collects information about the
device (i.e., device type, Android version), notification meta-data (i.e., package
names, timestamps for received notifications), and interaction with the application
(i.e., active settings). The app stores all collected information locally on the
smartphones using a SQLite database server. The users can export and view
all stored data using the "Export logged data" button which can be found in the
Data Collection
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General Settings (see Figure 6.1(b)). NotiModes stores notifications content (i.g.,
the title and text of notifications) temporarily and only during the deferral interval.
After the delivery, the notification content is deleted from the storage. The app
locally stores only the contact information of the communication partners for
SD mode. The server was implemented for the SD mode, and all requests use a
secure connection.

6.2.4

User Study

The aim of the user study was to evaluate the user experience and acceptance
with respect to the presented notification delivery modes eliminating potential
stressors. Further, subjectively perceived effects and particularly the perception
of the varying user control has been assessed bearing implications for managing
notification delivery.
In a longitudinal evaluation thirteen participants used all three
modes manipulating notification delivery following a within-subject study design.
The three modes plus a control condition, where the notification delivery was not
manipulated, were presented in randomized order according to Latin square over
all participants (see Figure 6.2). Each mode was used for one week and switched
automatically to the other. Consequently, the total study duration was four weeks.
Study Design

Figure 6.2: During the four week study, the participants were assigned to
three modes plus an additional control condition randomly for one week
each. As quantitative variables phone usage data and ESM data, as well as
qualitative data via in-depth interviews had been collected throughout the
whole study period.
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Through semi-structured interviews after each week of mode usage including
one additional control week where no notification delivery was manipulated, the
users’ subjective opinions and preferences were collected. As a requirement to
be able to realize the SD Modeonly pairs of participants that knew each other
beforehand were recruited.
In this user study, a two-fold evaluation process was applied. On
the one hand, quantitative data was assessed through subjective ratings evaluating
the user satisfaction during the usage of the three different notification delivery
modes, as well as the logging of smartphone usage, in particular the amount of
incoming notifications. On the other hand, an extensive qualitative evaluation
has been performed by carrying out interviews with all participants after every
week of usage, at the point of time when the delivery mode was switched. These
interviews aimed to get an in-depth view on individual experiences from users
when interacting with the three different notification delivery modes.
Measures

The three notification delivery modes served as
independent variables complemented by a control condition. To investigate how
the notification delay affects the user, the participants’ stress level, activeness level,
and happiness level have been assessed via the ESM [47, 109]. Following prior
work [178] the users have been prompted between 8 am and 11 pm four times
per each three-hour time window (8am-11am, 11am-2pm, 2pm-5pm, 5pm-8pm,
8pm-11pm). A reminder was sent when the ESM had not been answered for 30
minutes; there had been provided at least one ESM right after the user received
the delayed notifications to ensure that assessments have not only been taken
during the calming period. Each of these three dependent variables was presented
as depicted in Figure 6.3. Participants had to move a slider to rate their stress,
activeness, and happiness level on a 5-point scale ranging from 0 (=very stressed,
sleepy, sad) to 4 (=very relaxed, active, happy).
Quantitative Evaluation

It was performed one interview after the usage of
each mode as well as the control mode, leading to in total four interviews per
participants. The interviews lasted 9.32 minutes per session in average and were
conducted either face-to-face or via Skype. All interviews were audio recorded
given the participants consent and transcribed individually. In every one of the
four semi-structured in-depth interview the participants were asked six questions
concerning the (a) advantages of one specific mode, (b) the disadvantages of the
mode, (c) the willingness to use the mode privately, (d) effects of the specific
modes on the participants’ daily routine, (e) the overall concept of the modes,
and (f) what improvements they wished for to be willing to use such a mode in
the future. For the UDI Mode and SD Mode additional questions were phrased,
Qualitative Evaluation
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Figure 6.3: Assessing stress, activeness, and happiness ranging from 0
signifying a low level to 4 indicating a high level. The ESM prompting
participants at random times per day had been used.
addressing the individual settings the users chose as well as their experiences. In
the final interview, two questions were posed aiming to assess the overall concepts
by comparing and discussing the different modes.
Participants and Procedure 35 participants were recruited in total of
whom 18 dropped out during the entire study process. Another four participants
had to be excluded due to technical issues with their phone operating system,
leaving a sample size of N = 13. While interviews were conducted with all
participants, six users among them three females (M = 23.0, SD = 3.16 years)
could not send their logging files comprising the quantitative data which was the
final step for each participant. For this, it will be reported on the sub-sample of
seven participants (M = 25.57, SD = 11.82 years) among them four females of
whom quantitative data has been received. Each participant was compensated with
40 Euros. As a requirement for participating in this user study, the participants
had to be smartphone users and had to sign up for the study as a pair of two, since
a chat partner was needed to test the SD Mode. To ensure that the participants
were interacting with their smartphones frequently, they were asked to rate their
usage behavior on a scale from 0 (=never) to 9 (=all the time). With an average
rating of 7.15 (SD = 1.21) it can be referred to them as regular smartphone users.
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Participant
ID

P1a
P1b
P2a
P2b
P3a
P3b
P3c

UDI
Changes

Min.
Interval
Length
(Min)

Max.
Interval
Length
(Min)

4
0
8
2
1
0
3

0
0
1
120
30
0
60

10
0
421
180
30
0
240

Table 6.1: Usage data for the UDI Mode per participant including the amount
of changes within the UDI Mode as well as the minimum and maximum
interval length given in minutes.
Before the user study started, all participants received an email including the
study consent form and a detailed guide on how to install and use the NotiModes
application on their device. By sending these information before the study start, it
should be ensured that users were aware of the notification delivery manipulating
functionality of the NotiModesapp. After receiving the signed consent form, an
email with an online link to the NotiModes app was sent and the participants were
asked to fill in a short demographic questionnaire. Furthermore, they should rate
their smartphone usage. Before using the SD Mode, each participant had to enter
the assigned UUID for his/her study partner. After having successfully installed
and started the application, the specific mode was activated and ran for one week
before switching to the next notification delivery mode.

6.2.5

User Study Results

Subsequently the results of the two-fold evaluation process will be presented.
Due to technical difficulties, quantitative logging data and ESM measures of
six participants had to be removed from the analyzed data set. Therefore, the
following subsection will describe the results of the notification logging and ESM
results for seven out of 13 participants. From the logging data usage information
on how users customized the interval length in the UDI Mode (cf., Table 6.1)
could be inferred.
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Mode

Mean

Standard deviation

Happiness

Control
FI
UDI
SD

2.41
2.52
2.43
2.28

0.53
0.59
0.51
0.61

Activeness

Control
FI
UDI
SD

1.88
1.87
1.96
1.83

0.64
0.76
0.59
0.68

Stress

Control
FI
UDI
SD

2.34
2.35
2.45
2.06

0.70
0.59
0.69
0.85

Table 6.2: Means and standard deviations of the assessed happiness,
activeness, and stress levels for the each of the four conditions: control,
FI Mode, UDI Mode, SD Mode.
Collecting data on the
happiness, activeness, and stress level, users were prompted several random times
per day. The happiness level has been rated highest at average during the FI
Mode, while it has been very similar for the control and the UDI Mode condition.
During the SD Mode, participants reported the lowest happiness level. For the
activeness level it was observed that participants felt most active during the UDI
Mode, whereas the other conditions showed only minor differences (see Table 6.2).
During the SD Mode the stress level has been rated lowest, whereas during the
UDI Mode participants gave the highest ratings at average. The exact values can
be obtained from Table 6.2.
Experience Sampling Method (ESM) Ratings

From all participants qualitative feedback was gathered
in a semi-structured interview after each week of mode usage resulting in 52
interviews (four interviews per participant). For the data analysis, an open-coding
process was applied. Hereby, first all data was transcribed based on the interview
recordings and imported to ATLAS.ti12 . Two researchers then derived a set of 16
codes covering, besides others, the advantages and disadvantages of each mode,
individual experiences, and suggestions for improvements. In a second phase,
their individual code assignments were compared and all codes that did not match
Interview Results

12

ATLAS.ti - https://atlasti.com/, last accessed 2019/04/05
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among the two coders were discussed extensively until a consensus was reached.
Through a final discussion the most important key findings emerging from the
qualitative data were deduced.
The overall preferences
for each delivery manipulation mode had been assessed in both samples as part of
the interviews (N = 13). On a scale from 1 (="I don’t like it at all") to 5 (="I liked
it very much") the participants were asked to rate the particularly used modes.
While the UDI Mode was rated highest (M = 3.15, SD = 1.14) followed by the
SD Mode (M = 2.81, SD = 1.07), the least preferred mode was the FI Mode
(M = 2.54, 0.78). This ranking is supported by stated comparisons throughout
the interviews. Accordingly, P11a, P4a, and P12a reasoned that they ranked the
UDI Mode higher because of the possibility to customize the time interval. As
depicted in Table 6.1, almost all participants made use of this feature and chose
to adjust different notification delay intervals according to their individual needs.
Concerning their preferred degree of control, users stated to prefer a combination
of different modes. Having a certain interval of delay, but also defining exceptions
based on certain people for communication apps (P6c, P3c) would be a favorable
and useful improvement granting the user the sufficient amount of control to avoid
distraction while allowing to be contactable for emergencies. Correspondingly,
participants appreciated the reduced frequency of notifications (P4a) when the
UDI Mode had been activated. They emphasized the positive impact of receiving
notifications in a bundle after a certain amount of time elapsed (P4a, P6c) and
found it very handy to define the time span themselves (P3a). Participants noted
that they felt less distracted (P12a, P12b) and interrupted (P11a) using the UDI
Mode, stating that they enjoyed in particular the delay in communication because
"[...] there would be no need to reply right now because messages are not coming
in real-time anyway" (P12a).
Favorable User Control and User Experiences

For the FI Mode, participants stated to have enjoyed some quiet time without any
notification alerts (P6c, P12a), especially for specific occasions like having to
study (P4b). The FI enables the user to quickly assess the notifications (P2b) from
a certain time interval like one hour with a low effort. Moreover, participants
felt less distracted in the FI (P12b), in particular in regards to less important
notifications like those sent from the operating system or social media (P2a,
P11a). Participant 12a claimed that the FI Mode also decreases the checking habit
throughout the day.
Referring to the SD Mode P1a mentioned getting used to not receiving
notifications in time and P12a furthermore adds, similar to the UDI Mode, that
texting is becoming more relaxed when not expecting to receive an answer
immediately.
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When using the SD Mode, P4a highlighted the usefulness of specifying
different notification patterns for messaging services and non-messaging related
applications. P11a describes that the experience was positive and he/she "[...]
liked [the SD mode] very much because [he/she] will get the messages right away,
but the other notifications were delayed so [he/she] didn’t get them all the time".
P11a furthermore emphasized the handiness of the chat partners having control
over the delay. Besides, having the guarantee to receive urgent messages in time,
which was not possible in fixed or UDI Mode, was mentioned as an advantage
(P1a, P3a, P3b, P3c). Lastly, P2b stated the usefulness of the SD Mode to reduce
the number of notifications especially for chat partners who tend to write many
messages which could be summed up into just one.
Despite the overall positive feedback on the used modes, participants also had
some critical remarks. Since sending messages right away is the common default
as pointed out by a minority of users (P2a, P12b, P12a), interviewee P4a would
rather like to reverse the SD Mode, meaning that the user is asked whether he/she
wants to delay a message. Participant 3c furthermore mentioned the additional
workload SD Mode generates, when communicating with many people on various
different channels. While appreciating the delay of notifications for non-instant
services, e.g. e-mails (P4a), the participants saw disadvantages in using this mode
for instant messaging notifications (P4a, P12b, P2a). They were missing the
opportunity to end this mode before the previously defined time interval elapsed
(P3c, P3b, P2b). P1a and P1b mentioned to be worried about not receiving urgent
messages and P12a expressed concerns about the high number of notifications
at the end of one interval, feeling "[...] it was a bit too much when it all came
at once" (P12a). During the interviews, participants expressed various concerns
about the FI Mode. They claimed to want to see messages from friends and family
instantly (P11a, P2a, P3b) and rated the fixed time interval length as either too
long to wait for answers from chat partners (P1b, P3b) and on the other hand
too short to have some real quiet time (P3c). Another disadvantage was to never
know whether new messages came in (P1b) and not to be able to define the time
interval individually (P2b, P3c, P12a). The participants mentioned being afraid
to miss something while using the FI Mode (P4a, P4b, P3b), especially when
something important or urgent comes up (P3b, P12b). P12b and P1a stated to
have missed many messages, for example while waiting for a ride home or going
out to lunch with friends, with P1a reporting that "[...] this is totally depressing. I
missed a lot". P2b and P3b found this mode to impede having fluent text-based
messaging conversations.
With regard to the effects on the users’ everyday life, less than half of the sample
(P1a, P1b, P2b, P3b, P4a, P11a) reported none or only a minor influence of the
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UDI Mode on their all day life. Similarly, six participants did report no or only
minor influences of the SD Mode on their usual smartphone usage behavior (P1b,
P2a, P2b, P3b, P4a, P12b). Seven out of all thirteen participants did not notice
any changes in their usage behavior using the FI Mode mode (P1b, P2a, P3a, P4b,
P6c, P11a, P12b). Two participants stated that they even checked their phone
more often during this mode, especially when expecting messages (P2a, P4a).
And for P4a not being able to receive messages at any time even increased the
subjectively perceived stress level. Those who reported an effect, stated positive
remarks for their daily routine exclusively. For example, participant P3a stated
to check the phone less during the UDI Mode when compared to the SD Mode.
Further the UDI Mode provided support to leave the phone on the side for some
time (P12a) and made it easier for the users to concentrate (P3c). Moreover, P2b
enjoyed not getting notifications for a certain time interval, whereas P2a positively
highlighted not receiving any notifications during the night. Accordingly, two
other participants (P11a, P12a) mentioned checking their phone less while having
used the FI Mode.

6.2.6

Considerations for a Stress-Aware Notification
Management

From the presented results of the users study on the elimination of stressors in
form of notifications, the following four considerations have been inferred. These
can be taken as suggestions how to support a notification management that fits
stress-aware technology.
As reflected in the
results, users preferred to set their intervals autonomously fitting their needs.
Particularly, having pre-defined modes for, e.g. studying (2h), sleep (7h), or
meetings (1h) was also suggested and seemed appealing since it would facilitate
the application’s usage.
Allowing the Customization of Delay Intervals

In the interviews
participants said that they appreciated that system notifications had been delayed.
Accordingly, they suggested to provide different pre-defined delaying intervals
for specific applications clustered into groups, such as "entertainment" or "news".
Allowing Different Delays for Different Apps

In connection with
reviewing the sender dependent mode, some participants would have liked to
have an algorithm which recognizes words and classifies them as emergency
words, such as "hospital" or "doctor". Another promising approach which is in
Providing Filters for Classifying Notifications
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line with the suggestions of our participants to filter notifications, was introduced
by Westermann, Möller, and Wechsung [272]. They found that users are likely to
accept notifications if they are provided with requests including brief explanations
what the application does.
Allowing Exceptions Evaluating the currently available solutions, such as
the Do-not-disturb mode, the users stated that allowing exceptional solutions
would have provided a huge benefit to them. While the Do-not-disturb mode
is blocking every prospective disruption, they wished for a feature to define
exceptions, such as contacts or even contexts when messages or calls would be
able to answer while using this mode. How such a rule-based notification deferral
could be applied in practice was researched by Auda et al. [4].

6.2.7

Study Conclusion

In this presented user study, a thorough investigation of how users experience
and perceive different notification delivery modes varying in their degree of user
control has been presented. As the gathered user feedback revealed, participants
preferred a combination of different modes allowing to define specific silent
intervals based on the premise of being able to allow exceptions for emergency
cases. Consequently, users tend to control when and by whom they can be reached
relying on technology to define exceptions. With the aim to eliminate the source
of stress, namely notifications, potential effects on the user have been assessed
through quantitative and qualitative data. Considering the results from the ESM
ratings, the average scores have shown to be similar among the three manipulation
conditions, as well as the control condition. Thus, no significant differences
for the users’ happiness, activeness, and stress level among these conditions
could be observed. However, for the stress rating the greatest difference could
be detected while the SD Modehad been activated. Interestingly, the standard
deviation is also the highest for the stress values in this condition. Accordingly, it
can be concluded that some users experiences lower stress under this particular
mode, while others did not notice any changes in their mood. The findings from
the 13 in-depth interviews strengthen the observation that staying absent from
notifications is appreciated by users. Further, the qualitative data revealed that
the participation in this user study encouraged participants to reflect upon their
notification management and consequently helped them to appreciate the positive
effects of silencing their phone.
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Figure 6.4: Study design divided into the two performed studies: In the
preliminary evaluation participants performed the N-back task after a short
relaxation period to elicit cognitive load being measured with the Empatica
E4 wrist-band. The first part was followed by the randomized presentation
of the nine visualizations intermitted by the five variables’ assessments. For
the office deployment, the first part was repeated measuring cognitive load
to obtain baseline values before the ambient visualization was used for one
week followed by an in-depth interview.

6.3

Visualizing Stressors with a Passive User

Another technique of manipulating stressors is to draw the user’s attention to
the potential source of stress. As exemplary use case, the following user study
investigates the impact of an ambient visualization signifying the user’s cognitive
load. For this, a preliminary evaluation of visualization attributes had been carried
out first to investigate how cognitive load could be visualized suitably. Based
on these results an in-the-wild deployment of the ambient feedback system was
exemplarily tested with two users in a semi-public setting. The study design is
depicted in Figure 6.4. Following Moere’s definition of an ambient visualization,
data which reflects time-varying information is represented using the user’s
peripherical attention [180] (p.1).
Inspired by prior research
[64] two dimensions, namely "degree of abstraction" and "amount of information"
had been taken to chart a design space covering different kinds of visualizations.
Mapping Visualizations to a Design Space
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The first dimension refers to the familiarity with existing or known concepts,
which is seen in the visualization objects. For example a white circle is much
more abstract than a schematized illustration of a human’s head. Particularly in
interaction design and usability research the familiarity of objects is often applied
to facilitate matching user interface components to objects being known from real
world experiences. This central concept, which we took up as one dimension of
our design space shaping the nine visualizations is part of the ten so-called 10
Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design introduced by Nielsen [187].
The other dimension describes the amount of information that is provided in the
visualization. For instance, if a numerical range and a color scheme are shown in
the visualization or if only one parameter, such as the size varies. Again this aspect
can be found in the Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design [187] referring
to the aesthetic and mimimalist design by not providing redundant information.
Similarly, the criteria of "information capacity" has been identified in prior work
[212] to be crucial for the subjective perception of feedback representations, since
with an increasing amount of information often the complexity of a visualization
rises too.
Thus, these two dimensions bearing huge implications for the design are depicted
in a design space consisting of two axis forming a coordinate system what resulted
into four quadrants: (a) lots of information and high degree of abstraction, (b) lots
of information and low degree of abstraction, (c) limited amount of information
and high degree of abstraction, and (d) limited amount of information and low
degree of abstraction (see Fig. 6.5). Based on this design space nine different
visualization (cf., Section 6.3.2) have been designed and implemented, so that
each quadrant is represented. Consecutively, the preliminary evaluation of all
visualizations had been conducted with the dedicated purpose to determine the
most desirable and suitable visualization for providing feedback upon the user’s
cognitive load.

6.3.1

Preliminary
Evaluation
Visualizations’ Attributes

of

Ambient

This user study evaluated different visualizations being representatives of a design
space comprising the two dimensions "degree of abstraction" and "amount of
information". Collecting quantitative and qualitative data, a descriptive statistical
analysis was performed. Based on the results, the subjectively perceived best
visualization will be concluded and thus, deployed it in a field study to provide
ubiquitous feedback on a desk worker’s cognitive load.
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Figure 6.5: Two-dimensional design space illustrating the degree of
abstraction on the x-axis and the amount of information on the y-axis.
The nine following visualizations represent different parts of the spectrum
characterized by the two dimensions: (a) Speedometer, (b) Thermometer, (c)
Working Head, (d) Question mark-Head, (e)Smoking Head, (f) Personalized
Entity, (g) Multiplying Circles, (h) Colored Circle, and (i) Scaling Circle.
All visualizations were presented to each
participant following a within-subject design. The order of visualizations was
randomized according to Latin square and for each visualization the following
five dependent variables have been assessed on a Likert-item scale ranging from
1 (=I do not agree at all) to 4 (=I fully agree):
Study Design and Measures

Intuitive Comprehensibility The
statement
"The
visualization
is
comprehensible." referred to the effort a user has to make to understand
what a visualization is showing. This aspect has been derived from
Nielsen’s [187] 10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design which
phrase recommendations to make a system intuitively comprehensible.
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Subjective Distraction Asking about the distraction, the statement was phrased
as follows: "The visualization is not distracting." assessing if the user was
prevented from concentrating on something. According to Kirkham et al.
[137] this requirement was particularly valuable for deployments in the
workspace.
Unobtrusiveness While the latter aspect considered the visualization’s potential
to annoy users, obtrusiveness refers to the ambient quality of it. Hence, it
was stated "The visualization is unobtrusive". As can be seen in prior work
[64, 113, 290], many visualizations aim to be unobtrusive for users.
Aesthetic Pleasantness Since also visually appealing factors play a role in
the evaluation of visualizations- even if it is subconsciously judged, the
statement "The visualization is aesthetically pleasant." has been included
in the assessment. Hereby again one of Nielsen’s [187] 10 Usability
Heuristics for User Interface Design, namely the aestics and minimalist
design have been included in the assessment.
Sufficiency of Information Content The last aspect which was rated refers to
the amount of information being presented in the visualization. It has been
identified as an important criteria in related research [212]. To get a sense
for whether the data has been presented without too much detail but with
sufficient information to be able to be understood, the final statement was
"The information content of the visualization is sufficient".
Furthermore, the participants were asked to provide qualitative feedback on
each visualization. Therefore, ten questions were asked partly reassessing what
has been inquired through the Likert-item scales. Accordingly, the first two
questions asked what was understood from the visualization and in how far the
visualization has been understood intuitively. Then, the participant should explain
his or her impression of the visualization and what is being associated with it.
Referring to it’s potential to distract the users, the participant was asked in how
far the visualization has not been distracting first, before asking in how far the
visualization has been unobtrusive. Afterwards a similarly phrased question
considered the aesthetic pleasantness. Lastly, two questions addressed the amount
of information content. While the first question: "Do you miss any information in
this visualization?" referred to the sufficiency, the latter question targeted to assess
"Which information do you perceive as redundant?". Finally, the participants
were asked if they would like to add some additional comments. The qualitative
assessment part was complemented by the individual rating of the three best
visualizations given the order 1, which is the best and 3 being the least best. If
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they preferred, the participants could add explanations why they had chosen this
sequence for these triple of visualizations.
Since the ambient visualization
should provide feedback on the user’s cognitive load, the so-called N-back task
was used to elicit cognitive load in the users. Among the different realizations
that have been applied in prior research and shown to induce cognitive load
effectively [117, 196], for this study a sequence of numbers ranging from one to
nine had been played to the participant only on audio basis using headphones.
Without knowing when this sequence ends, the task was to remember the nth
element of the sequence and speak out loud what the it was. Hereby, five N-back
tasks ranging from 1-back to 5-back have been performed in difficulty increasing
sequence, to avoid potential feelings of overload among the participants resulting
in dropouts. For measuring physiological data, namely heart rate variability
(HRV) has been recorded throughout the performance of the N-back task. This
physiological measure has shown to be a reliable indicator of cognitive load
[161, 164, 174, 247]; while high HRV values signify a low mental demand, low
values indicate high cognitive load. To ensure that participants felt cognitively
challenged, their experiences regarding mental, physical, and temporal demand,
as well as performance, effort, and frustration should be rated using the NASA
Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [103].
Inducing and Measuring Cognitive Load

Data Transfer The physiology recording wearable Empatica E4 13 has been
attached to the participants’ wrist. The device stored the physiological data
locally and transferred them via Bluetooth Low Energy to the Android
"E4 realtime" mobile application 14 running on a Motorola Moto G3
smartphone. After each sub-task of the N-back task had been completed, the
session data was uploaded from the mobile application to the cloud-based
"E4 Connect Web Dashboard" repository 15 being requested from a Sony
Vaio laptop. Via the user interface a CSV file with the raw data could be
downloaded.
Data Processing For the processing of the heart rate values being recorded
with a sample frequency of 64 Hz, the R-R interval values were used to
calculate the rMSSD value and threshold values to be used for visualizing
the cognitive load. The calculation of the rMSSD value follows the formula
13

https://www.empatica.com/research/e4/

14

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.empatica.e4realtime

15

https://support.empatica.com/hc/en-us/sections/200002718-E4-connect-Web-Dashboard
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6.3.1 being frequently used in related work [161, 164, 165]. Hereby, the
rMSSD is defined as the square root of the averaged sum of all squared
neighboring values (ti ). Thus, the rMSSD value refers to the time in
milliseconds between two heart beats [247].

s
Σsd =

1 n
∑ [ti+1 − ti ]2
n − 1 i=1

(6.1)

Participants and Procedure 18 individuals (M = 22.7, SD = 2.72 years)
among them three females participated in the study. They were recruited via
personal contact or mailing list. The study took place in a quiet room and took
between 90 and 120 minutes per participant depending on the individual length
of the qualitative part. Participants received 5 Euro per each 30 minutes, meaning
at least 15 Euro for their participation.
Before the user study started all participants were explained the purpose and the
sequence of the study addressing particularly the collection of physiological data.
After the participants had provided their consent, the Empatica E4 wristband was
attached to their non-dominant arm. Then, they were asked to put on the provided
headphones and to relax for two minutes, while physiological data had been
recorded as a baseline measurement. Subsequently, the cognitively demanding
N-back task was explained in detail; each participant started with the 1-back task
followed by the incrementally increasing more difficult task up to the 5-back
task. For reassuring that cognitive load had been induced, the NASA-TLX was
administered after each performed N-back task using an online version16 for the
assessment. When the last N-back task had been accomplished, all physiological
data was exported from the Empatica E4 to CSV files and processed as described
in Section 6.3.2 resulting in a cognitive load value given in percent which needed
to present the ambient visualizations. Accordingly, the participants could take
a short break before the nine visualizations were shown in randomized order.
Each visualization was presented showing the full spectrum of cognitive load that
had been perceived throughout the preceding task ranging from the individually
determined minimal value to the maximum value. For each visualization the five
dependent variables were assessed quantitatively using the Likert-item scales,
and qualitatively asking the questions set (cf., Section 6.3.1). All interviews were
audio recorded given the participants’ consent. The entire study procedure is
illustrated in Figure 6.4.
16

http://jensgrubert.bplaced.net/nasa-tlx-short/TLX-English-short.html
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Implementation

In the following, the system components will be presented and the it will be
explained how the nine different visualizations have been realized.
There are three main parts: First, the data transmission
from the Empatica E4 to the Server, then the calculations performed on a
server, and finally the data transfer and consequently the visualization of the
physiology-based cognitive load on an Android tablet. After the raw data
transmission being described in Section 6.3.1 was completed, the CSV files
were processed on a local server using the Python web framework Flask 17 . Based
on the calculated rMSSD values (cf., Section 6.3.1) for the baseline session and
the particular N-back task (1-back to 5-back tasks), two threshold rMSSD values
can be deduced signifying the minimal and the maximum cognitive load perceived
throughout the experiment. Using the following formula a value of cognitive load
in percentage is being calculated by subtracting the minimal rMSSD value from
the obtained input value and the preliminary derived maximum rMSSD value and
dividing both, so that the result needs to be multiplied with 100 to receive the
percentage:
System Architecture



Γsd − Γsd,min
Pcog = 100 1 −
Γsd,max − Γsd,min

(6.2)

For the final part, namely representing the cognitive load values given in
percentage in an ambient visualization, the values are provided as JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) objects based on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
The resulting JSON objects were sent to a 13.3 inch Hannspree HSG 1351
tablet operating on Android version 5.1. They were displayed using an Android
application implemented in Java and Kotlin presented via the system component
Android System WebView 18 .
Visualization Implementation To be able to display the visualizations in
a mobile application using Android System WebView, the JavaScript libraries
D3.js 19 , Highcharts JS20 , and p5.js21 were used. The environment was created in
17

http://flask.pocoo.org/

18

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.webview&hl=de

19

https://d3js.org/

20

https://www.highcharts.com/

21

https://p5js.org/
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HTML5, a version of the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) and Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS). In the following nine implemented visualizations will be
described in detail starting with those visualizations that have the highest degree
of abstraction up to the least degree of abstraction as explained in Section 6.3.
Speedometer Like Kirkham et al. [137] did with their barometer, an object
being known from everyday life was implemented with the speedometer.
Indicating a range between -100 and 100, more information content was
added. This range of numbers was divided into intervals of 20, whereas
the zero point signified the equilibrium between under- and overload. The
negative numerical range up to -60 referred to medium, respectively the -80
to -100 range to heavy underload. Likewise, the positive numbers within
this range indicated overload. For this visualization again the gradient from
green to red was used (cf., Figure 6.5 (a)) and the speedometer needle
placed in the center was adjusted according to the cognitive load.
Thermometer Following the approach of providing a number-based
representation of cognitive load, the thermometer covered the same
numerical range from -100 to 100 again determining the zero point as
the equilibrium between under- and overload. While again hereby the
similarity to a known object was paramount, the difference to the previously
explained visualization was, that there was no item indicating the cognitive
load but the colored bar inked in the green-to-red gradient signified the
cognitive load itself (cf., Figure 6.5 (b)). Thus, the numerical range was
visible but the color in addition to the negative or positive range indicated
if under- or overload had been detected.
Working Head For this visualization the motive of a laterally shown abstractly
sketched head was used inspired by the approach to present metaphorical
visualizations [290]. Hereby, the amount and size of five rotating cog
wheels signified the recorded cognitive load. The numerical range between
0 and 20% was represented when the smallest part was rotating; the next
level indicating cognitive load from 20% to 40% was reached when the
smallest and the next bigger cog wheel were working; taking the third cog
wheel in addition, the range 40% to 60% was covered; the indication of
60% to 80% of cognitive load was achieved by the rotation of the fourth cog
wheel; for the representation of the maximum cognitive load, respectively
80% to 100% all cog wheels were working. In this visualization the speed
of all wheels was kept constantly and they did not differ in their speed but
in their size signified more cognitive load. This visualization was kept in
black and grey (cf., Figure 6.5 (c)).
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Question mark-Head Requiring less abstraction skills, this visualization
consisted of the lateral view of an abstractly sketched head whose top
of the skull opened in correspondence with the amount of cognitive load.
From the skull’s inside multiple question marks appeared with increasing
opening. This visualization was also kept in black and grey (cf., Figure 6.5
(d)).
Smoking Head The final visualization taking up the motive of a head, was
inspired by the image of a smoking head. Hereby, the frontal view of a
head including the face was shown and the amount of smoke surrounding
it functioned as an indication of cognitive load (cf., Figure 6.5 (e)). This
visualization provided little information on the exact amount of cognitive
load detected and relied on the intuitive understanding that more smoke
was linked to a higher amount of cognitive load.
Personalized Entity Representing the extreme of Yu et al.’s [290] metaphorical
visualization, hereby a user could pick any object he or she associated
either with overload or with relaxation to be his or her "personalized entity".
Accordingly, the object’s size was adjusted corresponding to whether the
amount of cognitive load was high or low (cf., Figure 6.5 (f)). For example,
an object reminding the user on cognitive strain would increase it’s size
when cognitive load would rise.
Multiplying Circles As another visualization, the amount of circles varying in
their size and color have been used for representing the amount of cognitive
load; this approach resembles Fan et al. [64] visualization for indicating the
number of steps. For signifying minimal cognitive load the ratio between
the blank black background and the number of circles was high, meaning
only few circles. Correspondingly, a full screen with hardly any blank
black background visible meant a high cognitive load (cf., Figure 6.5 (g)).
Colored Circle The colored circle applied a green-to-red gradient for
representing the cognitive load value given in percentage. Hereby, green
referred to the minimal cognitive load, while red signified the maximum
(cf., Figure 6.5 (h)). This traffic light color scheme is commonly suggested
[169] for providing clear signals being understood intuitively.
Scaling Circle The idea to use a scaling circle was inspired by [64], who
represented the number of steps per day with the varying amount of rings.
Similarly, the scaling circle used for the presented user study changed the
diameter according to the cognitive load value given in percentage. Since
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the circle’s color should not signify anything, a neutral lighter gray was
picked (cf., Figure 6.5 (i)).

6.3.3

Results

From the correct answers and the subjective self-reported data of the NASA-TLX
it can be inferred, that participants were cognitively demanded by the N-back tasks
according to their increasing difficulty. In Table 6.3, it is shown that the number
of correct answers diminished throughout the incrementally ascending N-back
tasks. Likewise, the NASA-TLX scores indicate that participants perceived their
cognitive load higher with rising difficulty. Interestingly, the standard deviation
for both measures is highest in the most difficult level, namely the 5-back task
suggesting that the variance among participants’ performance and respectively
cognitive load rating differed more tan for the other tasks.
N-back Task

Cognitive Load Measures (M,SD)
Correct Answers NASA-TLX Score

1-back Task
2-back Task
3-back Task
4-back Task
5-back Task

6.83 (0.37)
5.5 (1.74)
4.72 (1.52)
3.28 (1.85)
2.9 (2.08)

33.37 (13.27)
46.48 (17.44)
62.36 (17.12)
67.54 (17.26)
68.01 (21.17)

Table 6.3: Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for the cognitive load
measures correct answers, and the NASA-TLX score per each N-back task.
The Visualization’s Suitability With the aim to explore the suitability
and preference as well as qualities of the ambient visualizations, intuitive
comprehensibility (IC), subjective distraction (SD), unobtrusiveness (Un),
aesthetic pleasantness (AP), and sufficiency of information content (SoIC) had
been rated for each visualization (cf., Table 6.4). Additional to the qualitative
data, the qualitative feedback on the particular visualizations had been gathered
in semi-structured interviews.

Quantitative Data Looking at the mean results over all variables (see Table
6.4), the working head (c) received the best scores (M = 3.22). It was
the only visualization which received a 3 (="I agree") on four of the five
scales. However, the working head (c) underperformed with respect to
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Variable
IC
SD
Un
AP
SoIC
Mean
(SD)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Visualization (M,SD)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

(h)

(i)

3.28
(0.75)
2.94
(0.94)
2.89
(0.9)
3.28
(0.67)
3.28
(0.57)
3.13
(0.20)

3.17
(0.79)
2.78
(0.73)
3.0
(0.87)
2.89
(0.9)
3.22
(0.81)
3.01
(0.19)

3.11
(1.08)
3.44
(0.7)
3.5
(0.71)
3.39
(0.7)
2.67
(0.97)
3.22
(0.34)

3.28
(0.83)
2.72
(1.07)
3.06
(0.87)
3.0
(0.84)
2.94
(0.64)
3.00
(0.20)

3.06
(0.87)
3.22
(0.73)
3.06
(0.8)
2.89
(0.68)
2.89
(0.76)
3.02
(0.14)

3.33
(0.77)
3.39
(0.61)
3.44
(0.62)
2.83
(0.79)
2.89
(0.83)
3.18
(0.29)

3.72
(0.46)
2.61
(0.7)
2.89
(0.83)
2.33
(0.77)
2.89
(0.76)
2.89
(0.52)

3.11
(0.96)
2.72
(1.02)
2.89
(0.83)
2.0
(0.84)
2.61
(0.92)
2.67
(0.42)

2.56
(0.86)
2.33
(0.97)
2.61
(0.78)
2.89
(0.76)
2.72
(0.67)
2.62
(0.21)

Table 6.4: Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for the subjective
rating on intuitive comprehensibility (IC), subjective distraction (SD),
unobtrusiveness (Un), aesthetic pleasantness (AP), and sufficiency of
information content (SoIC) according to the following nine visualizations: (a)
Speedometer, (b) Thermometer, (c) Working Head, (d) Question mark-Head,
(e) Smoking Head, (f) Personalized Entity, (g) Multiplying Circles, (h)
Colored Circle, and (i) Scaling Circle.
the sufficiency of information content. The majority of the visualizations,
namely the speedometer (a), thermometer (b), question mark-head (d),
smoking head (e), multiplying circles (g), colored circle (h), and scaling
circle (i) had been rate better than the working head (c). Although their
information content had been perceived more sufficient, they were given
poor scores for at least two other variables. While the scaling circle (i) and
the colored circle (h) had their weaknesses in the aesthetic pleasantness and
in the sufficiency of information content, the question mark-head (d) also
underperformed in the latter aspect but was also perceived as distracting
(M = 2.72). Only the speedometer (a) and thermometer (b) were rated
to provide sufficient information content. Hereby the speedometer (a)
was slightly preferred among all visualizations also having the lowest
standard deviation (M = 3.28, SD = 0.57). For the speedometer (a)
the disadvantages had been it’s potential to distract connecting to the
missing unobtrusiveness. The thermometer (b) was also rated to have a
comparibly high potential to distract, but had the second weakness in the
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aesthetic pleasantness. A little less preferred were the smoking head (e)
(M = 2.89) performed best regarding it’s intuitive comprehensibility also
having the least standard deviation (M = 3.72, SD = 0.46). Likewise, the
personalized entity (f) was rated to be less suitable (M = 2.67), although
it was perceived to be intuitively comprehensible. Both visualizations
performed comparably poor on the other criteria having not even 3’s on the
other scales. The lowest scores over all variables (M = 2.62) was given to
the multiplying circles (g). For this visualization participants never rated to
"agree" with the statements reflecting the variables.
Ordinal Rating As can be obtained from Figure 6.6 , the scaling circle (i) and the
speedometer (a) had been rated almost equally good; both being mentioned
by five participants each to be the most preferred visualization. Still liked
but on the first rank positioned by only two users, was the working head (c).
Those three further appeared two times, respectively four times (a) on the
second rank and four times, respectively three times (a) on the third rank.
The other visualizations b, e, and g were in the midfield being preferred
by only a small number of users. In contrast the colored circle (h), the
question mark-head (d), and the personalized entity (f) gained a minority
of votes.
Qualitative Data The qualitative feedback on the suitability of the visualizations
showed to be ambiguous among the participants. Those attributes some
users appreciated the most, were perceived negatively by others. For
examples, the aesthetic pleasantness of the scaling circle which was
emphasized by 11 users to be "beautifully unostentatious" (P16) and
"simple" (P12) was considered to be "[...] a bit boring" (P1). At large,
the users emphasized that they disliked too many colors or objects, e.g.
in the multiplying circles visualization, from an aesthetic perspective,
but also because too complex visualizations required much effort for the
interpretation, such as the working head. With respect to the information
quantity the interviewees criticized those visualizations containing already
numerical ranges and colors often heavier than those having a limited
amount of information. Although they realized that these were missing
detailed information, it seemed to be considered as a bigger advantage
displaying less feedback concisely.
In conclusion, the smoking head (e) and the personalized entity (f) have been
excluded due to their limited quality in the comprehensibility as confirmed
by the ordinal ratings. Further, the multiplying circles (g) was rated to have
the least suitability in general. The visualizations a,b,d,h, and i have been
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Visualization

Figure 6.6: Results of the subjective ranking accumulated over all
participants divided into the first, second, and third rank according to the nine
presented visualizations.
perceived similarly revealing weaknesses for two out of the five assessed variables.
Considering the ordinal ranking of subjective preferences, the scaling circle (i)
and the speedometer (a) would be the most preferred ones for a majority of 11 and
respectively 12 participants. Following the ratings for the five assessed variables,
the working head (c) had good scores on even four out of the five scales and
hence, one weakness less than the previously mentioned visualizations.
Facing these minor differences in the subjective preferences based on the
quantitative ratings and ranks given, the qualitative feedback had also been
taken into account for evaluating the suitability of the presented visualizations.
Despite the fact that the working head (c) was argued to be the least distracting
object among the presented alternatives, which was probably due to the "choice of
colors" as P6 and P8 remarked and the subtle changes within the visualization (P1),
the participants were divided on its comprehensibility. While some interviewees
intuitively understood the cog wheels to be symbols for the proportional cognitive
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load, respectively work (P1,P10)), others admitted to have difficulties to interpret
the exact meanings of each cog wheel (P4,P14,P15). The speedometer (a) was
appreciated because it provided more information on the exact amount of detected
cognitive load than the other head-based or circle visualizations. However, the
interviewees missed some explanations on the negative numerical range, units,
and colors (P1,P2,P7,P14). Positively highlighted by 16 users was the aesthetic
pleasantness. Another advantage for this visualization is its comprehensibility.
As P16 explains, the symbol is known from everyday life. Further it gives a
detailed values of the cognitive load (P18) and combines numbers and colors
(P11). However, P2 was "confused" in the beginning, what contributes to the
impression of six interviewees that the speedometer is distracting because "all
colors are there any time" (P12) and the permanent needle movements (P8,P11).
The main strength of the scaling circle (i) was its intuitive comprehensibility,
which was highlighted to be easy to retrieve as information due to the "size ratio"
(P6,P11). Moreover, almost all users, namely 17 agreed that the scaling circle
does not distract by being "simple" (P2) and not offering "too many stimuli"
(P14). Being aesthetically pleasant for 11 interviewees due to being "beautifully
unostentatious" (P16), the only weakness was the information content which
could have been more sufficient by adding a value for the actual cognitive load
(P5). Weighing the described advantages for each of the three favorites, the scaling
circle (i) emerged as the most suitable visualization being easily comprehensible,
unobtrusive, not distracting, and aesthetically pleasant. Thus, it was taken for the
deployment in a real-world setting.

6.3.4

Prototypical Deployment in a Semi-Public
Setting

With the aim to provide ambient visual feedback of a potential stressor, here
cognitive load, the most suitable visualization, namely the scaling circle was
deployed in-situ in a real-world scenario in the wild. For the deployment a
desktop work setting had been chosen envisioning that individuals working in
multiple scenarios could benefit from having their cognitive load visualized.
For deploying the visualization the
semi-public setting of a shared office has been chosen. For this, participants were
asked to use the ambient visualization of their cognitive load for five consecutive
working days. Hereby, the HRV was constantly measured with the Empatica
E4 and processed in real time, so an in-situ feedback of the cognitive state
was displayed on a 9.7 inch Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 tablet with an Android 7
Study Design and Measures
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operating system (cf., Figure 6.4). In an in-depth interview after these five usage
days, open-ended questions were asked to gather feedback on potential effects of
the deployment on in general, as well as specificly on (a) the user’s productivity,
(b) the user’s perception of reactions of potential bystanders, and (c) the user’s
perception of his or her privacy preservation in this context.
First, the general impression on the visualization and whether
it was liked or not including the reasons were inquired. Then, it was asked
whether potential effects, e.g. on the everyday work life had been experienced.
In conjunction to this, the particular setting of having the display visible for
colleagues in the office had been addressed. Hereby, it was asked for the user’s
feelings regarding this visibility and what the office colleagues’ reactions in this
context had been. Lastly, potential improvements and further remarks could be
mentioned, if the participant wanted.
Questions Set

Two participants (M = 47.0, SD = 4.2years),
one female and one male, both working as administrative staff at a university
had been recruited via personal acquisition. Before the study started, they were
explained the purpose and the sequence, as well as the recording of physiological
data with the wristband Empatica E4. After they had signed the consent form,
they were asked to perform the N-back task (see Section 6.3.1 for a detailed
description) eliciting cognitive load for obtaining a baseline measurement which
was used to calculate the individual minimum and maximum values, which were
needed for the in-situ feedback visualization. After this initial task had been
performed, the users were given a self-written manual, which explained how the
data recording could be started and stopped including a legend on the LED colors
that have different meanings referring to the Empatica E4’s status. After the usage
period, the open-ended questions (cf., Section 6.3.4) were asked in an in-depth
individual interview.
Participants and Procedure

6.3.5

Implementation

To deploy the system, physiological data had been recorded using an Empatica E4.
The data transmission and processing followed the same steps as realized in the
Preliminary Evaluation of Ambient Visualizations’ Attributes (cf., Section 6.3.1).
Therefore, the system architecture and the formulas used for the processing can
be obtained from the description in the Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. Based on the
findings from the Preliminary Evaluation of Ambient Visualizations’ Attributes,
the scaling circle was implemented for the deployment of ambient feedback on
cognitive load.
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Qualitative Feedback on the Deployment of an
Ambient Feedback for Cognitive Load

In general, the participants found the study interesting and were happy to test this
approach in a real-world setting. Regarding the visualization used, P1 perceived
it as "pleasant" and "not distracting at all". Particularly, the lack of red and
green which are related to judging criteria had been appreciated, since it had
not been perceived as "offending". For P2 providing more information would
have been desirable. He suggested an overview of one’s data including the
past hours because "for [him] it would be interesting to see what was going
on in the past quarter-hour". Speaking of potential improvements, both users
questioned the utility of the system, since they had the impression that their
subjectively perceived physiological state did not always correspond to the
displayed feedback which was based on the in-situ recorded HRV values. P1
reported that she had tried to deliberately control the visualization what she
could and that this diminished the trust in the system. Based on this observation,
she admitted to call into doubt whether her physiological values correlated with
her cognitive load. P2 added that although the relation between cognitive load
and physiological had been "postulated" in science, he was unsure whether
the recorded activity reflect the reality. As a reason for this lack of belief, P2
mentioned the influence of "external factors leading to a varying heart activity".
Nevertheless, P1 and P2 emphasized that such a system would be useful to
"sensitize" (P1) and thereby become fully aware of one’s own body signals.
While P1 stated that she could imagine using it for a few days or maybe weeks to
train the self-reflection and utilize the system as a mean to be reminded to "listen
to [one]self ", P2 suggested further usage contexts, such as therapy settings.
However, both interviewees considered the feedback as a temporal mean for
supporting self-reflection highlighting that it would be preferable to not need such
a system because it can be "critical to rely on systems" (P1) enabling us to be
aware of body signals. For P2 it is important that "one learns to pay attention to
one’s own senses without measurement tools", since "the human has sufficient
sensors to sense it" (P2) and it could be questioned if such a system might not be
"counterproductive" (P1) in the end. Though, P2 admitted that for people lacking
this ability, such a feedback system could be used to train them.
With respect to sharing the cognitive load level, P1 reported that colleagues were
"interested in the system" in the beginning. She highlighted that the system
also leaded to misinterpretations, since colleagues were understanding the visual
representation of the participant’s cognitive load as a sort of "thought-reading".
Accordingly, some situations had been commented on like "Oh, this stresses you
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a lot" (from an office colleague). As a result, P1 realized that, if the relation to her
colleagues would not have been as good and relaxed as it is, such reactions would
have made her feel embarrassed. Despite the casual atmosphere, P1 admitted that
she would have felt "uncomfortable" when her colleagues drew conclusions from
the cognitive load feedback and commented on it, particularly when bystanders
from other offices noticed the system. Hence, the interviewee disliked the idea
of a permanent deployment in her office, particularly among people she does
not know very well. Although P2 did not perceive the problem as serious for
himself, when he had visitors in his office, he mentioned that he could imagine
that such a system would violate one’s privacy when being deployed in open-plan
offices. Saying that "we have the tendency to abuse such data", P2 added that
these kind of information "should be private any time". Both users agreed that the
presentation of individual data of one’s cognitive load, particularly not in private
settings is a highly sensitive topic that needs to be treated carefully.

6.3.7

Study Conclusion

As could be inferred from the preliminary evaluation, the suitability of ambient
visualizations for representing cognitive load is perceived ambiguously. Thus,
three visualizations, namely the scaling circle (i), the speedometer (a), as
well as the working head (c) received almost equally good results in the
quantitative ratings and preference ranking. However, favoring these three
divergent visualizations, each fitting into a different quadrant of the design space
(cf., Figure 6.5), indicates the complexity of finding suitable visualizations. Thus,
the qualitative feedback gathered throughout the experiment had been taken
into account for identifying the most suitable visualizations for the purpose of
signifying cognitive load in a semi-public desk work setting. To conclude, the
scaling circle was found to have the least disadvantages given the deployment
scenario. For example, participants appreciated the unobtrusiveness and the
aesthetic pleasantness, since it was kept simple.
Consequently, in the deployment the scaling circle was used to provide visual
feedback on the physiologically sensed cognitive load using HRV values.
Gathering qualitative feedback from two participants deploying the system for
five consecutive working days in their (shared) offices, revealed that the system is
more appreciated in specific situations. Hereby, participants referred to the natural
quality of the human body to send and interpret signals that indicate cognitive
overload, highlighting that only if this ability needs to be trained such a feedback
system would be useful. Regarding the particular semi-public setting, both users
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agreed that making such kind of information publicly visible the privacy could
be potentially threatened when colleagues would start to draw conclusions from
the shown data. To sum up, the findings from the preliminary evaluation and
the prototypical deployment indicate that the design of feedback visualizations
representing sensitive private data, such as the cognitive load level must be
handled with care. Not only the preferences for how suitable visualizations should
look like to be comprehensible, unobtrusive, not distracting, aesthetically pleasant,
and sufficiently informative are underlying subjective impressions, but also the
perceived benefit of a system that provides ambient feedback on one’s cognitive
state. In any case, already the preoccupation with the sensing and representation
of cognitive load supported the users’ consciousness and awareness regarding the
importance of listening to one’s own body signals as an indication of stress.

6.4

Visualizing Stressors Requiring User
Action

After having explored, what the effects were when users took a passive role in the
visualization process of stressors, the present study investigated the consequences
of requiring users’ actions when making the stressor publicly visible. Hereby, not
only the users’ and bystanders’ attention is drawn to the stressor, but in contrast to
the previously described approach, the user needs to actively adjust how prevalent
he or she perceives the stressor. This manipulation opportunity also allows the
wearer him- or herself to manipulate one’s own perception, when he or she is
cheating at the self-reported feeling of being busy, respectively stressed. A public
setting had been chosen to examine potential implications for privacy preserving
systems that use physiological data. For the user study, a wearable prototype
being able to display the perceived level of business was manufactured. This
prototypical display could be worn as a necklace being visible to anyone in the
spatial sphericity of its user.

6.4.1

Manufacturing a Wearable Display Prototype

For the wearable prototype plywood had been cut into the shape of a circle with
a diameter size of six cm, having three slight notches which were painted in
green, yellow, and red. These colors were chosen for their signaling functionality
resembling a traffic light. Red referred to being totally busy, yellow signaled that
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.7: The manufacturing of the prototype consisted of different steps.
The background plywood discs needed to be painted (a) before the second
layer was fixed with a screw (b); a white knob was finally attached to the
screw to facilitate rotating the second disc (c).
the wearer is somewhat busy, and green indicated not being busy. In the middle
of the circle a tiny screw holds the second layer consisting of another wooden
disc. To facilitate rotating the screw with the second disc, a white knob was glued
onto the screw. The manufacturing process is depicted in Figure 6.7.
To allow users to modify and customize their prototype, the outer edges have been
perforated framing the word "busy" or "kire" in Finnish language to clarify what
the display is showing. Enabling the attachment of a band to carry the prototype
around one’s neck, two wholes were laser cut in right above the lettering.

6.4.2

Diary Study

For conducting the diary study paper-based booklets have been designed and
distributed among the participants being collected after the study ended.
The study was carried out in the field, so that
no restrictions were made for the participants regarding when or for how long
to wear the BuSiNec. The 12 questions in the diary were complemented by the
invitation to "write or draw [one’s] thoughts, ideas, notes, etc." and repeated
Study Design and Measures
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Figure 6.8: User wearing the BuSiNec indicating one’s subjective feeling of
being busy with the colors red meaning to be busy, yellow referring to an
intermediate state, and green signaling to have time.
for each of the potential five usage days. As measures to evaluate the impact
of wearing a self-adjustable stressor visualizing display, the usage behavior, the
effects noticed with regard to one-self and to others, as well as the perceived
comfort and usefulness had been assessed.
Questions Set The first three questions targeted the individual usage behavior.
They referred to the length of wearing time, the situations when the prototype
had been used and what had been initiated the adjustment of the display. The
next two questions inquired about the feelings and experiences while wearing the
BuSiNec before the reactions in the social environment and the amount of people,
who showed interest should be reported. Besides naming what the prototype
should be able to do or display, it was further asked if any effects on the stress
level had been noticed. Then, on a Likert-item scale ranging from 1(=not useful
at all, very uncomfortable) to 7 (=very useful, very comfortable) the usefulness
and respectively the comfort should be rated. Lastly, the distribution of the level
of business (green, yellow, red) should be given as value in percentage.
Participants and Procedure From the initially recruited 16 potential users,
13 participants returned their diaries. Two out of these were excluded from the
data analysis since they handed in incomplete data. Acquiring the users via
personal contact, each one was informed about the purpose of the study and their
rights to end or continue it right away. After they had agreed to participate, the
prototypical display was handed out together with the paper-based diary. The
only instructions given to them were that they should wear the BuSiNec (cf.,
Figure 6.8) whenever they felt comfortable and that they should report on their
experiences in the diary. The length of the study varied because users were left
their own choice for how long they wanted to use the prototype.
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Results

In the following, the results from the diary study will be presented including
quantitative and qualitative data. The participants were left a choice whether
to write down their thoughts in English or native language; those from Finnish
language have been translated into English language.
In the context of capturing genuine usage behavior, the
participants were free to decide how much an in which situations they wanted
to wear the prototype. From the diary entries it could be inferred that they used
the BuSiNec 4.00 days at average (SD = 1.35). While eight participants wore
it for four or five days, it was used by one user each for three, two, and one
day comprising 44 usage days in total over all wearers. All users wore the
wearable self-adjustable display throughout their working days and their work
activities, such as in their offices, while teaching students, during lunch and coffee
breaks, and even during meetings and workshops. Based on their estimations the
BuSiNec had been used for 6.55 hours at average per day (SD = 3.63). While
one wearer admitted to have forgotten to take it on one day in the morning, four
others reported to continue wearing it after work. Revealing more details, two
participants mentioned that their kids "understood the color coding immediately"
(P12). P3 said that for her 6 year old daughter it was easier to notice when they
were in a hurry due to the red color. Correspondingly P12’s kids reminded her to
change the color in the evening, since she was "no longer in a hurry" from her
kids’ perception.
Usage Behavior

Inquiring what exactly had initiated changes in the color and respectively
indicating the level of business, more than one third of the users (P2,P4,P10,P13)
named that they changed the business level display to red when they had specific
tasks or "urgent duties" (P2,P10) to do. Those activities for which they adjusted
the prototype according to their needs, had been for example phone calls,
prototyping, reading or processing papers, or simply being in a hurry as P3,
P5, and P12 admitted. P3, P9, and P11 used the wearable display to let others
know whether they had time for them or not corresponding to having the "feeling
to be more/less busy". Five participants agreed on showing green when they went
to coffee breaks or lunch (P4,P7,P9,10,P13). For 27% of the usage days over all
wearers when the BuSiNec had been worn, participants reported that they did not
change the color because their subjective feelings had not changed either or some
just had forgotten to adjust it in the particular situations.
Regarding the perceived
utility of the BuSiNec the participants had divergent opinions, which even differed
Utility of the Wearable Display Prototype
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Participant
Green
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
Total

Displayed Business Level (M,SD)
Yellow
Red

0%
52% (8.37)
15% (5.00)
54% (16.73)
100%
30% (0.0)
22% (22.80)
14.25% (10.90)
47.50% (34.03)
40% (54.77)
50% (39.53)
35.05% (32.32)

76% (35.78)
40% (0.0)
55% (22.91)
29% (21.33)
0%
35% (7.07)
18% (14.83)
43.75% (37.72)
17.50% (12.58)
50% (50.00)
42% (32.71)
39.89% (31.39)

24% (35.78)
8% (8.37)
30% (26.46)
17% (9.75)
0%
35% (7.07)
60% (31.62)
17% (22.42)
10% (11.55)
10% (22.36)
8% (11.51)
20.52% (25.20)
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Usage Days
5
5
3
5
1
2
5
4
4
5
5

Table 6.5: Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) indicating a self-reported
estimation of how much the wearer adjusted the specific level of business
including the total usage days.
among the individual usage. Thus, the standard deviation was almost 2 points
(SD = 1.97) on the Likert-item scale. At average the users perceived wearing it as
somewhat useful (M = 3.66). In contrast, the subjective comfort while wearing
was much higher at average (M = 4.99, SD = 1.45) indicating that although the
BuSiNec had not been regarded to be particularly useful, wearing did not affected
their comfort negatively. Looking at the mean values depicted in Table 6.5, it
becomes obvious, that the green and yellow level had been used almost equally
often throughout the day, while red was used 15-20% less. Remarkably, the
standard deviation was extremely high for all levels displayed, which can be also
seen in the individual means for each participant.
Perceived Effects and Public Reactions In general, users liked the
BuSiNec naming positive outcomes like: "I paid attention to how I use my
time" (P5). Accordingly, they observed that they were "more aware" (P3) and
"more conscious" (P12) of their business levels after using it only for a short
period of time, but "noticed better when [they] got more relaxed or stressed
or were in a hurry" (P3) after wearing it a couple of days. Following on this,
others said that they started "thinking about the meaning of being busy" (P5),
and that using the diary in addition to the prototype "you pay attention to the
feeling of business and how you feel" (P12). P10 referred to actual benefit
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saying that "BuSiNec helps me also recognize the not-busy moments". Further
the positive experience of allowing oneself "to be in the ’green state’" (P10) had
been addressed. In this context P13 made an interesting observation reporting
that she noticed while playing with the physical wearable display, that she was
actually more stressed than the color represented at that time. For her the haptic
component was most important she found, when using it during meetings as a
"stresstoy" (P13). However, one participant argued that "thinking how much of
your stress you want to communicate to others" (P12) increased her stress level.
Interestingly a three days before, the same wearer had observed that the prototype
and the diary increased the consciousness for one’s feelings.
Despite the positive feedback, users also faced unpleasant situations while
wearing the BuSiNec. P9 reported that a curious bystander grabbed the prototype
for having a closer look, which made her feel uncomfortable given that the
wearable display hangs closely to the chest, a particular sensitive body region for
females. Another difficult situation was brought up by P12 explaining that she
did not want to signal to students or colleagues that she is highly busy because
they should not "feel like they could not ask [her] questions".
The prototype as a gadget itself evoked great interest, particularly among other
colleagues who also tool part in the same research. For instance, P9 had
been asked by another participating colleague what her "busy level" was, what
coincides with P12’s experiences and what corresponds to P3’s impression
to feel "connected to those who also wore the necklace". Similarly, the
wearable prototype "raised curiousness and wondering" among bystanders, as P7
mentioned. Often questions like "what is this" (P5,P6,P7,P9) were posed or some
bystanders referred to the BuSiNec as a "jewellery" (P5,P9,P12,P13). Once the
wearable display even stimulated a conversation among colleagues about being
busy as P5 explained.
From the results it can be inferred that wearing such a wearable stressor
visualization display however requires some time to get used it (P3,
P5,P11,P12,P13). While this familiarity on the one hand is desirable, since
users reported to not pay much attention to it and do not bother wearing it, the
prototype’s effect can also wear off. As P7 reports "after the first excitement [...] it
seems people don’t have any reactions to the BuSiNec [...]". Therefore a persisting
improvement of the working atmosphere is questionable and highly depending
on the usage context probably. Even the participants themselves, as P10 admitted
that after the first excitement and curiosity, the enthusiasm decreased.
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Study Conclusion

The presented diary study aimed to evaluate the utility and the potential effects
of the wearable self-adjustable display representing the users’ perceived level
of business. From gathered feedback it became obvious that participants used
the prototype during their working days and some even beyond the professional
context. Hereby, they observed that particularly for smaller kids the color coding
was intuitively comprehensible and that the BuSiNec facilitated understanding
stressful situations from the children’s perspective. Speaking of the effects on
social interaction, nine out of eleven participants reported to have been approached
by colleagues showing interest in the prototype. While some were curious to know
what it was and what the study was about, in other cases inspiring discussions
about the topic of being busy have been stimulated. Correspondingly, a common
feeling among the participants had been established since they felt a stronger link
towards each other. In this context, the diary entries revealed that being aware
of one’s own level of business raised their self-reflection and made them more
conscious about their feelings.
Despite the positive comments of the display’s effect, the results also suggested
that long-terms effects are questionable since the initial excitement for the
prototype wears off. Consequently, future research will have to focus
on investigating how the positive impact can persist over a longer period.
Accordingly, when making use of the wearers’ engagement for the design of
interactive systems, the advantages and disadvantages of visualizing one’s mental
state have to be taken into account. Hereby, the benefit of the colleagues’
increasing mutual consideration for each others moods and feelings has to be
weighted up against the potential peer group pressure to wear the prototype
in order to not feel excluded. For this, preserving privacy when exploiting
the benefits of public visualizations remains a significant issue that needs to
be handled carefully. As the present study shows, individuals react differently
to visualizing their feelings. While seven users noticed that their mind went
more consciously into the "green", and respectively relaxed state, another two
participants stated that they did not observe any effect; another two admitted to be
indecisive regarding the prototype’s efficiency. This finding has been supported
by the quantitative assessment of the perceived utility and comfort. To conclude,
while the subjective comfort of wearing was given for all users, the utility of the
wearable self-adjustable display visualizing one’s perceived level of business lies
in the eye of the beholder.
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Discussion

In the following, the findings from the three presented studies manipulating
stressors in distinct ways will be discussed addressing the effects and implications.
The approach of stressor manipulation consisted of
the elimination of the source of stress. For this, a private scenario where no
bystander were involved had been chosen. Hereby, smartphone notifications were
delayed in three different modes to avoid undesired interruptions for the users
and to take away the response pressure from them, as two sources of stress.
Eliminating Stressors

As part of the analysis of the interview data, some dropped-out participants
reported, that for them not being reachable or contactable for their social
circle have had severe effects on their social interaction. P9b admitted that
it felt "annoying" and "cased a feeling of uncontrollability". This subjective
perception corresponds to the recent development that most of the everyday-life
communication is being done over text-messaging. As previous work also
revealed, phone calls –which would have been a possibility to reach our
participants at any time throughout the study– are not the primary mean of
communication anymore [52, 91, 102]. Moreover, this reflects what it is being
known as the fear of missing out [190] and what could be also observed with
respect to smartphone usage [61]. Accordingly, the fear to not being reachable,
which has been described as "no-mobile-phone phobia" or "nomophobia" in
literature [241] was further observed among the participants. This phenomenon
has been researched in different disciplines, such as psychology [27], medicine
[135], and neurology [136]. For example, Wang and Suh investigated how
organizational workers feel if they were unable to use their smartphones [269].
They found that while some had been more productive and relaxed, others reported
the opposite. The findings from Pielot and Rello [201] are in line with this
indicating that while participants admitted to be able to better concentrate due to
less disruptions, they also reported to be more anxious and disconnected to their
social circle, what is being supported by the presented study (cf., Section 6.2) too.
All in all, the user experience regarding the delaying of notifications as stress
reducing technique had been positive for the majority of participants. Almost all
interviewees felt less distracted during the absence of notifications which applied
for each of the three modes. P3b explained that before the study he did not think
of how pleasant a day could be without checking the phone all the time. Two
participants reported that they had noticed that they checked their phone less
often what goes hand in hand with the self-reflection which has been triggered by
the notification delivery manipulation explicitly mentioned by six interviewees.
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In particular, being able to set the interval length of the delaying time according
to their needs was perceived as a huge advantage compared to the fixed interval
length. For this, the UDI Modewas rated highest. Although this mode got very
positive reviews, the users wished for a mixture of the UDI Modeand the SD
Mode. Considering the degree of user-control in managing notifications, they
preferred being in control of the interval length meaning that it should be flexible
rather than static. Further, it was crucial that important messages would be able
to send at any time, which is why they would have appreciate to combine these
two modes.
Having assessed the initial stress level of the participants before and after the
study, it could be seen that there had been huge differences among the stress
perceptions. Looking at the standard deviation of 8.12 and at what participants
stated, the stress reports had been strongly dependent on the temporary state
and not much influenced by their smartphone usage. Therefore, it might not
have been surprising that only barely noticeable effects on the users’ stress level
could be seen in the quantitative data. Correspondingly, a large survey asking
users about the reasons for the stress when receiving notifications and what their
effort was to reduce the stress conducted by Yoon et al. [289], revealed that
users could be clustered into four main groups including a set of 25 participants
who experienced stress although they had adjusted their notifications. This could
be another explanation for why the subjectively assessed stress level does not
indicate significant effects over all user groups. With respect to the other two rated
variables, happiness and activeness, apparently the happiness level had not been
influenced by the notification delaying which is remarkable, since participants
seemed not to be unhappier when receiving their notifications delayed. As the
standard deviation is always far below 1.0, even the unsatisfied users fearing to
miss something have not been affected that severely that they rated the negative
extreme on the happiness scale. The results for the assessment of activeness
deviate even less. Since again the standard deviation has been between 0.59
and 0.76, the users’ activeness was apparently not influenced by the notification
delivery manipulation.
The other stressor manipulation approach which had
been evaluated in the present chapter, is how the visualization of a stressor can
affect the user. Within this question, two distinct characteristics of targeting users
have been applied. While the first study put users in a passive role, namely just
receiving feedback on their source of stress, the latter study required active user
action for visualizing the source of stress.
Visualizing Stressors

The deployment of the ambient feedback application in a semi-public, namely
office work scenario revealed that hereby the individual sensitivity towards one’s
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own body and mind plays a decisive role. Accordingly, the participants suggested
to use the ambient feedback representation for learning to become aware or
increase the awareness of one’s body signals indicating stress. In connection with
the utility of the concept, the usage of such biofeedback systems in therapeutic
areas was discussed. With regard to novel usage contexts, also the last study
employing a wearable self-adjustable display led to interesting findings. Since
some participants broadened the usage context of the stressor visualization and
wore the self-adjustable when spending time with their family, they reported
that the color mapping to stressed and relaxed states war particularly easy to
understand for children. But also apart from this observation, the prototypical
implementation of a wearable self-adjustable display had been perceived positive
by the vast majority of the users. Interestingly, the results revealed that the lack
of utility did not interfere with the perceived comfort of wearing the prototype.
Hence, even though the amount of how much one benefited from it differed
greatly indicated by the high standard deviation, wearing the prototype was
still continued. Consequently, testing out the individual effects while wearing
BuSiNec can be performed by anyone who is interested, since it does not evoke
an unpleasant feeling. Speaking of the highly depending individual benefit, the
noticed effects are also underlying subjective feelings, which will be addressed in
the following paragraph.
Speaking about the effects of the presented manipulation techniques, the users’
willingness to actually utilize such a systems needs to be considered. As has been
found in the results of the second study (cf., Section 6.3), users could imagine
to deploy such a system in their office for learning to listen to their body signals.
Consequently, P1 said that she would use the feedback for a few days or weeks
depending on when she wants to end the training. Similarly, the wearable display
prototype was considered to be used "from time to time" (P10). Nevertheless, the
high awareness can be regarded as good and bad at the same time depending on
(a) how much pressure the wearer feels to communicate the actual stress state
and (b) how much the wearer feels empathy for those bystanders respecting the
signaled color, e.g. students do not wanting to ask something if it is red shown.
As a main finding from
the study presented in Section 6.2, it became obvious that smartphone users felt an
urge to reply to notifications immediately, also because they were afraid to miss
something. This is supported by the results from Church and De Oliveira [44],
who identified in their research that indeed there exist expectations regarding the
response raised by visual indicators of a message’s delivery, i.e., the WhatsApp
ticks. One of their participants explicitly phrased her frustration saying that
"[...] If you’re offline then I don’t expect but if you’re online, it sort of means
Effects of Stressor Manipulation Approaches
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that it’s in front of you and you are doing other stuff and you are ignoring me".
This phenomenon can be related to a response pressure described by Renaud et
al. [220], who found that recipients felt pressure to respond when they had to deal
with e-mails. Taking away pressure source, which can be a potential stressor, the
approach of manipulating a stressor in terms of elimination can be regarded to
result in the successful reducing resulting stress.
Another valuable observation when speaking of the overall effect of stressor
manipulation had been that delaying notifications but giving the opportunity
to receive messages had reduced the subjectively felt stress in smartphone
users. While the FI Modemode, the UDI Modemode and the control condition
were rated almost equally, the SD Modeseemed to evoke the least stress in
the users. This was also supported by the qualitative findings, reflecting that
users felt more comfortable when they knew that a text-message could be
received in an emergency. When analyzing the interviews, it became obvious that
participants were much more occupied reflecting about their smartphone usage,
and particularly their notification management, when not receiving those all the
time. P12a said: "I don’t want to be too dependent on my phone but I know that
I am, so it was kind of nice to think about this". Thus, the positive impact on
how users started to consciously consider their smartphone usage was one of
the main findings from the evaluation of eliminating stressors. Following up on
the investigation of the effects when testing the stressor visualization approach,
the results from the deployment study presented in Section 6.3 revealed that
the pure visualization does not necessarily mean that users reflect about what is
being represented through the visual feedback. As the participants reported, a
considerable capacity of thoughts went into scrutinizing the representativeness
and utility of the visual feedback on one’s cognitive load. Instead of considering
the link between work tasks and the amount of cognitive load, users were rather
occupied with considering how much such feedback is needed depending on user’s
ability to listen to one’s own body signals telling how much cognitive load is
perceived as stress. From a meta view, the visualization can be therefore regarded
as a catalyst for becoming aware of the fact to support one’s awareness regarding
one’s own physiological signals. The second visualization approach putting users
in an active role instead of presenting passively provided feedback, also focused
on the effects of stressor visualization but in public visibility embracing the
other extreme on the privacy continuum. Although, four participants doubted that
wearing the BuSiNec had a significant effect on their stress level, almost two thirds
perceived the effects of the BuSiNec on their stress level as "positive" (P5,P11),
namely "lowering" (P5,P10). P9 confirmed that she felt, when she turned it to
green, she was "more relaxed and in red [she is] more focused and feeling more
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busy". P10 added that the conscious change of the color fitting the change in
one’s mind regarding feeling busy also "eases your mind, when you know what’s
going on". One participant even stated that "BuSiNec helps me also recognize
the not-busy moments". Correspondingly, for P10 the self-adjustable display was
a tool that helps allowing oneself to switch consciously between mental states
referring to the "green state" with respect to the color coding. Altogether, this
indicates that self-reflection had been positively affected by the visualization
requiring to make one’s own adjustments.
Moreover, the last study presented in Section 6.4 showed that the exposure
of one’s mental state affects the working atmosphere. Hereby, the wearable
display facilitated it for colleagues to ask in a jokingly and more playful way,
whether the wearer is available, since according to the reported experiences it
was easier for others to react to the visualization of the business level (P3). This
observation could be traced back to what is known as the so-called "Honeypot
Effect". This phenomenon prevalent in public displays and interactive installations
[286] describes that individuals are more likely to interact and approach systems,
when they are attracted by the other’s presence or action [291]. Accordingly, the
findings could lead to the conclusion that it is easier for people to communicate, if
they are provided with an anchor point to talk about, here the BuSiNec prototoype.
The results suggest that wearing the prototype could be beneficial for overall
communication structure, since it provides the opportunity to friendly or jokingly
ask for someone’s availability instead of crashing into unpleasant situations. An
example for this was reported by P12, who talked with her colleagues about the
"levels and subjects of business".
Moreover, the fact that a group of employees took part in the study created a sense
of community. Remarks like: "oh you are participating too" (reaction reported by
P5) signify that connectedness had not only been felt but also expressed, which
facilitates again communication from another perspective. Despite the potential
positive impact regarding the mutual consideration, creating a peer group of users
can also be seen ambiguously. While on the one hand the people belonging to
this group could increase sensivity and awareness among colleagues, on the other
hand having peer groups using such devices could lead to pressure among those,
who do not want to reveal their mental states. Given the huge differences in
individuals’ willingness to share feelings, preserving the user’s autonomy in how
stress-ware interactive systems can be used becomes even more considerable,
what will be discussed in the subsequent paragraph.
Implications for Interactive Systems when Manipulating Stressors

Looking at the findings from all three approaches, the degree of privateness
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does not affect the ability to self-reflect considerably. Nevertheless, it makes
a difference whether stress mitigating approaches have been deployed on a
smartphone, on an ambient display, or using a manual prototype. The technology
being used determines how visible in terms of present you want the stress
reduction method to be. For this, the usage context has to be considered when
an approach is being realized, bearing in mind that smartphone applications
can demand the user’s attention much more intensively than ambient feedback
deployments. In this context, also the privacy preservation plays an important role.
While employing smartphones is surely representing the most privacy respecting
option, the qualitative feedback from the deployment study (cf., Section 6.3)
revealed that colleagues’ comments on the visual feedback of one’s mental
states can sometimes evoke unpleasant feelings. On the other hand, from the
interviewees’ statements in the last study presented in Section 6.4, it can be
inferred that the design of manual wearable display raised curiosity and interest
among bystanders and stimulated valuable conversation about, for instance the
meaning of feeling busy. Consequently, for the design decision on which platform
a stress-mitigating technique is being deployed, the advantages and disadvantages
regrading privacy preservation and in particular, its effects, have to be taken into
account.
Besides the consideration of the deployment technology and the privacy, it is
necessary that not only the user him- or herself but also potential bystanders,
such as family members or colleagues can easily comprehend the manipulation
technique. While in the first study presented in Section 6.2 a mixed approach
has been used, where the chat partner was only informed about the delay of
his or her notification in one of the three tested modes, the second study (cf.,
Section 6.3) waived to provide explanations on the manipulation, particularly
bystanders were left without clarification. In the final study (cf., Section 6.4)
an intuitively understandable visual mapping based upon the commonly known
familiarity with color meanings has been applied. As could be inferred from the
participants statements, the color mapping of signifying one’s level of business
using the traffic light color scheme red, yellow, and green has been effective
without needing further explanations. This had become particularly obvious
when the users’ kids reacted to the displayed colors and reminded their mum to
stop indicating that she was still busy, when she was actually not. In contrast,
the unknowingness of the bystanders and respectively chat partners in the two
other performed studies led to misunderstandings, such as that the biofeedback
application was misinterpreted as thought-reading or that not responding to
text-messages had been taken offensively. Consequently, the means and elements
a stressor manipulation technique employs need to be easily comprehensible from
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an design perspective also paying attention to not exclusively the user him- or
herself.
Another important finding from the self-reports is, that people like using the
stressor manipulation technique voluntarily and not because they are told to or
because it is part of a working culture. In the qualitative feedback retrieved from
each of the presented studies it becomes obvious that individuals appreciate to
have as much freedom and autonomy in their usage behavior. Thinking of the
smartphone application, users wanted to stay in control of whose text-messages
should be blocked. Hereby, freedom would be granted by letting users customize
the NotModes application to a maximum. Eventually, allowing users to be
reachable as they prefer would even include those participants who reported signs
of the fear of missing out. In the context of stressor visualization, users would
have preferred to have more transparency regarding the working mechanism of
the visual representation of their cognitive load. And referring to the wearable
display, users appreciated the freedom to take the BuSiNec off whenever they
wanted to, for example in an official meeting or just because they did not feel like
wearing it. These examples support previous work by Barkhuus and Dey [10]
indicating that users do not want systems that take over the full control and thereby
neglect the user’s freedom of choice, but rather favor approaches that combine
computer-based sense-making derived from the collected information allowing
them to customize and change settings according to their individual needs. The
results further emphasize that the user’s autonomy in using interactive systems
is a simple requirement to be easily respected when designing stress-aware
technology.
From the three performed studies described in the present chapter,
it could be inferred that manipulating stressors supports the self-reflection
regarding the coping with stressors. Although the definition of a stressor is
broad and refers to those stimuli that evoke stress in individuals, it is arguable
if the three constructs made subject to the studies are suitable stressors. Since
not only the negative consequences of receiving notifications have been shown in
prior work [179, 200], but also the mental strain through cognitive load, as well
as the link between stress and perceived feeling of business [23, 175, 252], an
appropriate representation of potential stressors can be assumed. Another critical
issue like in many HCI studies, is the lack of participants. Despite the initially
high number of recruited users, the rate of successfully accomplished participants
per study was not as high as originally aimed for. One of the main reasons is
surely the sensitivity of the topic; reporting or even visualizing one’s mental state
bears of potential of violating one’s privacy. Additionally, all three presented
studies took place in the field to avoid the artificiality of laboratory studies and to
Limitations
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make usage of technology which is already embedded in our environment [51].
Consequently, this implies that users granted access to their real data, no matter
if it had been notifications or the representation of their mental state. Facing
this particularity, the participant numbers are still providing sufficient data to
investigate the aimed research questions.

6.6

Chapter Summary and Conclusion

Answering RQ3a the present Chapter 6 demonstrated exemplarily that the
manipulation of stressors can take different forms ranging from the elimination
of stressors via the visual passive representation of the stressor and up to the
dynamic self-adjustability of the stressor complemented by the requirement to
actively manipulate the stressor by the user him- or herself. Moreover, such
manipulations can comprise the role of context factors, like for example the
variation of privacy preservation or the deployment of technical accessories. For
manipulating stressors, different means of technology can be included. In the
presented studies three different stages of technical aids have been used. While
the first study (cf., Section 6.2) relied on the usage of smartphone enabling to
investigate the effects of eliminating stressors on a personal level, for the second
study (cf., Section 6.3) an ambient display in form of a tablet has been deployed
to ensure that not only the participant, but also bystanders could see the visual
feedback. For the final study (cf., Section 6.4) the usage of technology has been
neglected and a physical display prototype has been built which had to be adjusted
manually. Thus, the manipulation of stressors can further compromise the
degree of technical accessories being used. This consequently affects the user’s
interaction opportunities and must be considered when choosing the technical
platform for the design of an interactive system. As another mean to shape the
occurrence of stressors, the privacy continuum can be exploited as has been done
in the presented research. Accordingly, three different scenarios involving the
elimination of stressors in one’s personal private setting (cf., Section 6.2), the
visual passive representation of the stressor in a semi-public setting (cf., Section
6.3), and finally, the visual representation of the stressor putting the user in an
active role in a fully public environment (see Section 6.4) have been evaluated.
Another context factor addressing particularly the interaction design perspective
(RQ3a), is the degree of user control and respectively user involvement being
applied when manipulating stressors. The three presented works include different
stages of user involvement. While in the first user study a mixture of different user
control elements have been provided with the three notification delivery modes,
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in the second user study the participant was given a passive role without any
autonomous control over the ambient feedback which was provided. In the final
user study, users were required to take an active part, since they needed to adjust
their wearable display to be able to manipulate the stressor. From the findings,
it can be inferred that varying the user’s degree of involvement has an impact
on the user experience referring to the next research question RQ3b. Having
no or only limited control as tested in the deployment scenario (see Section 6.3)
and also partly in the first study with the FI Mode(see Section 6.2) was disliked
and received the most critical feedback. Conversely, the users appreciated to
stay in control while having maximum freedom to customize the application.
Those delivery modes which granted the participants more autonomy had been
explicitly preferred. Hence, this observation can be regarded as one effect of how
users perceive the manipulation of stressors. Further, this is interesting from an
interaction perspective, since the results suggest that involving the user actively,
even partly increases self-reflection about the potential stressors. In contrast, if
the user is required to get involved too heavily in the manipulation of the stressor,
it can lead to a feeling of overload and consequently even to abandoning the
interactive system could be argued for the final study (see Section 6.4). Thus,
maintaining a balance between user involvement in the manipulation of stressors
is crucial for the success of the interactive system incorporating such techniques
to reduce stress, since otherwise it could be reversed in an feeling of overload or
disinterest in the system.
These findings are contributing to answering RQ3b targeting the effects of stressor
manipulation on the user. As indicated by the results from the first study described
in Section 6.2, a measurable impact on the subjectively perceived stress level
cannot be detected. Although there are some hints in the ESM data showing
that while the sender dependent mode was activated, the stress level decreased
slightly, the standard deviation and the limited number of participants do not
allow to draw any generalizable conclusions on the stress-reducing effects of
such a mode. In contrast, the second study presented in Section 6.3 provides
answers to RQ3b revealing that the visualization of a stressor putting the user
in the passive role of receiving feedback without needing to take action can be
beneficial for becoming aware of one’s own body signals substituting the feedback.
Although the utility of the prototypical deployment of the system, which visually
represented cognitive load on a ambient display, was not necessarily perceived
to be useful by the participants, they agreed that for people who have difficulties
noticing their physiological state by themselves, such a system could be helpful.
Similarly, the findings from the last study requiring the user to take action
for visualizing one’s level of business lead to the conclusion that the active
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confrontation with something that stresses the user, supports the ability to become
aware and conscious about one’s mental state. This important finding further leads
to RQ3c showing that the visualization of a stressor can facilitate self-reflection
in the user. Accordingly, even if the participants would not like to rely on the
automatic feedback permanently, they were encouraged to deal with the topic,
here the visual representation of potential stressors and how it affects them, just
by using the system. Moreover, the latter presented evaluation of the manual
wearable display revealed that encouraging the self-reflection can further lead
to interesting conversations with others. By wearing the physical prototype
publicly and together with co-participants, also the mutual consideration of each
others’ personal sensitivities had been enabled. Thus, creating an appropriate
usage scenario, the visualization of stressors in groups can support the interaction
behavior going beyond one’s self-reflection.
Since the second study (cf., Section 6.3) has been carried out in a semi-public
setting, namely the workplace environment, it allowed to study what implications
the non-private presentation of sensitive data on the user has (RQ3d). As reported
in the interviews, the ambient display evoked interest in the colleagues what was
accompanied by misinterpretations that the system could do thought-reading.
Although the working atmosphere was relaxed according to the participant, the
public visibility of the cognitive state lead to some comments which made her
feel uncomfortable, particularly when bystanders from other offices took note of
the visual representation. This observation responds to RQ3d when suggesting
that visualizing one’s mental state allows misinterpretations, which addresses
the challenge how privacy can be preserved when stress-aware interfaces are
designed. From the in-the-wild deployment it can be inferred that users are afraid
of their abuse of sensitive data on the one hand, but also of bystanders jumping
to conclusions leading to misjudgements of their cognitive state on the other.
Correspondingly, it is debatable whether ambient displays visualizing feedback
based on physiological data are a suitable technological mean given the potential
to violate the user’s privacy. Instead, the feedback could be either shown on
personal devices not being exposed to bystanders, such as feedback icons in the
taskbar on a computer screen. Further, the opportunity to easily switch on and off
a device which is exposed to bystanders and could tell privacy sensitive data could
be a solution for preserving as much the user’s privacy as desired. In general, it is
an important finding that all participants agreed that sharing the source of stress,
such as the feeling of being busy, is preferred instead of explicitly admitting to be
stressed by revealing one’s mental state. This indicates that stress is still a highly
sensitive topic for individuals, which can be considered as a sign of weakness
that one does not want to disclose.
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Chapter

7

Conclusion and Outlook
In the following, the conclusions drawn from the performed research activities
will be presented. With the aim to explore the effectiveness and the effects
of potentially stress mitigating techniques, the foundation provided by prior
work on how stress responses can be measured physiologically (RQ1a) and the
demonstration of the physiological correlates of subjective stress (RQ1b) have
laid the foundation for the identification of prevalent shortcomings regarding
existing sensing technology (RQ1c). Further, the Design Space for Wearable
Physiological Measurement Tools have been presented as an outcome of
the identification and summarization process referring to the evaluation of
physiological measurement hardware (RQ1d). Evaluating the suitability of
thermal feedback for notifying users about stress by applying different feedback
(RQ2a) resulted in the conclusion that tactile feedback does not seem to function
as an effective notifier, answering the question how such a stimulus needs to be
designed (RQ2b). Finally, three research probes consisting of comprehensive
studies that exemplarily illustrate by which means stressors can be manipulated
(RQ3a) have led to the subsequent research contributions and insights tackling
the effects of such manipulation techniques (RQ3b). Special emphasis was put
on the investigation of the users’ self-reflection (RQ3c) and privacy perception
(RQ3d) and these aspects had been affected by the elimination, respectively
visualization of stressors. The present chapter concludes with an outlook
regarding the prospective challenges future work will be targeting to research and
the concluding remarks of the presented research.
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Summary of Research Contribution

Through the investigation of different stress reducing approaches and resulting
interventions varying in multiple aspects, this work provides three main
contributions. The detailed inquiry of two stakeholder groups utilizing
physiology-sensing hardware has firstly, led to the Design Space for Wearable
Physiological Measurement Tools reflecting consumers’ and researchers’ criteria
for choosing such equipment; and secondly, five Design Recommendations
for Wearable Physiology Sensing Devices targeting current challenges in their
practical application have been deduced. With respect to the evaluation of
different approaches to reduce stress, the third contribution consists of three minor
contributions all responding to the question, what to consider when designing
interactive systems to mitigate stress. While the exploration of tactile feedback
for notifying users about stress has led to the conclusion that users question the
stress-relieving function and rather tend to focus on the detected stress. Hence, in
our research we did not further focus on the approach to notify users about stress.
However, this result is valuable for future work to be tested in an in-the-wild
scenario where it should be taken into account that thermal feedback provided at
unobtrusive body locations is preferred. To move on, I explored an alternative
intervention method and manipulated the stressors differently. Hereby, it was
shown that manipulating stressors affect positively the ability of self-reflect about
one’s sources of stress. Moreover, dependent on the context of visual presentation
of one’s stressor and their visibility to bystanders, it could be even seen that the
mutual consideration for each other and the social interaction benefits from the
visualization of a stress source. The final minor contribution providing insights
for the practical implementation of stress-aware systems, is the investigation of
privacy preservation. As the results indicate, revealing one’s mental state is a
highly sensitive topic for individuals, which is why they prefer sharing the source
of stress, such as the feeling of being busy instead of explicitly admitting to be
stressed. In this context, the preservation of privacy by, for example allowing
users to utilize applications as they like or granting as much freedom to customize
systems as possible is crucial for the success of such stress-aware technology.

7.1.1

Identifying and Summarizing Criteria for
Successful Physiological Measurements

Since the reliable recognition of stress builds the foundation for designing
effective interactive systems to mitigate stress, physiological measurement tools
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are essentially important. Recently, more and more researchers have used such
tools to develop and validate affective computing systems [63, 83, 198]. As a
result of the increasing demand of such hardware, the variety of consumer and
medical standard devices also rose within the past years. Thus, the investigation
of considerable criteria when deciding for physiological measurement tools from
both, consumers and researchers, perspectives contributes to the state-of-art.
The Design Space for Wearable Physiological Measurement Tools presented in
Chapter 4 is the first of its kind embracing six dimensions and 17 sub-dimensions
addressing crucial issues for dealing with such technology and thereby revealing
constraints of sensing devices (RQ1c). It’s value does not exclusively lay in the
identification inferred from an extensive corpus of qualitative data, but further in
the summarization of the criteria building a clear overview for any stakeholder
group responding to RQ1d. Consequently, it provides a valuable starting point
for further discussions, particularly among professionals using physiology-aware
hardware for measuring stress and affective states.

7.1.2

Design Recommendations for Stress-Aware
Interactive Systems

For the design of interactive systems developers, designers and user-experience
experts alike need to view the human-computer interaction from the end-user
perspective. For this, user studies, particularly collecting qualitative data
from genuine practitioners’ experiences as presented in this thesis, provide an
essential source of information and bear valuable insights when wanting to
tackle consumer needs and requirements. Accordingly, the Design Space for
Wearable Physiological Measurement Tools emphasizes the shortcomings in
current sensing hardware addressing RQ1c, but more importantly provides an
overview on critical issues. As part of the extensive research on physiology-aware
systems (cf., Chapter 4) including the elaboration of the Design Recommendations
for Wearable Physiology Sensing Devices (cf., Section 4.4), the following
recommendations for designing stress-aware interactive systems have been
derived.
Enhance Self-Monitoring Users benefit from self-monitoring applications
providing feedback upon, e.g. their stress level. For this concepts, such as
the quantified self approach should be supported in future systems.
Respect the Ownership of Private Data Hand in hand with the previous
recommendation goes the requirement to provide maximum transparency
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for the users regarding their data, which applies particularly for sensitive
data, such as stress level indicators. This includes not only what and how
the data is collected, but also what is being done with it and where it is
stored. Although not each user might be interested in all of this information,
it is important to respect the ownership of one’s data and act accordingly.

Support System Usability With the advancements of interactive systems
sensing stress, often their complexity increases too. Thus, the user effort to
operate and maintain such systems should be kept low and intuitive.
Ensure the Reliability of System’s Outcomes Following the preceding aspect,
stress-aware interactive technology needs to be resistant against external
confounders affecting their results. Since we know that multiple factors,
such as the caffein intake or the physical fitness can influence physiological
indicators of stress, there is a special need to develop systems that are able
to provide reliable results.

7.1.3

Evaluating Interventions to Reduce Stress

The present work contributes a multidimensional investigation of different
approaches aiming to reduce stress. While Chapter 5 concentrates on the
exploration of effective stimuli to provide feedback on stress states, in Chapter
6 three concepts of how stressors can be manipulated are validated in the field
collecting insightful user feedback. The reasoning for focusing on those constructs
which elicit stress in users lays in the conclusion that notifications about stress
can lead to opposite effects. In practice, signaling the user that the stress level
has risen was seen as critical by participants (see Section 5.3.2), since it could
increase one’s stress level instead of reducing it. Consequently, the approach to
adjust the stressor had been explored extensively in this work. For this, the first
study eliminated stressors as a potential opportunity to reduce subjectively felt
stress elicited by interruptions from notifications, response pressure or the fear of
missing out. Subsequently, the effects of visualizing stressors had been examined
taking two different characteristics. Before the self-report on one’s perceived
level of business has been presented publicly requiring the users take action, the
visual representation of one’s cognitive load in form of ambient feedback had
been evaluated in a semi-public setting.
Referring to RQ3a, there exist several possibilities of which this work varies
three means to manipulate stressors, namely the utilization of technological
means, the deployment scenario, and the variation of user control. In concrete,
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despite the variation in the applied deployment, namely smartphone, ambient
display, and manual display, further the privacy continuum has been exploited
ranging from private usage (smartphone) through semi-public (ambient display in
a shared office) up to public (necklace worn in an university). For the modification
of user control the users’ ability to change the stressor manipulation had been
varied. For example, the smartphone application had two different modes that
delayed notifications for a fixed time interval and one for which the delay could
be adjusted.
In the course of the exploration of
feedback for stress states several types of work have been performed involving
tactile feedback. Due to its advantages, namely the unobtrusiveness, which also
preserves privacy and is less revealing, as well as the unoccupation of this sense by
other technology so far RQ2a, this modality was used to design two experiments
evaluating the effectiveness of different tactile stimuli. Finding an answer to
research questions RQ2b, initially the effect of presenting vibrotactile feedback
in comparison to pressure-based stimulation had been evaluated in a user study.
Since the latter was indicated to evoke only a little less stress in the users when
being applied, the third common type of tactile feedback, thermal stimulation,
was researched in the subsequent study. Hereby, it was found that an effective
feedback stimulus is mild cold and has a high rate of change (RQ2b). Regarding
the body location, where users would like to receive the feedback, it showed to
depend on whether users valued the privacy preservation and therefore chose
hidden spots, such as the back. Unlike others, who appreciated the familiarity and
unobtrusiveness when incorporating thermal feedback in existing smart watches
or other wrist-worn wearables. However, the participants’ opinions were divided
regarding the overall effectiveness of and utility of the approach to notify users
about their stress level, which is why I explored the manipulation of the source of
stress as another concept.
Suitability of Tactile Feedback

One of the essential outcomes of the
three performed evaluation studies was that users partly had the feeling that the
manipulation of the stressor affected their stress level (cf., Section 6.2) and their
perceived feeling of being busy (cf., Section 6.4) positively. Although there could
not be shown significant differences for the stress assessments, the fact that users
subjectively felt less stressed or calmed down is a notable effect (RQ3b). As
another interesting finding tackling research question RQ3c users reported that
they were encouraged to reflect about the manipulated stressors. In practice,
the smartphone usage and notification management was viewed more critically
throughout the study participation. Further, the feedback presented on the ambient
display supported the participants in listening to their own body signals indicating
Effects of Manipulating Stressors
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mental overload. Similarly, the adjustment of one’s level of business assumed
that users became aware of how much they actually felt stressed or rushed. Thus,
not only the self-reflection, but moreover the increased awareness of sources of
stress made the stressor manipulation a successful stress-mitigating technique.
Interestingly, the reflective potential of this approach was shown to exceed and
even affected the mutual consideration among colleagues as the lastly performed
study could show. In this context, it was revealed that visualizing the stressor
stimulated insightful conversation and could even facilitate the understanding
of the participants’ kids regarding their parents’ stress state. For this, the
effects of manipulating stressors can be regarded as overall positive ranging
from subjectively perceived less stress through increased awareness of stressors
up to the facilitation to reflect about oneself and even others.
As has been shown
to be particularly relevant for studies involving the public (or semi-public)
representation of one’s mental state, the preservation of privacy plays a key
role in the design of stress-aware interactive systems being addressed by RQ3d.
Moreover, presenting sensitive private information unobtrusively is important,
since it had been revealed that individuals have concerns disclosing their stress
state in front of others as an outcome of the research probes focalizing the
visualization of stressors. However, thinking of the presentation of tactile
feedback and in particular thermal stimuli (cf., Chapter 5), the approach to
discreetly notify about one’s stress has not been shown to be promising. Whereas
exploiting the main advantage of thermal feedback by combining it with the
manipulation of stressors could be desirable. Reviewing the findings from
Chapter 6, it can be obtained that granting users as much freedom to utilize
the technology according to their needs and requirements seems to be successful
for causing a feeling of privacy due to the maintained control. Correspondingly,
the transparency of what data is being recorded, what is being used for, and where
it is being stored must be provided when incorporating physiological data. As the
study participants emphasized, the fear of seeing one’s data abused is a prevalent
thread when dealing with technology. Thus, to build trust and support the users’
confidence, interactive systems must provide comprehensive explanations for the
aforementioned questions and further let users maintain control, when aiming for
successful and effective systems.
Respecting Privacy in Stress-aware Systems
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Limitations

Since dealing with physiological data is sensitive due to the various factors
which influence the physiological state, the reliability of collected data requires
carefulness when interpreting the results. Besides being prone to caffeein intake
or physical overall fitness, the signal quality can be easily worsened through
movements during the data collection. Although it was attempted to isolate and
control such factors throughout the performed studies, there remains a small
amount of uncontrollability.
Likewise, assessing self-reported data, for example when prompting users with
ESMs underlies subjective feelings and experience. While is partly the strength of
such data, it surely yields disadvantages for the of the replicability of the results.
While having considered both, quantitative and qualitative data together for
drawing conclusions, the presented findings give an impression on what has been
found for a particular application tested in a specific scenario. Hence, to make
sure the conclusions are generalizable much more extensive research involving
more participants and tests in different scenarios using distinct applications or
systems would be needed. Nevertheless, this work represents a valuable starting
point to deepen further research in the addressed domains.

7.3

Future Work

In the course of the investigation of different stress mitigating approaches based
on physiological stress detection it has been revealed that some research domains
have so far, remained untouched. Since their exploration goes beyond the scope
of this work, they will be illustrated briefly in the following.
Physiological Sensing Capabilities As one of the
prerequisites for the successful design of interactive systems aiming to incorporate
stress mitigating techniques the detection of stress needs to work reliably. To
show which hardware works best for collecting physiological signals, the study
presented in Chapter 3 was performed. Although the results showed significant
correlations, there were some shortcomings revealed, which were researched
extensively in Chapter 4. Facing the difficulties when collecting physiological
data under specific circumstances, such as physical activity, there is still a
lot of research needed to improve the reliable sensing of stress. As has been
highlighted in the Design Recommendations for Stress-Aware Interactive Systems
Extending
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(see Section 7.1.2) future attempts from engineers and developers should focus on
the enhancement of wearables collecting stress data. Hereby, there should be more
emphasis put on the users’ needs, as for example increasing the transparency
of how physiological data is being recorded and why it might deviate from
similar, e.g. step counter information. Instead of promoting high-technology to
potential buyers, future work should work out opportunities to facilitate the user’s
understanding of the complex mechanisms. In this context subsequent research
also needs to invest in in-depth user inquiries to gain valuable feedback, as the
presented work already builds a starting point.
Looking into the future
of the design of interactive systems aiming to incorporate stress mitigating
techniques, there is an enormous potential to be researched. While the present
work has focused on the exploration of stress reducing approaches shaped by the
revealed limitations and opportunities of physiological sensing, there is still a lack
of knowledge in how far stress mitigation can be regarded as an effective mean.
Since stress is a highly sensitive topic due to its subjective nature, it is extremely
difficult to design experiments validating if the applied approach successfully
reduces stress in the user. As could be also seen in the results of the presented
studies individuals experience stress differently and sometimes their subjective
perception does not correspond to the physiologically indicated stress. For this,
interactive systems need to be evaluated extensively using various measures,
such as self-assessments, observations and physiological sensing, and further
the context must not be artificial. Hence, one of the most pressing targets for
subsequent research should be the comprehensive testing of potentially stress
mitigating systems in real-world scenarios.
Testing Stress Mitigating Systems in the Wild

As had been revealed in the
final study, kids and also smaller children had understood the the color mapping
of BuSiNec immediately. From the participants’ statements it becomes obvious
that they were not quick in the comprehension of what each color meant, but
that they further had less effort to retrieve the meaning of the signaled color.
Thus, visualizing stressors, or respectively the stress state could be particularly
useful for parents telling their kids in an easily understandable way if they are
stressed or relaxed. Hence, future work should focus on the investigation of
utilizing intuitive stressor representations in playful context. Hereby the mutual
consideration between parents and kids regarding their stress level could be
facilitated. As P3 from the BuSiNec sample mentioned, she would have loved to
test out such a concept at home for visualizing if you are in hurry for bringing the
kids to the kindergarten or school.
Since there are also other situations when communication can be difficult, the
Developing Novel Application Use Cases
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research gap embracing challenging target groups besides children should be
aimed at. For example, the utilization of stress visualization could be beneficial for
therapeutic contexts. As a result of the deployment study the visual representation
of physiologically indicated stress could be beneficial for those users who
have difficulties listening to their own body signals. In particular, patients
having personality disorders or suffering from a lack of self-reflection represent
potentially promising use cases to be explored in the future.
Thinking of such scenarios, it could be further interesting to examine whether the
actual representation of one’s mental state is important or if self-awareness could
be achieved using fake systems functioning as placebos. Based on the findings
from the presented work, subsequent research could test what exactly triggers the
self-reflection when dealing with stressors.

7.4

Concluding Remarks

Facing the enormous technological developments society has faced and that
will be imminent, the role of stress has grown in importance. While in past
times humans had time to adapt to environmental changes over hundreds of
years, the prevalent challenge today entails the fast evolvements of the usage
of digital technologies, which are perceived more and more as stressful. This
continuous feeling of information overload due to the omnipresent usage of
ubiquitous technology leads to a number of severe consequences, such as attention
or memory deficits. Therefore the investigation of coping strategies and effective
interventions to reduce stress in users represents an important strand of work.
The present thesis has focused on the exploration of stress-mitigating techniques
involving the tactile notification of users about their stress level and further the
manipulation of stressors. With our technology built in the research probes, the
user’s self-reflection for his or her stress level was increased. This provided a
starting point for future research incorporating such intervention techniques in
interactive systems. For the encounter of such challenges and transferring the
gained knowledge into practice, the Design Recommendations for Stress-Aware
Interactive Systems have been presented.
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Feeling stressed is a common phenomenon which is known among all
age groups, cultures, and societal classes. Although its perception and
recognition may follow universal rules too, humans experience the
reasons for stress and the success of stress mitigating techniques
differently. Research in various domains, such as psychology, biology,
or neuroscience have made great progress in understanding the
evolutionary roots of stress and its stressors, namely stimuli that elicit
stress reactions. However, the nature of stressors has changed
significantly over time. While thousands of years ago humans
experienced stress physiologically when facing a dangerous animal in
the wilderness, nowadays stress is a harmful consequence of the
permanent challenge for our brain to process the constant stream of
information. As a result, the modern human feels stressed by the
omnipresent access to information resulting in information overload,
going hand in hand with the societal expectations to be reachable and
so-called "online“ anytime. The consequential problems for users, as
well as design challenges for designers and developers to avoid such
disagreeable effects have been recently addressed in the field of
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).
In this thesis, I identify, describe and successively explore the character
of different inventions for reducing the stress level of users and their
impact on them. Hereby, I present three exemplary research probes
differing in their degree of privateness and their degree of using digital
technologies.

